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Absorption scintillations can contribute to the Large Aperture Scintillometer
signal if not appropriately high-pass filtered. (Dit proefschrift).
The Large Aperture Scintillometer has not changed significantly since the
original design of Gerry Ochs in the 1980's. (Dit proefschrift).
Because path-averaged absorption scintillations are selectively low-pass
filtered due to the magnitude of the sampling volume their spectral energy
mainly reflects the large-scale behaviour of the atmosphere.
Scintillation presents a ground-based technique with the potential to pathaverage surface-flux emissions of CO?, CH4 and other trace gases at kilometre
scales.
A 2-D drag anemometer and a 1-D sonic anemometer combination provide
comparable measurements of the friction velocity and sensible heat flux to a
single 3-D sonic anemometer. (Green et al., 1991).
A kiwifruit volume meter has a useful role in orchard management through
monitoring fruit-size, susceptibility to water stress and predicting final crop
yield. (Green et al., 1990).
The adage that science should be done for the sake of science is outdated.
Although universities should take a fundamental approach to research they
must be conscious of opportunities to commercialise any discoveries.
Postgraduate research is best performed on the other side of the World to
avoid one's turn on the coffee roster
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Introduction

1.1

Background and objectives

This thesis presents aseries of experiments usingelectromagnetic scintillation to infer
the surface fluxes of heat, moisture and momentum. The scintillation technique isof
interest to environmental researchers as a remote sensing method because it can
provide apath-average of the surface fluxes overkilometre distances. Scintillometers
can determine surface fluxes more rapidly than conventional flux measurement
techniques andultimately they may provide asolution to making these measurements
overnon-homogeneous surfaces.
This treatise asks the question, 'how successfulisthescintillometermethodin
determining surfacefluxes and under whatcircumstances does it appear to fail?'
To assist with thisexposition aseries of experiments conducted over varying surfaces
and atmospheric conditions and using different scintillometer configurations are
presented and discussed.
The background to this work begins in the early 1990's when the Author was
working for the Horticultural Research Institute of New Zealand. The Environmental
Physics Groupbased atKerikeribegan aseriesofexperiments usingscintillometers to
remotely probethe atmosphere. Thelong-term objective of this work was to develop
a routine monitoring system capable of providing continuous registration of the
surface fluxes of heat, moisture and momentum atgreater spatial scales than currently
achievable byeddycovariance instrumentation. Thework would itwashoped, bridge
the gap between the canopy scale and meso-scale surface-flux measurements. It was
expected the scintillation method would have applications in catchment hydrology
and remote sensing validation using satellite thermal imaging. This thesis records
experiments wheretheAuthor hasmade amajor contribution and represents asample

of the scintillation experiments undertaken over the last decade of the millennium.
There is a time-line of continual instrument development, progressing from a visible
semiconductor diode-laser scintillometer, to a HeNe gas-laser scintillometer, a nearinfrared large-aperture scintillometer and finally a microwave scintillometer.
Experimental results from different sites under a variety of atmospheric conditions
havecombined tounderpin thethesis.
Essentially thepurpose of thisresearch wastodevelop apragmatic approach for
the scintillation method. Unforseen problems in instrument performance, theoretical
assumptions and the prevailing atmospheric conditions have at times contrived to
make scintillation measurements difficult if not outright impossible. Therein lies the
value of this work, which isrecognizing and defining some limitations of the method
sothatfuture research canbedirected intoresolving these shortcomings.
The research has had international collaboration with other institutes interested
in scintillometry. These included the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute
(KNMI) and the Meteorology and Air Quality Group at Wageningen University
(WUMET) The Netherlands; NIAES, Japan; JNRA (Bourdeaux, France); and the
CSIRO (Australia).

In particular Dr Wim Kohsiek (KNMI) suggested the

construction of a microwave scintillometer and was very familiar with the NOAA
designed large-aperture near-infrared scintillometer (LAS). This liaison and advice
with the Author resulted in several field campaigns with the KNMI and WUMET.
The WUMET graduate research program is responsible for scintillometers being
installed World-wide incountries such asTurkey,ChinaandSri Lanka.

1.2

Thesis structure

This thesis consists of one review chapter and five experimental papers selected for
their diversity and relevance to scintillation. The Author has contributed to other
scintillation experiments and these are briefly summarized in Section (1.3). The
experimental research has been progressive, beginning with a simple semiconductor
laser-diode employed several meters above the surface and culminating with atwowavelength scintillometer combination operating at 30 m above a valley floor. A
common theme of each experiment is the application of Monin-Obukhov similarity
theory (MOST) to determine the surface fluxes from the measured structure
parameters of heat and moisture. Each of the experimental chapters have been

submitted for publication or published in scientific journals. Minor modifications
havebeen madetoeachmanuscript for inclusion inthisthesis.
The important points and knowledge on scintillometry are presented in Chapter
(2). The scintillometer method is reviewed in Chapter (3). Particular attention is
given tothe important components of the method including the spectrum of isotropic
turbulence, wave propagation through this turbulence, the structure parameters of the
refractive-index, heat and moisture and theapplication of MOST. Each of these steps
has some approximation or limitation, which may affect the final surface flux
calculation. Because scintillation is a subject which encompasses many scientific
disciplines stretching from wavepropagation theory through tomicrometeorology, an
experimentalist without a broad overview of the subject should be aware of the
potential sources of error in the method. Thereview of Chapter (3) goes someway to
assisting inthis regard.
The first of the experimental papers (Chapter 4) discusses the use of a simple
and inexpensive laser-diode as a scintillometer. The scintillometer was constructed
and tested at a height close to the surface (z = 1.5 m) at two different locations that
varied in surface roughness and was found to provide a reliable measurement of the
friction velocity, u, and sensible heat flux, Hsc over a propagation pathlength, L=
100 m. The Hill spectra describing isotropic turbulence in the inertial-convective
subrange was used to correct the recorded signal log intensity variance, <7,2for the
effect of theinner-scale length, llt. Todetermine /„, anestimateof u, wasfirst taken
from a cup anemometer averaged windspeed, uc and a measure of crop height, hc.
The effect of signal saturation was seen in acomparison of the temperature structure
parameter C\ calculated from the scintillometer a] and measured using a rapidresponse thermocouple.
In Chapter (5) thedependence of apoint-source scintillometer (HeNe gas-laser)
on /„ was used to determine u,. This was achieved by combining the HeNe
scintillometer signal with the signal from alarge-aperture near-infrared scintillometer
(LAS). The LAS has minimal lo dependence. The ratio of signal outputs indirectly
provided a path-averaged measurement of u,. Hx was calculated from the LAS
signal. This combination instrument, the Inner Scale Meter, was sensitive to small
differences between scintillometer outputs and gave a coarse comparison of u, to

eddy covariance measurements. The Hsc to HK comparison was reasonable despite
using different propagation path-lengths for each scintillometer. As shown previously
for the diode-laser scintillometer, a HeNe gas-laser scintillometer's signal could also
saturate in strong turbulence. This restricted operation of the Inner Scale Meter to
shortpath-lengths.
The LAS was used over an irrigated rice paddy in Japan during the end of the
rice harvest and the approach of the typhoon season. Chapter (6) describes the
problems encountered using a scintillometer in the presence of large latent heat, Esc
and small sensibleheatfluxes. Severalproblems wereencountered. Thefirst of these
wasthat thecorrelated T-Qfluctuations made asignificant effect onthe scintillometer
signal variance. Secondly absorption scintillations mayhave increased a] and thirdly
the LAS can not determine the direction of the sensible heat flux. These factors
complicated data interpretation.
Following the less than satisfactory result using a LAS to estimate Hsc over a
ricepaddy, amicrowave and LAS werecombined as atwo-wavelength scintillometer
to determine both Esc and Hsc. This experiment took place at Ahipara in the far
North of New Zealand (Chapter 7). The height above the surface (z= 10m) and the
propagation distance (L = 3 km) were much greater than the previous experiments.
The surface was very flat and homogeneous. Comparisons of HK and Esc made to
Hec and Eec (measured at thepath midpoint) were reasonable. The method assumed
a perfect correlation between T and Q. The effect of low frequency fluctuations in
path-averaged Q caused an overestimate in HK and E,c. The microwave signal
displayed inertial subrange behavior and was therefore capable of determining C2n at
microwave frequencies. Two LAS receivers placed side-by-side and recording the
samesignal variance systematically differed by5%.
The final experiment recorded in this thesis (Chapter 8) built on the previous
experience gained using the two-wavelength scintillometer. Now the scintillometer
beams were much higher with z = 30 m and propagated across a 2 km wide valley.
The valley was well irrigated but the surrounding countryside was very dry. When
windspeeds were low agreement between Hw and Escwith Hec and Etc was
reasonable. With advection and entrainment of dry and warm air intothe valley Hsc

and Esc overestimated the eddy covariance measurements. For very unstable
conditions E,c and Hsc could be calculated without prior knowledge of u,. As the
convective boundary layer (CBL) inversion passed through the scintillometer beam it
caused additional signalvarianceandresultingoverestimates in Hsc and Esc.

1.3

Complementary manuscripts

The Author has contributed to other scintillation research during this decade. These
contributions included involvement in field experiments, instrumentation design and
secondary authorship on the subsequent manuscripts. Some of the results have
impacted on the understanding and conclusions drawn for the five experiments
described inthisthesis. Ashortexplanation ofeachrelevant paper isprovided.

1.3.1 Large-aperture scintillometry: thehomogeneous case
Authors: McAneney, K.J., Green,A.E. andAstill,M. S. Published intheJournal of
Agricultural andForestMeteorology,76(1995), 149-162.
The LAS is used in most of the experiments recorded in this thesis but is
generally combined with other scintillometer types. In this paper the physical
principles and design criteria specific to the LAS were reviewed. A field-test over a
pathlength,L = 350mand atz= 1.4 mgavevalues of Hsc and u, (cup anemometer)
in close agreement with HK and u, taken from eddy covariance instruments (Figure
1.1). A maximum pathlength of L = 1.7 km was calculated for a height, z = 2 m
before signal saturation became a limiting factor in LAS performance. The shorter
averaging times and longer pathlengths that are possible using the LAS compared to
laser type scintillometers were discussed. The study clearly demonstrated the pathaveraging capabilities of theLASfor thehomogeneous surface case.
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Figure (1.1). A comparison of sensible heat fluxes as measured by scintillation and mean
windspeed and by eddy covariance. The solid line indicates the 1:1relationship.

1.3.2 Scintillometer measurements of sensible heat flux over heterogeneous
surfaces
Authors: Lagouarde, J-P, McAneney, K. J. and Green, A. E. Published in the
Proceedings; Scaling up in hydrology using remote sensing (1996). Institute of
Hydrology, Wallingford, UK.
The experiment reported in this manuscript provided a test of the LAS pathweighting sensitivity. Different LAS apertures and pathlengths were combined over
surfaces of varying aerodynamic roughness and surface wetness. Eddy covariance
instruments were positioned at points along a two-component path (maize to fallow)
and attributed aspecific weighting for each directly measuredHec. The average of the
Hec was shown to agree very well withHscindirectly calculated from theLAS (Figure
1.2). The path-averaging capability of the LAS and its response to a simple step
change in surface roughness and the different surface energy balance components, is
reassuringfor anyplanned research overnon-homogeneous terrain.
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Figure (1.2). Time series of sensible heat derived from the scintillometer ( • ) and direct
measurements by eddy covariance in the maize (•) and fallow ( • ) fields.

1.3.3 Using a large-aperture scintillometer to measure absorption and
refractive-indexfluctuations
Authors: Nieveen, J. P., Green, A. E. and Kohsiek, W. Published in the Journal
Boundary-Layer Meteorology, 87(1997), 101-116.
The LAS measured the contributions of the refractive and absorption
fluctuations to the measured scintillations in a near-infrared wavelength region.
Because the LAS used an infrared light emitting diode as it's radiative source whose
irradiance overlapped strongly absorbing water vapor lines it could be adapted for
such measurements. Absorption scintillations did not contribute to a2, if they
occurred outside the scintillation bandwidth of the LAS set by the electronics. The
lower cut-off frequency for this bandwidth was 0.03 Hz. Observations taken towards
dusk as C2n decreased (Figure 1.3) indicated some absorption scintillations exceeded
this cut-off frequency and may have contributed up to 5% of the recorded a ]. This

result goes someway in explaining the dependency of the LAS signal variance to
changes in path-averaged Q. Such situations were encountered and described in the
experiments of Chapters (6)and(7).

E
<

1.0 0.50
0.0

Figure (1.3). The temporal spectral variance. The peak to the right represents the major
proportion of refractive energy. Note the intrusion of absorption scintillations and their
contribution to the variance atfrequencies smaller than 0.03 Hz.

1.3.4 Measuring sensible heat flux density over pasture using the C2T profile
method

Authors: Nieveen, J. P. and Green, A. E. Published in the Journal, Boundary-Layer
Meteorology, 91(1999),23-35.
This experiment was an addition to the test of the microwave scintillometer
reported in Chapter (7). Two LAS scintillometer links were set up but at different
heights of z = 1.5 m and z = 10 m. C2T scales with increasing height as z'4/s in
unstable atmospheric conditions. The ratio of the two LAS signals provided an
indirectly calculated stability length scale, Lmil from which a path-averaged u, was
determined. Hsc was then calculated using u, and either of the scintillometer signal

outputs. Agreement between final values of Hsc compared to Hec was reasonable
with ascatter of points about a 1:1 line. Atime seriesof Hsc and Hec was presented
for the first time using this approach (Figure 1.4). This methodprovided one solution
toobtaining apath-averaged u, overnon-homogeneous surfaces and warrants further
investigation.
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2
Aspects and applicability ofScintillometry in
Meteorology, Hydrology and Remote-Sensing

2.1

Introduction

Recognising thepotential of the scintillation method for inferring the surface fluxes of
heat, moisture andmomentum isafairly new andemerging concept. It isnot obvious
nor is it likely the average boundary-layer meteorologist, hydrologist or remotesensing expert will have much appreciation of the advantages of the scintillation
technique. This unfamiliarity with scintillometry is partly due to its recent rebirth in
the last decade but also that the foundations lie in scientific disciplines such as
electromagnetic wave propagation, subjects quiet outside their general sphere of
interest. From the onset, scientific papers dealingwith the scintillation method can be
difficult to understand. Some effort is required to appreciate the link between the
theory and the pragmatic application of the technique. And although propagationists
seek to enlighten the average environmental scientist by publishing their findings in
targeted scientific journals the text can still be cumbersome and difficult to
comprehend. Thepaperscontained inthisthesisfall intothiscategory being technical
in content and producing mainly experimental observations. The reason for this bias
isprimarily historic inorigin, astheauthorof thisthesis has spent much time building
and testing micrometeorological instrumentation. As mentioned previously, this work
instigated collaboration throughout the World with scientists from the Royal
Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) and the Meteorology and Air Quality
Group at Wageningen University (WUMET), The Netherlands; The Japanese
National Institute of Agro-Environmental Science (NIAES); INRA (Bourdeaux),
France; The Observatory at Lindenberg of the German Weather Service (DWD),
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Germany and the CSIRO, Australia.

This aspect of scintillometer research

importantly bridges the gap between the theoretical background and the use of the
scintillometer in different experimental configurations. Advances in theory and
observations in the field improve the instrumentation and one can not exist without
the other. When thepoint is reached whereby the scintillometer is referred to without
need for justification as the instrumentof choicefor path-averaging surface fluxes,
then it willhavecomeofage.
It is the objective of this chapter to place the scintillometer alongside the
conventional flux gathering methods and explain thepros andcons of each approach.
In particular much is made of the ability of the scintillometer to spatial-average the
surface fluxes and this is claimed as a distinct advantage over the so-called point
measurement methods. Large-scales are attractive to modellers because surface
fluxes need to be parameterised at meso-scales to be useful as inputs for their
atmospheric process models.

Surface verification of satellite remote sensing

techniques also requires kilometre pixel resolution andhydrological studies operate at
catchment scales. Of course the greater the scale the more heterogeneous the
landscape is likely to become. How well the final calculation represents the pathaveraged surface flux depends on the theoretical link between what the scintillometer
measures andsemi-empirical theory that assumes amongst other factors homogeneous
terrain. At this stage of the scintillation development making measurements over
changing surface roughness and radiation loading is in its infancy and some
discussion is warranted.
The role of scintillation in meteorological research and projected future trends
for this method are presented within a framework of a simple model for the wellmixed convective Planetary Boundary-Layer (PBL). The ramifications for using
scintillometers for modelling and measuring within the Stable Boundary Layer (SBL)
arealso considered.
Scintillometers are well suited for complementing remote-sensing techniques
and some examples of ongoing research in this area will be given. The potential of
the scintillometer to provide answers on water usage at large scales impinges on the
competition between industry, food production and human consumption. As water
becomes a scarce and more valuable resource its management relies heavily on
quantitative measurements made at regional scales. The scintillometer in particular
themicrowave typeprovides amechanism toachievethisgoal.
12

2.2

Comparing thescintillometer toconventional surface flux methods

2.2.1 The scintillometer
Wepreface this section with an outline of the scintillation method andthen review its
supposedly inherent advantages over the more conventional surface flux techniques.
In the first instance we have already made issue of the scintillometer's ability tolineaverage surface fluxes but we haven't described how this is achieved or any
assumptions and limitations of the method. In the discussion that follows we will
avoid unnecessarily complicated theory and focus on the primary operation of the
scintillometer.
A scintillometer is simple in construction consisting of a source of light of
wavelength (A)that is collimated and directed at aheight (z) above the surface under
study, to a receiver system positioned at some distance (L). This receiver system
collects the light and directs it onto a detector (Figure 2.1). Any changes in intensity
or phase that occur as the light wavefront travels through the atmosphere are
cumulative, and presented as spatial-averaged changes. These modifications to the
fabric of the light signal arise from eddies of heat and moisture refracting the light
beam along the path. It is via this theoretically complicated but intuitively simple
mechanism that we link the surface fluxes of sensible heat (H)and latent heat (LE)to
wave propagation in a turbulent atmosphere. If for instance the light source emits
energy in the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum and the surface heating is
strongenough then anobserver standing atsomedistancefrom thetransmitter will see
the object distorted or scintillate, a likely origin of the designation scintillometer.
These eddies represented in Figure (2.1) ascircles of various diameters can be blown
through the beam or rise vertically from the surface. It is through the large-scale
processes of solar heating of the surface and wind shear that large eddies first
originate and are broken up to all sizes. They have a known constant energy
redistribution within a spatial bandwidth known as the inertial-convective subrange.
Turbulence within this subrange is considered to be isotropic and homogeneous,
expressively for the purpose of developing theoretical descriptions of the energy
redistribution. Such an idealised atmosphere never occurs in nature. The outer-scale
length (L„) provides the lower spatial limit, which is approximately half the
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measurement height. Beyond this limit the atmospheric turbulence is governed by
large-scale processes and no suitable description of the energy distribution with scale
size exists. At the upper limit of the inertial-convective range the inner-scale length
(/„) describes the transition to the dissipation range where kinetic energy of motion is
no longer lost through inertia but now dissipated as heat.

Q3^or'°
Figure (2.1). Idealised schematic of a scintillometer propagating light of wavelength
(A) over a pathlength (L) in a turbulent atmosphere consisting of eddies of heat and
moisture. Surface heating and the wind speed (U)transport a range of eddy sizes (L„ /„)through the light beam of a known diameter (£>)which distort the signal as it passes
over the surface. The strength of this path-averaged refractive turbulence is quantified
by the refractive-index structure parameter C\ , which is needed to indirectly calculate
Hand LE.
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One obvious shortcoming is that the scintillometer merely reacts to an eddy
passing through its beam, it does not distinguish its direction.

Because a

scintillometer is designed to monitor the logarithmic intensity variance then it does
not require an absolute calibration. The implications areclear for routine monitoring
asfalling power supply levelsordirty optics willnothinderproper datacollection and
instrument construction is vastly simplified. Apoint source/detector scintillometer is
most sensitive to Fresnel (F =XL)sized eddies and a large aperture scintillometer to
eddy sizes that are close to its aperture diameter, scales that occur within the inertialconvective subrange. Statistically then a scintillometer extracts information for
surface flux calculations at bandwidths centred at higher frequencies than the
conventional methods and so in principle can determine a value for surface fluxes
within minutes. Theperceived advantage here istheability torespond to atmospheric
processes that are happening at these time scales, such as interpreting the energy
balance under very stable atmospheric conditions. Certainly as the atmosphere is
never truly stationary or homogeneous being able to determine an average surface
flux faster than thetime scale of large-scale variations is surely of benefit. Caremust
betaken though that the selection of shorter averaging times doesnot compromise the
time-scale oftheturbulentprocessesunderstudy.
An unfavourable consequence of the sensitivity of the scintillometer to eddy
sizes is that at some combination of aperture diameter and propagation distance,
signal saturation will occur in strong turbulence. A discussion on the saturation
phenomena is presented in Chapter [3] but there are some simple rules constructed
around spatial scales that help explain the performance of different scintillometer
types as follows. If we first consider laser-type scintillometers then we view them as
having point-sized apertures the order of millimetres. They are highly likely to
operate at visible to near-infrared wavelengths, which from within the family of
scintillometer types isconsideredtheshorterwavelength range. For avisiblered laser
at 670 nm operating over a path length of 100 m, F =8mm, a number approaching
the magnitude of /„. The laser scintillometer will require correcting for inner scale
effects using the appropriate spectrum of Hill (1978). This functional correction
requires knowing /„, entailing auxiliary micrometeorological measurements to be
performed. There areother options such asthe Inner Scale Meter of Hill et al. (1992)
ortheBiochromatic Technique of Thiermann and Grassl (1992) which extract /„ from

a combination of different scintillometers. There is even a commercial type of
scintillometer (Thiermann, 1992b) available which uses two beams originating from
the one source with the displacement the order of /„. Being able to correct for /„is
only one factor plaguing laser scintillometers as their small apertures mean they see
manyeddies and sosuffer from signal saturationin strongturbulence. Effectively the
variation in the strength of the turbulence is no longer log-normal and the theoretical
assumptions that lead to a measure of the path-averaged strength of refractive
turbulence are invalid. Laser scintillometers are at best only useful near the ground
when L <200 m. The refractive-index structure parameter C\ is the spatial statistic
used as a measure of the path-averaged strength of refractive turbulence. Because
approximately C\ <*• z'4'*, then through usingthe laser scintillometer attensof metres
from the surface thepotential for signal saturation can be avoided and there will be a
minimal /„dependence because, F >/„. As an example, Kohsiek (1985) used aCO2
laser over a distance of 5.9 Km and at a height of 40 m. Here, F > l„ and so the
spectrum of refractive turbulence in the inertial-convective range did not require
correction for theeffect of/„.
Understandably researchers preferred to avoid saturation leading the way to the
invention of the large aperture scintillometer (LAS),Wanget al. (1978). The aperture
(D)is large inthe dimensional sense it is generally much greater than F and the inner
scale. It still operates as a scintillometer but it performs an average of all the smallscale eddies across the aperture and requires no correction for the inner scale. This
scintillometer operates inthenear-infrared wavelengths, issimple toconstruct andhas
enjoyed the greatest popularity being easy to operate over kilometre distances. The
LAS signal will eventually saturate if operated over large distances in strong
turbulence but again like the laser scintillometer this can be avoided to some degree
by increasing the height above the surface. Following McAneney et al. (1995) we
present thecriterion for field utilisation of theLASas, /„ <F « D« z/2.
For amicrowave scintillometer used byGreen et al.(2000) an aperture diameter
of 0.6 m implies there is little likelihood of signal saturation but there exist other
limiting factors. Oneof theseis surface reflection avariableobviously affected bythe
surface roughness. The microwave scintillometer must be mounted at sufficient
height to avoid signal distortion through ground reflection.

This is an issue

particularly troublesome over water which at microwave wavelengths, acts as a big
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mirror to a microwave signal. The cost of a microwave scintillometer, as much as
US$50,000 is generally too expensive for the average researcher to consider even
though the instrument is a preferred option for determining LE as it is most sensitive
to humidity fluctuations. At microwaves absorption by water vapour cause low
frequency absorption scintillations that must be screened from the refractive
scintillations. Absorption scintillations likely have their origin in the low frequency
atmospheric structures atscales theorderofthepathlength.
Unliketheeddy covariance method thescintillation method indirectly calculates
the surface flux from a measurement of the variation in the received signal strength.
By itself, C\ is not particularly informative to meteorologists wishing to know the
components of the surface energy balance but itprovides a starting point. Depending
on the operating wavelength then the scintillometer is more or less sensitive to
combinations of temperature and humidity fluctuations. At visible to near-infrared
wavelengths fluctuations in the refractive-index of the atmosphere are caused mainly
by temperature changes. C\ is closely related to the corresponding temperature
structure parameter Cj from which acalculation ofHcan beperformed. It should be
mentioned though that even at these wavelengths when the relative humidity
fluctuations become large compared to the temperature fluctuations, such as over
irrigated surfaces, a correction incorporating the covariant temperature-humidity
fluctautions isnecessary. This termtendstooriginatefrom pointmeasurements rather
than spatial averages. At microwave wavelengths both humidity fluctuations and
correlated temperature-humidity fluctuations contribute to C2nwith the humidity
structure-parameter C2Qand the temperature-humidity structure parameter CTQ
becoming the important component parts. This proportioning of the structure
parameters depending on their wavelengths can be seen in Table (7.1) of this thesis.
A combination of microwave and visible to near-infrared scintillometer is then
required to determineLE. This procedure assumes temperature andhumidity are well
correlated inthe inertial-convective subrange.
Derivation of turbulent fluxes from scintillation measurements assumes Cj
obeysMonin-Obukhov (MO) scaling intheatmospheric boundary-layer. This scaling
relationship is semi-empirical and untested over heterogeneous terrain. Scaling C\
using MO restricts measurements to homogeneous terrain and requires a stationary

atmosphere.

These are prerequisites that are difficult to achieve in practice

particularly over extended pathlengths. Another issue, not unlike the extreme
transitions common to the Bowen-ratio method is that as the atmosphere switches
state from unstable to stable conditions, for abrief moment, spatial fluctuations in all
scalars become very small. Both C\ and C2Q are observed to decrease orders of
magnitude andcorresponding surface flux calculations areinerror.
Unless the atmosphere is very unstable then mechanical mixing through wind
shear, along with solar heating of the surface contribute to the flux and both must be
accounted for in the calculations. Some method of measuring the friction velocity
(w*)is required which can be extracted from eddy covariance instruments or simpler
windspeed measurements andruleof thumb assumptions about thesurface roughness.

2.2.2 Eddy covariance
The eddy covariance technique directly measures the turbulent fluxes at a local fixed
position. As the majority of the energy is contained at low frequency, temporal
integration extends tens of minutes to capture the largest and slowest structures. The
time-averaged approach is expected to approximate an ensemble average in the sense
of being a spatial average of the turbulent field of eddies being transported past a
point in space. This contrasts with the scintillometer method, which spatially
averages alltheturbulent eddiescrossing itspath inavery short moment of time. The
turbulence sensors required for the wind components arethese days robust enough for
continuous measurements in all three dimensions. However the instruments to
measure the scalar concentrations still struggle with the problems of being delicate,
expensive and difficult to calibrate and being fast enough (sampling rate > 10Hz) to
see all the eddies contributing tothe surface flux. They require skilled technicians to
operate,mustbecleaned daily andnecessitate arangeof corrections tothealgorithms.
In addition the eddy covariance technique requires that the temporal cospectra of the
vertical wind component and the scalar fluctuations must extend to very low
frequencies.

Therefore quite apart from dealing with the low frequency drift

associated with many of these instruments the issue of atmospheric stationarity may
be compromised over the minimal integrating period of 30 minutes. Compounding
their usage is the issue of flow distortion. The very act of placing the sensors in the

wind flow distorts the measurement. The spatial positioning of both the wind and the
scalar sensor are vital to ensure an accurate representation of the measured flux ie,
they should both seethe sameeddy together orphase distortions will cause coherence
errors particularly in light winds. For stable conditions the percentage error in flux
calculations isworse asthecospectra extendspasttheupperfrequency responseofthe
combined instruments. Nevertheless the eddy covariance technique is widespread in
usage and has been further adapted for CO2 and CH4 fluxes. Unlike a decade ago
there isavariety ofcommercial instruments availabletotheresearcher.
In general, scintillation data show a smoother diurnal course for the sensible
heat flux density than the eddy covariance data (see later). An example of this is
shown inFigure (2.2),taken from DeBruin(1998).
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This smoothness of the scintillometer data is due to integration over many eddies
passing through the beam andmeasurements made inthe inertial-convective subrange
aremorereadily available thantheeddy-covariance data.
2.2.3 TheProfile method
This method is relatively easy to implement and incorporate into models but requires
precise measurements of the vertical gradients of the mean meteorological variables.
This method depends on Monin-Obukhov similarity theory for flux calculations and
assumes a strong correlation between temperature and humidity fluctuations. The
sensors aremounted andvertically displaced onmaststhat mustbecentred inthe field
and satisfy fetch requirements. Note, the measurement accuracy depend on height
and is most stringent at thehighest measuring level. As a result theprofile method is
difficult to apply over tall vegetation. Physical disturbance of themeasuring field can
lead to non-representative fluxes. See for instance Beljaars et al. (1983) who
observed significant deviations from the "standard" Monin-Obukhov profiles due to
obstacles in an almostperfectly flat polder landscape intheNetherlands. The method
is sensitive to small systematic measuring errors, because the vertical differences of
temperature and wind speed are small,especially over rough surfaces. The technique
is apoint-space design requiring an averaging time of tens of minutes to successfully
integrate alleddiescontributing tothe flux.

2.2.4 TheBowen-ratiomethod
The Bowen-ratio technique is a relatively easy method to implement and it
circumvents the need to measure H and LE directly. It is also a profile method, but
"fetch errors" might cancel as long as they affect temperature and humidity fields in
the same way. Precise measurements of the net radiation (/?„) and the ground heat
flux (G) are required, measurements that are not trivial. Furthermore this approach
relies on a similarity of the turbulent transfer mechanisms for heat and moisture so
that their eddy diffusivity are equal. De Bruin et al. (1999) pointed out that this
assumption might be violated for conditions of strong advection or conditions where
one of the fluxes is so small that non-local effects play a role. For instance, over a
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very flat, extensive, but dry terrain in La Crau (S. France) temperature and humidity
appears not to be similar De Bruin et al. (1991). The Bowen-ratio technique works
well for HandLEbut themethod isnoteasily appliedtootherscalar fluxes.
The instrument tends tobeexpensive and isbulky compared toeddy covariance
instruments. Likethe latter italso isapoint measurement method needing integration
periods of 30minutes duration and requires orientation into the mean wind flow with
the masts in the centre field in order to obtain reliable results. To reduce systematic
errors in the sensors a mechanical system reverses their vertical alignment every 15
minutes. The method fails when the Bowen ratio is between -1.5 and -0.7, i.e. close
to -1. This can occur during the transition hours around sunrise and sunset. It
continues toenjoy adegree ofpopularity withresearchers and acommercial system is
currently available.
2.2.5 TheWaterbalance method
The hydrological water balance method is useful as it provides catchment scale
estimates of evaporation. The method yields evaporation on a large spatial scale, but
its main drawback is that this is only possible on large time scales. It also relies on
the assumption of sub-surface waterflows that areoften difficult to verify inpractice.
It requires a network of stream/river flow recorders and rain gauges that must be
maintained and monitored on a regular basis and is typically labour intensive. It is
currently thepreferred methodfor thefield hydrologists.
2.3

Fluxmeasurements overheterogeneous terrain

Surely the most important feature of scintillometry is that it bridges the gap in spatial
scales from the conventional point measurement systems discussed above to the
several kilometre pixel resolution demanded by meso-scale atmospheric models,
satellite imaging and catchment hydrology. The very act of performing kilometre
scale measurements means the scintillometer willbe most likely propagating its beam
over undulating heterogeneous terrain and through an intermittent turbulent
atmosphere. The reader will be asking himself, "how it is now possible to determine
H and LE as the Monin Obukhov similarity theory underpinning the scintillometer
method hasbeen compromised?"
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Certainly when we review theexperiment conducted by Lagouarde et al. (1996)
whoused aLAS to measure apath-averaged H over amaize to fallow transition (600
m total pathlength) then we see the effect of having similar aerodynamic
characteristics but different energy partitioning. In this example the scintillometer
wasmounted several metres abovethesurface. Naturally thefallow hadthe greaterH
but when averaged with that from the maize and accounting for the scintillometer's
bell-shaped weighting curve, the eddy covariance agreement to the path-averaged
scintillometer H is excellent (see Figure 1.2). As the experiment continued, then a
contrast between the maize and fallow surface roughness developed with the maize
reaching 3.3 m high and the fallow filling in with approximately 40% foliage at a30
cm height. A comparison of path-averaged C2n with the eddy covariance weighted
C2n agreed towithin 2%,butascintillometer determined Hwasnot attempted because
of the stark contrast in aerodynamic roughness. There was really no justifiable
method that could beusedtocalculate path-averaged H.
Apparently a solution to this dilemma is to operate the scintillometers at a
greater height, what has been discernibly labelled the blending height (Wieringa,
1986). At this height typically 30 to 50 m, the proposition is that the scintillometer
sees an area-averaged flux even though the sub-surface fluxes can be markedly
different. And, because this height still lies within the surface boundary-layer then
Monin-Obukhov similarity theory is expected to be applicable. Operating at height
has the disadvantage that stable platforms must be found for the scintillometer
transmitter and receiver. De Bruin et al. (1996) and Green et al. (2000) solved this
problem by operating their scintillometers across valleys inCrete (z=70m) and New
Zealand (z = 30 m) respectively. At this height and during daytime atmospheric
conditions are considered close to local free convection. The implications are that u*
is a minor player and the fluxes derive principally from the buoyant transport of heat
and moisture without mechanical mixing.

This markedly simplifies the flux

calculations using both LAS and microwave type scintillometers and removes the
need tomeasure u*.
In what follows we present two examples of the effectiveness of the blending
height concept. Firstly, an experiment was conducted in the Flevopolder in Holland
(Meijninger et al., 2001). Because this is an area of land recovered from the sea it is
particularly flat and has been planted inachessboard configuration of vegetable crops
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having various surface roughness and waterdemands. Dotted about the landscape are
wind turbines providing a perfect means to mount the scintillometers tens of metres
abovethe surface andpropagate theirbeams overkilometres from farm to farm.
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Eddy covariance instruments placed within the crops directly under the beam
calculate the surface fluxes at the source whilst the scintillometer beam at 10 m arealaveraged all the flux sources. Figures (2.3a, 2.3b, 2.3c) show preliminary results from
this experiment (Hoedjes and Zuurbier, 1999).
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Figure (2.3b). Comparison of the path-weighted, averaged eddy covariance and LAS
sensibleheat fluxes. Reproduced from Hoedjes andZuurbier, 1999.
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The LITFASS experiment, see Beyrich et al., (2000a) provided a further testof
the blending height concept over slightly undulating terrain near Lindenberg
(Germany) that varied from forest, agricultural fields tolakes(Figure2.4).
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Figure (2.4). Meandiurnal cycleofthesensibleheatflux over main land-useclasses,
as a land-use, weighed average and from the LAS measurements in the LITFASS
experiment(takenfromBeyrichetal., 2000a).
In both experiments the weighted-averaged measured fluxes are in good
agreement with thosetaken from theLAS. Theexperimental indications arethat this
is aworkable solution tomeasuring fluxes over heterogeneous terrain. This is not the
case for closetothe surface measurements.
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2.4

Thescintillometer asatoolformeteorological research

What does scintillometry offer to the discipline ofmeteorology and how isitany
advantage over conventional methods? In general, meteorology deals with processes
on aspatial scaleof 1 kmormore.This appliestoresearch ontheplanetary boundary
layer (PBL), developing models for weather forecasting andclimate (change)
research. Inthe last decades itisgenerally acknowledge that the atmosphere-land
interactions play adominant role in atmospheric processes. In its turn, the sensible
heat flux on spatial scale of 1km or more appears to be an important "driving force"
in meteorological models. Itisoutside the scope ofthis thesis todiscuss these
features in detail but they can be clarified using the following expression describing
theevolution intimeoftheheightoftheconvectivePBL(seee.g. Garratt ,1992)

.•m±^(/-*0),
V

(2.1)

y&

where, histhe height ofthe PBL, y^is the vertical temperature gradient, ce is a
constant which is0.2, w'&'s =H/gc ,with Hthe mean sensible heat flux atthe
t

surface onascale of at least 1Km, / =Jw'0'v(f')d?, with tthe time,t0 the time net
radiation becomespositive and So isdetermined bytheinitialconditions at/=t0.This
formula follows from theso-called well-mixed slabmodelfor thePBL. Although this
model iscertainly too simpletobeapplicableunder alldaytime conditions, it appears
todescribethemain linesof thePBLevolution fairly well (for recent developments in
PBLresearch see Holtslag andDuynkerke, 1998). This illustrates the importance and
the need for independent data of area-mean, sensible heat flux at the surface in PBL
research.

Considering the evidence presented in the previous sections only

scintillometry appearstobe apromisingtoolforthispurpose.
Another feature of scintillometers is that they require short averaging times.In
some cases the averaging time required for the eddy-covariance method exceeds the
timetheturbulent atmosphere is stationary. An example isthe very stable conditions
in the PBL. Note that under these conditions the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory is
violated, which also causes problems in current numerical general atmospheric
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circulation models (see Beljaars and Viterbo, 1998). An important point is that
turbulence in the very stable surface layer is very often intermittent and related to
short bursts. These intermittent flows occur on such a short time scale that the eddycovariance method is compromised. New observational approaches are required and
scintillometry appearstobeaverypromisingexperimental tool.

Figure (2.5). Momentum flux determined with a dual beam scintillometer during
nighttimeoverafrozen icesheetintheBaltic.Theintermittenteventscanbeseenvery
clearly.
Anexample of atmospheric intermittency detected with ascintillometer isgiven
inFigure (2.5),which depicts observations with adual-beam laser scintillometer over
the frozen Baltic in 1998,within the framework of the international project NOPEXWINTEX (http://www.hyd.uu.se/nopex).

Recently, the international community

recognized the significance of intermittent turbulence in the stable atmospheric
boundary layer. See for instance the special issue of Boundary Layer Meteorology
(Nappo and Johansson, 1999). Among other activities, this interest resulted in the
organisation of an international field experiment Co-operative Atmosphere-Surface
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Exchange Study - October, 1999 (hereafter denoted as CASES-99) in which
WUMET contributed.
Large eddy simulation (LES) models for atmospheric turbulence resolve all
scales except the sub-grid-scale (see Moeng, 1998). From the output of LES models
one can construct line-averaged values of the structure parameters of temperature and
humidity. This implies that scintillometry can be used to check the LES output,
because essentially, scintillometers measures the line-averages of these structure
parameters. This ideaistheobject of future research.
2.5

Remote-sensing usingthescintillation method

Therequirementsfor remotesensing androutinemonitoring atlarge-scales entails the
establishment of reliable scintillometer links that operate continuously without
malfunction.

Such system configurations would be difficult to maintain with

conventional flux gathering methods, the manpower input and expense being simply
too great. Even eddy covariance aircraft measurements that are the next best
alternative are extremely expensive. From these long-term scintillation experiments
comes a pool of experimental data of area-averaged surface fluxes in different
climatological regions. The major use of this data is to verify and improve existing
flux parameterisation schemes for land surface fluxes with the obvious spin-offs for
modelling andimproving themanagement ofwaterresources.
Some mention has already been made of the ability of scintillometers to
continuously operate without needing constant calibration. This feature is a definite
advantage for portable installations requiring solar panel charging of battery supplies.
WUMET have carried out several experiments designed for remote sensing using the
scintillometer method.

These include such diverse locations as Mexico, (see

Hartogensis ,1997;Chehbouni et al, 1999;Hoedjes and Suurbier, 2000),China, Spain
and Turkey (Meijninger and De Bruin, 1999) being installed with LAS (networks).
Importantly these experiments demonstrate the long-term operational capability ofthe
LAS. Until this work research had concentrated on getting a result from a
scintillometer and not addressing the issue of whether routine monitoring was
possible.
A good example of the effectiveness of the scintillometer to perform are the
results obtained for sensible heat fluxes over irrigated areas in western Turkey, 1998.
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(Meijninger andDeBruin, 1999). InthiscasetwoLAS weresetup,oneover avalley
and the other over a cotton field. The scintillometers provided values of H for the
entire growing season andvaluable ground truth data. Particularly impressive from an
operational perspective was that the scintillometers could remain unattended going
about theirbusinessof collecting turbulencedata.
Data gathered within the framework of an international experiment EFEDA by
WUMET andthe KNMI, wasused totest the scintillation method over adry vineyard
area in the region of La Mancha, Spain for June 1991. The scintillometer was
mounted at 3.3 mheight and operated over 875 m (which is about the pixel size of a
NOAA-AVHRR image) propagation length. Consequently, the LAS can be used as
verification of models with which surface heat fluxes are derived from satellite
images. An example of this application is given in Roerink et al. (2000) who
compared a method, called S-SEBI, to derive surface fluxes from LANDSAT-TM,
with the flux derived from a LAS installed by WUMET.

This refers to a

heterogeneous site south of Sienna in Tuscany (Italy). In this case the path length of
theLASwas4.7km.
An important result from this work (DeBruin et al., 1995) was apparently only
a coarse estimate of u*is required to assist in the calculation of H. And since
mechanical turbulence decreases with increasing height it is deemed useful to install
the LAS at sufficient height such that H is considered to be due solely to free
convection. This simplifies calculations of H as a measurement of u*is now not
required.
2.6

Application ofscintillation towatermanagementandhydrology

Water isbecoming an expensive and ascarce commodity. The competition for water
resources amongst industry, agriculture andhuman consumption isforcing authorities
to improve their management techniques. However, todosothey require factual data
on the water balance and how the hydrological processes are operating at the
catchment scale(Bloschl andSivapalan, 1995). Theusersof theresource arecharged
for access and volume discharge be it from rivers, aquifers or irrigation systems.
Growers are keen to optimise water application per plant requirement and more than
ever prepared to invest intechnology that assists them. Local authorities are charged
with the responsibility of allocating the resource fairly. In all situations a basic
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understanding ofthe arealwaterusage isrequired atcatchment scales (Commission of
the European Communities, 1996) and scintillometry is well suited to this task. In
many cases the people charged with the above tasks are hydrologists used to
monitoring runoff, stream flow and rainfall. Simulation models have been developed
to estimate catchment fluxes (Beven, 1989).

These have relied on point

measurements as inputs which fail at delivering robust areal estimates, so it is little
wonder theconcept of anareal-averagedevaporative figure is attractive tothe average
hydrologist andmodeller (Batchelor etal., 1998).
Within this thesis are two minor examples of how scintillometry can assist
better water management. The first concerns Chapter [6] the Japanese rice paddy
experiment conducted outside Tsukuba in 1996. In Japan there is fierce competition
for water resources and land with rice paddies using afair proportion of the Japanese
lowlands. The aim was to use the LAS to help determine the evaporative flux from
the well-irrigated rice paddies. The NIAES were interested in the project because
long-term the scintillometer technique offered a method to optimize water usage and
this fitted well within their environmental brief. Installation and monitoring of the
LAS was straightforward however data interpretation was fraught with problems
mainly from measuring over a surface where fluctuations in humidity were large and
H<LE. Additionally andunknown atthetimewasthat absorption scintillations were
intruding intothe operating bandwidth of theLAS anddistorting thefinal calculations
of H. Despite these problems which ultimately improved the scintillometer method
and the instrument design and the fact a typhoon destroyed all of the NIAES eddy
covariance gear whilst leaving the LAS unscathed, the scintillometer demonstrated a
capability toprovide useful surface flux data.
The work in Chapter [7] developing the combination of microwave and LAS
scintillometers led to a application of the scintillometers over a valley of irrigated
grapes (Chapter [8]). Thepurpose of theexperiment was to install the scintillometers
on opposite valley ridges to monitor the latent heat flux from the valley floor. The
vineyard 30 metres below the scintillometer beams, was acommercial operation with
a management curious about scintillometry asan irrigation tool. These producers are
committed tomanaging the application of watertomaximise yield and tune the grape
sugar content. Every drop applied to each grape was paid for at the farm gate. This
part of New Zealand experiences severe summer droughts pushing upthe competition
for water draw-off during the summer months. Several interesting results came from
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this work. It was possible to calculate and monitor the valley evaporative flux using
the scintillometer technique, aheartening result for remote sensing applications. The
data set showed evidence of the effects on the scintillometer signal during the
development of the CBL and also the strong entrainment of advected dry air into the
valley. For free convective conditions the calculation of H and LE was simplified as
«• was not required. This formulation showed an excellent comparison with eddy
covariance measurements.
De Bruin (1998) suggested an example of a way to use scintillometry in water
management, based on the data analysed from the Crete-project (De Bruin et al.,
1996). In Figure (2.7) the diurnal course of the scintillometer sensible heat flux is
depictedfor aday inMay 1995andinSeptember 1995.
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Figure(2.6). Diurnalcourseofsensibleheatfluxmeasuredwiththescintillometeron
3Mayand 19 September1995.
It is noted that there was no rainfall in the area since March 1995, so one would
expect that the sensible heat flux would increase during the season by virtue of the
fact the surface dried out and thus evaporation decreased with time. The opposite is
observed, indicating that evaporation certainly did not drop during April to
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September, which can be due only to irrigation. Note that direct measurements of
actual evaporation carried outby theFreeUniversity of Berlin confirm thispicture:in
September 1994moreevaporation wasmeasured than inApril/May 1995. One of the
problems inthis area isthat for irrigation purposes toomuch water has been extracted
from the ground and the ground water table has dropped more than 25 m in the last
decade. Theexample illustrates apossible application of thelong-path scintillometer.
It can serve as a tool for a governmental body to independently check the total water
useof anentireareawitharelatively low-cost instrument.
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3
TheScintillationMethod4
Abstract

The important components of the scintillation method are discussed including the
spectrum of isotropic turbulence; wave propagation through this turbulence; structure
parameters vital for interpreting the propagation statistics and MOST the link between
these parameters and the surface fluxes of heat, humidity and momentum. Because of the
vastness of this subject and the variety of scientific disciplines involved the review
focuses on the issues, problems and the inevitable compromises related to extracting the
fluxes using scintillometry.

3.1

Introduction

There are currently more scintillometers than ever before being applied in boundarylayer meteorology studies. This is partly due to a renaissance of scintillometry, the
commercial availability of saturation-resistant optical scintillometers plus the advent
of laser-diode scintillometers. And, as these scintillometers are used over longer
distances, at greater heights and over varying terrain we question whether their
measurements arereliable ifthey areusedoutsidetheenvelope ofcurrent knowledge?
It isouropinion thatthe depth andbreadth of understanding needed tomake accurate
surface flux measurements requires an appreciation of the approximations and
limitations built into the scintillometer method. It is detailing these understandings
that motivates this review.
Hill (1992b) published a comprehensive review article tabulating the
background, recentprogress andfuture trends in optical scintillation. Andreas (1990)
Green, A.E., De Bruin, H.A. R. and Meijninger, W., to besubmitted toanatmos. journal
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turbulence. Both these works are particularly valuable reading and source of
references. In 1997, Hill motivated by the resurgent interest in scintillometry
published a detailed description of the algorithms for obtaining atmospheric surfacelayer fluxes using scintillometers. Our review of this subject takes a different
approach. As wavepropagation in a turbulent medium covers many disciplines from
theoretical physics through to boundary-layer meteorology and the application of
scintillometers requires competence in opto-electronics and microwave engineering
we summarise the important features of the scintillometer method from a pragmatic
perspective.
This review consists of four overlapping components. Firstly, the reader is
introduced to the importance of accurately describing the energy associated with
random fluctuations in the refractive-index of air. Next, this spatial description of
turbulent energy is incorporated within the theory of propagating electromagnetic
(EM) energy with respect to small changes in amplitude and phase. The structure
parameters areameasureof the strength of refractive turbulence associated with these
amplitude and phase changes and they are discussed in the third section. Finally, we
outline how similarity theory links the structure parameters to the surface fluxes and
someproblems associated thereof.
Concluding, ideally the reader will have an overview as to the chain of events
leading from a presumably accurate scintillometer measurement through to a surface
flux calculation.

3.1

Formsof <&n(*•) inthevariance, inertial-convective anddissipation ranges

Understanding the form of the three dimensional, spatial power spectrum of the
refractive-index <3>n(*) is very important for determining scintillation statistics, in
particular cl and '„• Theeffect of random fluctuations inthe refractive-index on the
EM radiation propagating through a turbulent atmosphere is quantified by <Pn(x ). It
hasbeen thehabit ofpropagationists todescribe <&n(x ) usingmathematical models.
Fluctuations of the temperature, humidity and therefore the refractive-index are
advected by the mean wind field. All have similar spatial-power spectra in the
inertial-convective range (Hill, 1978a), a range characterised by isotropic and
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homogeneous turbulence. Turbulent kinetic energy is introduced into this range
through the large-scaleprocesses of wind shear and solar heating of theground which
break up the large eddies and mix them to all sizes. Within the inertial-convective
range the kinetic energy is redistributed at a constant rate, the kinetic energy
dissipation rate (s ), down to a lower limit designated by a wave-number,
xm - 2K\10 . ll: isthe inner-scale length beyond which energy isdissipated asviscous
heat in the dissipation range. The spatial wavenumber, x„=2x/L0 where L0 is
outer-scale length, defines the lower limit for the inertial-convective range. At
smaller wavenumbers, x <xo, turbulence islikely neither homogeneous norisotropic.
This isthe variancerange,the rangewherethemajority of theenergy iscontained. A
form of <£>„(x) isshown inFigure(3.1)with x0 and xm demarcatingthetransitions.
Kolomogorov (1941) hypothesied the shape of &n(x) in the inertial-convective
range. Histheoretical model took the form,

®K(x)=0.033Clx-"".

(3.1)

Cl may be interpreted as a measure of the strength of the refractive turbulence.
However, the x" / ? proportionality overestimated <j>K(x) in the dissipation range.
Tatarskii's mathematical remedy (1961) was to apply a Gaussian cutoff to 0K{X)

at

thehigh spatial wavenumbers giving,

(fr(* )=<£*(* )exp(-1.56*V ) -

(3-2)

From Hill andClifford (1978b) weknowtheKolmogorov microscale, r/ =lu/7.5,
where,

lo=7.-4 Vf )"',

(3.3)

and v isthekinematic viscosity of air. Experimental data wastolater show <jy(x )
required amore gradual descent inthedissipation range (Time, 1972).
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Careful measurements by Williams and Paulson (1977) and Champagne et al.
(1977) revealed a bump in cpr(«) between the inertial-convective and dissipation
ranges. Equation (3.2) is inadequate to describe <$„(*). Nevertheless, both
experimentalists andtheoristspersist withits application.
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Figure (3.1). Aspectrum of therefractive-index fluctuations. The solid line is the Tatarskii
spectrum and the dashed line the von Karman spectrum inthe variance-containing range.
Reproduced from Clifford and Strohbehn (1970).

Hill andClifford (1978b) described asub-range of theinertial-convective range,
the viscous convective range and developed a theoretical spectrum for the inertialconvective through to the dissipation range. This took the form of the solution to a
second-order differential equation. Hill gave the analytical approximation to their
spectrum (Churnside, 1990)as,

®Hk )"®Kb %xp{-70.5x 2y\2)+1.45exp(c0.97{lny.y] +1.55)2)\.

(3.4)

Equation (3.4)issimplified sothat,

*

H

(3.5)

^ ) = <Pjr^)/^7 )•
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TheHillspectrum deviateslessthan afewpercentfrom measured values athigh
wavenumbers. Figure (3.2) is the Hill spectrum normalised by <t>K(p) clearly
showing the bump in the viscous-convective range. The Hill spectrum was derived
from temperaturefluctuations assuming they dominate refractive-index fluctuations at
optical wavelengths. Hill (1978a) showed the refractivity spectrum also has a
viscous-convective range but the shape depended on the relative contributions from
thetemperature spectrum, humidity spectrum andtemperature-humidity co-spectrum.

X

Figure (3.2). The ratio of &H (« ) to <t>K(tt ) plotted against xrj . The numerical values
(solid line) and the analytical approximation (dashed line) arepresented. Reproduced from
Churnside(1990).

At wave-numbers smaller than x0, ©„(«) will change shape (see Figure 3.1).
The form of the spectrum is not known nor is it predictable below « 0 (Clifford and
Strohbehn, 1970). The von Karman spectrum is often used to describe the variancecontaining andinertial-convectiveranges andisexpressed as,

0y(x)=0.033cl(x2 +L:2J

(3.6)
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<2V(x) does notrecognise theexistence of theviscous-convective sub-rangeand
fails to describe the dissipation range. For x »1/Ln,

czv(*) approximates the

Kolomogorov spectrum and becomes constant for x «1/Llt.

L0 depends on the

height above the surface and local conditions and may vary from afraction of a metre
to 100 metres or more. Equation (3.6) implies Cv(x) depends exclusively on L0 in
the variance range. This is incorrect as atmospheric behaviour depends on many
spatial scales. Nevertheless, propagation theorists continue with rJv(« ) in describing
the variance-containing range and sometimes the inertial-convective range even
though the atmosphere behaves quiet differently (Hill, 1992b). Additionally, phase
scintillations are sensitive to the amplitude range of &n(p) and optical phase data by
Hillet al. (1988)showsdisagreement with thevon Karman spectrum.
At low wavenumbers absorption fluctuations mayenhance CPn(H ) and contribute
significant energy to the variance-containing range if they are not filtered from the
refractive fluctuations (Nieveen etal., 1998).
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Figure (3.3). Intensity spectrum from clear-air turbulence conditions (solid line) illustrating the
effect of a change in absorption during the data run (dashed line). Reproduced from Hill et al.
(1990).

A scintillometer propagating EM radiation about the absorption wavelengths of
not just water molecules but any gas species may be affected by line-averaged
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attenuation.

Microwave scintillometers are most susceptible to absorption

fluctuations showing a deviation from scattering theory at low x (Hill, 1988). When
absorption fluctuations dominate scintillation then the spectral density function of the
intensity variance becomes bimodal. Figure (3.3) demonstrates the effects of lowfrequency absorption fluctuations on the temporal energy spectra of the intensity
variance obtained using a microwave scintillometer. The absorption fluctuations
comprise most of the energy, the absorption spectrum is not described by existing
theory andthevon Karman spectrum isunusable.

3.3

Wave propagation

As EM radiation travels through the atmosphere fluctuations in the density of the air
induce fluctuations in the wave-front. Significant variation in amplitude and phase
will occur for random spatial and temporal fluctuations in the refractive-index. The
spatial distribution of thisenergy isdescribed by Q>n(x ). Forthepurpose of obtaining
an averaged description of the effects of this propagation and in order topreserve the
form of $>n(«), a horizontal, statistically homogeneous and isotropic atmosphere is
assumed. In reality and particularly over distance only adegree of these statistics are
realisable.
There have been several approaches in describing the general problem of wave
propagation in arandom medium (Lawrence and Strohbehn, 1970). One solution has
been to directly solve the vector wave-equation using theRytov method. The method
substitutes an expression for the log-amplitude y ar>dphase into asimplified form of
the wave equation. This transformation is then solved for small fluctuations in
amplitude and phase. It is required that, A« / „ and A 3L/l40 «1, where X is the
wavelength of the EM radiation. These conditions are easily met for optical
wavelengths. For microwave propagation Clifford and Strohbehn (1970) showed this
approach wasstill valid ifA>lo.
The statistic of most interest to us is the variance of x . a\ in a plane
perpendicular to the direction of propagation because it is related to the log-intensity
variance 0 ; of the received EM radiation {a]=4a2)!).

Application of the Rytov

method leadstoanormal probability distribution for y (= /«(A/A„)).
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Solution for thegeneral caseof a2 gives (Lawrence andStrohbehn, 1970),

o2x=4n2K2\dz\dxx®

(»)sin

x2z(L-z)\

(3.7)

2KL

The optical wavenumber K=2z/X . The physical interpretation of the sin2 path
weighting function is a symmetrical bell-shaped curve tapering to zero at either end.
This will reduce the influence of flow field distortions by transmitter and receiver
mountings (Thiermann andGrassl, 1992a).
Substituting for the accurate spectrum of Hill (1978) &H(* ) into Equation (3.7)
and integrating overthepathlength andwavenumber x yields asolution similar tothat
obtained byThiermann andGrassl (1992),

a2 =0.124C2nK7/6L'"6/„ (/„A/S7)

(3.8)

In Figure (3.4) the function fa \ln/^XL ) is plotted against the inner-scale length
normalised by the Fresnel-zone, F =VAL . This is a significant result for spherical
wave propagation. Laser scintillometers are sensitive toF sized turbulent eddies. To
avoid saturation L is generally chosen to be less than several hundred metres which
forces the fraction /()/VAL to occur on the steep portion of the curve in Figure (3.4).
Therefore the scintillometer operates within the viscous-convective range which
requiresthe accuratespectrum <t>H(p ) tobeused inpropagation calculations.
For microwave propagation A>lo and without inner-scale dependence
Equation (3.8) reducesto,
a2 =0.124C2KmL"/6.

(3.9)

The Rytov approximation is valid when perturbations in the refractive-index are
small, a2 <0.3. As the strength of refractive turbulence increases the scintillations
saturate and any scintillometer whoseperformance is based on the proportionality a 2
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and C2 will fail (Wang et al., 1978). For optical scintillometers both saturation and
/„ can affect thepath weighting.

1.4

Figure (3.4). The function fa describing the log-amplitude variance at a point detector as a
function of the inner scale la, for the refractive-index spectrum 0H(p ) and a spherical wave.
/„ is normalised by the Fresnel-zone, -4KR . Note here R= L. Reproduced from Thiermann
and Grassl (1992a).

Clifford et al. (1974) extended the perturbation theory for saturation of optical
scintillation by strong turbulence with their model using linear filtering of a 2 .
Churnside (1992) gives the expression for a finite-aperture, diameter (£>)
scintillometer,

a { =4n 2K2jdz JataO (x )sin2

\ 2 z(L- z)Y2J,
2KL

[

[0.5KDZ]X
0.5KDZ

2J,[Q.5KD(7- z)T
X

0.5KD(1-Z)

Ji is the zero-order Bessel function of the first kind and z=s/L is the distance from
thetransmitter (s)normalised bythepathlength L. When D—)0 then theJj functions
approach unity andwehavethepointtransmitter/receiver case. Athigh wavenumbers
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(3.10)

the denominators reduce the integrand. Thepoint at which this reduction begins isof
the order xD =1, and therefore the scintillometer is not sensitive to /„ provided
D»/„.

When D» F the signal is averaged and a2 is reduced so the Rytov

method can be applied over greater L for the condition a2 >0.3. Numerical results
from theirmodel agreedwithobservations instrong turbulence.
Frehlich and Ochs (1990)observed that over sufficiently longpropagation paths
(L = 1 km) the aperture-averaged variance is affected by strong scattering. Their
recommendation was that D should bekept sufficiently large so that only the inertialconvective portion of <J>n (x ) issensed andtheeffect oftheinner scale is minimised.
Wang et al. (1978) designed an optical wavelength scintillometer to avoid the
saturation and inner scale effects. They did not consider the Hill spectrum in their
analysis. Their scintillometer used spatially incoherent receiver and transmitter optics
greater than a Fresnel-zone in diameter (D>F), which biased the refractiveturbulencetowards larger sizededdies.
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Figure (3.5)compares theperformance of thesaturation-resistant scintillometer with a
laserscintillometer incalculating 500m line-averaged C\. Thebenefits of thelargeaperture scintillometer (LAS) are obvious. When C2 varies spatially along the
propagation path the LAS path weighting is determined by the sin2 function and the
two Bessel functions. By changing the ratio of transmitter to receiver aperture
diameterstheshapeofthepath weighting willchange.
Another method, that of spatial filtering (Churnside et al., 1988), was shown to
spatially resolve refractive turbulence strength to within 4.5 m over selected portions
of a 110mpropagation path.

3.4

Structure parameters

Structure functions arethebasis for scintillation measurements of surface-layer fluxes
(Hill, 1997). Structure functions or cross-structure functions may be defined for any
scalar or combination of scalars such as temperature, humidity, pressure or the
refractive-index. For spacing r in the inertial-convective range the refractive-index
structurefunction is(Tatarskii, 1961),

DJr) =([n(x)-n(x + r)]2)=C2r2/3.

(3.11)

The<>brackets denote an ensemble average although in practice atemporal average
is generally made. The structure parameter C2 is aproportionality factor but it may
vary several orders of magnitude. Similarly the T, Q and T-Q correlation structure
functions aredefined by,

Dr(r)=([T(xhT(x+r)¥)=C$r
\
•
2/32/i
DTQ(r)=l[T(xhT(x+r)] \Q(x)-Q(x+rj\)=C^Qr
•Q\')—\i-M•*/""*!-""'/j Vxt-v^rvA-^'i\\—•-re'
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(3.12)

Equations (3.11) and (3.12) are at times said to obey the Kolomogorov 2/3-law.
Within the dissipation range of &n(x ), Dn(r)<* r2. The inner-scale lo is the spacing
at which the r2/s and r2 asymptotic forms equate and at which Dn(r) begins to
decreasebecauseof viscous dissipation (Hill andClifford, 1978b).
The structure parameters can be measured directly using spatially displaced,
sensors (Lawerence and Strohbehn., 1970, Kohsiek, 1982b). Other spectral based
approaches have been developed. For instance the inertial-convective form of the
one-dimensional refractive-index spatial-power spectrum is (Wyngaard and LeMone,
1980),
<£„(*,)=a 2 5 C „ V v ' .

x,

(3.13)

is the stream-wise component of the wavenumber.

Taylor's frozen-field

hypothesis (Wyngaard, 1971a) assumes turbulent eddies are carried by a mean
windspeed U and change only slowly as the move past a fixed position. On(*; ) is
the Fourier transform for the frequency spectrum of temporal fluctuations n (=
x,U/2x ) measured at this position. Equation (3.13) may be then solved for C\.
Similarequations existfor C\, C2Q and CTQ (Wyngaard andLeMone, 1980),

0T(>cl)=O.25C2x;s/3
%\? ,)=0.25Clx-,5/3

(3.14)

CoT„(xt )=0.25CTQxJ'

Corrsin (1951) proposed an expression for the one-dimensional spatial-power
spectrum of temperature and humidity fluctuations inthe inertial-convective subrange
tobe,

&T(X,)=BJ-"3NTX--V3

(3 15)

%(x,)=^-'/3NQx--3
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NT and NQ are dissipation rates for the Tand Qand §, is known as the Kolmogorov
constant. Kaimalet al. (1972) confirmed the temperature and velocity spectra have a
well defined -5/3 power-law behaviour, consistent with isotropic turbulence and that
L(; was governed by the combined effects of shear and buoyancy as predicted by
Kolomogrov.
Wyngaard and Clifford (1978) proposed the T-Qcospectra also obeyed a -5/3
power-law. Careful high frequency measurements by Kohsiek (1984) and Priestley
andHill (1985)later confirmed thisrelationship,

CoTQ(x ,)=Y,p

~wNT<y 's/3

(3.16)

NTQ is the dissipation rate for the T-Qcovariance and y, is the Kolmogorov constant
for T-Q. Equation (3.16) was an important result aswithout experimental evidence it
hadbeen assumed CTQ obeyedthe2/3-law.
Spatial fluctuations in the refractive-index, [n(x) - n(x+ r)] are due to
fluctuations in T,QandP abouttheir average value. Ignoring the negligible pressure
fluctuations the structureparameters areequatedusing(Hill etal., 1980),

Cl=^+2^CTQ+^Q

(3.17)

The constants AT and A e are functions of wavelength, and the mean values of T, Q
and P. Calculated AT and AQ are given by Hill et al. (1980) from radio to infrared
wavelengths andbyAndreas (1989)for visiblethroughtomicrowave wavelengths.
A similar expression to Equation (3.17) equates the scalar spectra (Andreas,
1987)usingEquations (3.13)to(3.16),

<V*,)=J&(*

,)+2^CoTQ(K

, )+^%(K

,).

(3.18)

A direct consequence of Equation (3.15) is that /?, =y, =0n =0.4, where /?n is the
Kolmogorov constant for the refractive-index.
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Equation (3.14) has been solved for C2 using micrometeorological
measurements (Hill et al., 1988). If structure parameters C\, C2Q and CTQ are
required, three independent measurements of C2 are needed by scintillation or other
means. Three different wavelength scintillometers were used to solve for Cj, C2Q
and CTQ but unfortunately this was unsuccessful (Kohsiek, 1982b) because of
technical problems.
If the surface is dry and scintillation measurements are made at visible to nearinfrared wavelengths thenEquation (2.17)maybesimplified to,

C2n=^C2.
T'

(3.19)

Measuring over wetter surfaces Equation (3.17)becomes,

r2

A1
(, 0.03
=2l-c2 1+

(3.20)

/? =H/E, the Bowen-ratio, is the ratio of sensible to latent heat flux. Measurements
made at different scales have been combined. A line-averaged scintillometer value
for C2 and a micrometeorological measurement of ji are used to solve for C\.
However, incorporation of /? is equivalent to rearranging Equation (3.17) using the
relationship (Kohsiek, 1982),

ec

V

(3.21)

The implication is that the value of f! used in Equation (3.21) is equivalent to the
line-averaged value given by Equation (3.20). Also, and not so obvious is that the
formulation of Equation (3.17) assumes a perfect correlation between the T and Q
fluctuations intheinertial-convective range (Hill et al., 1988)sothat,
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CTQ=±^{c2C2Q)

(3.22)

Hill (1988) provided the solution for C2T and C2Q using the relationship of
Equation (3.22) and two different Xscintillometers operating at microwave and nearinfrared wavelengths (subscripts mand, respectively) for,

C2e =(A^.mCl +A2nC2nm +2SATimATJJclCl
}{TD)2
I
i
\
C2T =\A2Q,mCl +KKm +2SAamAQ^ClmCi, y{QD)2

(3.23)

where, D= [ATmAQj - ATJAQm yTQ andSisthesign oftheT-Qcorrelation.
Andreas(1989)performed asensitivity analysisfor thetwo-wavelength method.
He concluded the combination of a visible to near-infrared wavelength with a
microwave wavelength gave roughly the same accuracy as the eddy covariance
method.
3.5

Estimating thesurface fluxes from structure parameters

Turbulence similarity theory relates the structure parameters to surface fluxes.
Monin-Obukhov (1954) similarity theory (MOST) is generally used for the
atmospheric surface layer, which to a first order approximation is treated as being a
constant flux layer. For treating surface-layer similarity of C^, CTQ and C2Q, MOST
scaling requires a stationary and horizontally homogeneous boundary-layer. The
implications of using MOST for scalar quantities including the refractive-index, was
discussed in detail by Hill (1989) and a recent publication by Hill (1997) reviews the
algorithms for obtainingthesurface fluxes.
Andreas (1989) made a particularly pointed observation, 'since horizontal
homogeneity isfundamental to the assumptionsof MOST and therefore requiredto
analysepath-averaged measurements,what advantagesdoespath-averaging have?'
The scintillometer procedure becomes more convoluted when point measurements,
for example of u*, are substituted for path-averaged values. Andreas (1989) justifies
the continued application of MOST, firstly because there is no other theoretical
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framework available andthe scintillation method should befirst tested for accuracy in
horizontally homogeneous conditions. Secondly, experimental evidence suggests
flux-profiles can be used to model the turbulence provided the surface does not have
significant undulations ormarked roughnesschanges (Andreas, 1996).
Priestley and Hill (1985) suggested that departures from MOST were caused by
large-scale dynamics of the boundary-layer. Kaimal et al. (1976), Wyngaard and
LeMone (1980) showed entrainment effects caused MOST to deviate in the mid- and
upperregionsoftheconvective boundary-layer.
Recently Peltier and Wyngaard (1995) addressed the problem of substantial
turbulent intermittency in EM propagation. The intermittency caused the probability
distribution of the refractive-index fluctuations to deviate from Gaussian. The
structure parameters are better viewed as being local flow variables rather than
ensemble averages. In so doing and through redefining the structure parameters as
being driven by local values ofNTandNQthe predicted C\, CTQ and C2Q compared
well with measurements.
Wyngaard and Clifford (1978) gave amathematical treatment tocomputeH, LE
and u, from structure parameters. Hill (1997) gave the latest and in his opinion the
most suitableMOSTequations,

r272'3
CTZ2

T

=/(r)

2/3

cW" =affc)

(3.24)

Ql

L0 is the buoyancy length scale (corrected for humidity effects) included in the
expression for atmospheric stability,

CsJ_

=^T.(l + 0.O7/fi)
2

L„

(325)

uT
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g is gravitational acceleration, and T*, and Q* are the temperature and humidity
scaling parameters. The constant a,wasproven by Hill (1989) tobe unity because if
T and Qobey MOST scaling then non-dimensional functions of Cj and Ci must be
equal.
Many MOST functions have been proposed for h{£ ) and fig). The original
forms derive from the Kansas data (Wyngaard, 1973). Based on supporting data Hill
(1997)suggested thepreferred versions shouldbe,

ft)=

6.34(l -X +7% 2)'"3,

X<0

6.34(1-K +2(K 2)",

X>0
(3.26)

(I-X)''-K,.
* * )=

z<o

(y+< +i6x2T,

x >o

Implementing /i(£) and f(g) requires knowing a value for ( . The procedure
adopted by Hill et al (1992a) is to solve ( iteratively by equating the measured
parameters tothedimensionless functions viatherelationship,

2

{ ftn)r

8

2 2/3 413(^2

= *z4fT

(3.27)

Surface fluxes H and E are then calculated from the values of the scaling parameters
defined in Equation (3.24) and the other parameters determined from the scintillation
measurements,
H =-gC t,u,T.

(3.28)

E= -LEu,Q,
Both the Inner Scale Meter (Hill et al., 1992a) and the Displaced-beam scintillometer
(Thiermann, 1992b) measure lo directly from which s is then calculated using
Equation (3.3). In the absence of direct measurement of ln alternative methods
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include taking u*directly from eddy covariance instruments or estimating u* from
averagewindspeed andameasure of surface roughness.
H can be obtained from C^alone without u* (or lo or e ) in the very unstable
limit when /(£ )°c£ ~2/3 (Hill et al., 1992a). If theconditions of local free convection
aremetthen from DeBruinetal.(1995),

H=0.57z

f

(CrTeC,,

(3.29)

andfrom Green et al.(2000)

(r2 ^
E= LFz

2.5

(3.30)

TCQ

De Bruin et al. (1995) found that although Equation (3.29) would generally
underestimate when compared to the eddy covariance method, the free convection
component dominated. This implied thataratherrough estimateof u* wasrequired to
account for the effect of mechanical turbulence onH. Wyngaard and Clifford (1978)
and results from Green et al. (1997) show that the fractional error in the momentum
flux is approximately twice that of the measured structure functions whereas scalar
fluxes aremuchless sensitivefor anunstable atmosphere.

3.6

Summary

The important steps in the scintillation method have been reviewed. The Hill
spectrum for <Pn(? ) provides the most accurate description in the inertial-convective
and dissipation ranges but needs to be adopted more widely. An accurate <t>n(H ) does
not exist for the variance-containing range but experimentalist and theorists continue
to use the von Karman spectrum. The current approach to describing wave
propagation inaturbulent atmosphere isan approximation that failed todescribe large
spatial and temporal fluctuations in the refractive-index until the perturbation theory
was extended for saturation conditions. This advance led to optical scintillometers
being designed to operate successfully in strong saturation. Current technology
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allows theaccuratedetermination ofthe structureparameters C\, CTQ and C2Q and /()
be they derived from single or multiple scintillometers. These structure parameters
have associated spatial power spectra that obey a -5/3 power-law in the inertialconvective subrange. A three-wavelength scintillometer has yet to successfully
determine these parameters and the assumption CTQ =±J[C^CQ)

is used instead.

The preferred two-wavelength scintillometer combination is one that operates at
visible to near-infrared wavelengths with one operating at radio wavelengths. MOST
is the only theoretical framework available to relate C^, CTQ and C2Q to the surface
fluxes. The current view is that departures from MOST are due to large-scale
atmospheric processes such as entrainment. Intermittency and non-stationarity are
also important. Explanations must be found and MOST must be tested over semihomogeneous terrain toextendthescintillometer method.
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4

Surface-layer scintillation measurements of daytime
sensible heat and momentum fluxes '

Abstract

Line-averaged measurements of the structure parameter of refractive index ( C \ )

were

made using a semiconductor laser diode scintillometer above two markedly different
surfaces during hours of positive net radiation. The underlying vegetation comprised in
the first instance a horizontally homogeneous, pasture sward well-supplied with water,
and in the second experiment, a sparse thyme canopy in a semi-arid environment.
Atmospheric stability ranged between near neutrality and strongly unstable ( - 2 2 $ < 0).
The temperature structure parameter C2- computed from the optical measurements over
four decades from 0.001 to 2 K2 m'2/3 agreed to within 5% of those determined from
temperature spectra inthe inertial sub-range of frequencies. Spectra were obtained from a
single fine thermocouple sensor positioned near the midway position of the 100 m optical
path and at the beam propagation height (1.5 m). With the inclusion of cup anemometer
measurements, rule-of-thumb assumptions about surface roughness, and Monin-Obukhov
similarity theory, path-averaged optical scintillations allow calculation of surface fluxes
of sensible heat and momentum via a simple iterative procedure. Excellent agreement
was obtained between these fluxes and those measured directly by eddy covariance. For
sensible heat, agreement was on average close to perfect over a measured range of 0 to
500 W m"2 with a residual standard deviation of 30 W m"2. Friction velocities agreed
within 2% over the range 0 - 0.9 m s"1(residual standard deviation of 0.06 m s"'). The
results markedly increase the range of validation obtained in previous field experiments.
The potential of this scintillation technique and its theoretical foundation are briefly
discussed.

Green, A. E., McAneney, K.J. and Astill, M. S., Boundary-layer/Heterology 68,357-373, 1994.
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4.1

Introduction

There is an innate attractiveness about using optical scintillation to obtain turbulence
information. Early interest in this subject was motivated by communication and
astrophysical considerations (e.g.Strohbehn (1968) and Hufnagel and Stanley (1964))
because of distortion to electromagnetic signals caused by refractive-index
irregularities which arise from turbulent fluctuations in air temperature and water
vapour. Interest in the inverse problem of using optical propagation measurements to
infer turbulence information ismorerecent withWesely (1976a)being oneof the first
to attempt to derive estimates of the sensible heat flux (H).

From a

micrometeorological perspective, much of the appeal of optical techniques derives
from theopportunity for spatial averaging andtherequirement of only short averaging
periods to give statistically reliable measurements (Wyngaard and Clifford, 1978).
For reviews of the observational and theoretical progress in scintillation methods,
readers are referred to Hill (1992) and to the collection of milestone papers compiled
byAndreas (1990). Thelatter includesearlyRussian contributions totheliterature.
In principle, optical measurements of turbulence promise several advantages
over more conventional techniques. Firstly, flow distortion effects are minimised due
to intensity fluctuations being path-weighted in a parabolic manner with a maximum
midway and tapering to zero at either ends of the optical path (Ting-i Wang et al.,
1978). Secondly, and depending on source characteristics and measurement height,
path-averaging is possible up to several kilometres (Kohsiek and Herben, 1983), a
range which offers possibilities for testing remote sensing estimates of sensible heat
(Seguin et al., 1989, Lagouarde and McAneney, 1992). Thirdly, reliable statistical
data are obtainable after several minutes (Wyngaard and Clifford, 1978), and finally,
no absolute instrument calibration is required. The latter arises because the quantity
measured is the variance of the logarithmic signal intensity so that any multiplicative
calibration factors cancel and constant terms are removed by band-pass filtering at
scintillation frequencies. Despitetheabove,andthefact that acommercial instrument
now exists (Thiermann, 1992b),convincing proof that these features can be exploited
in practice to measure surface fluxes routinely has yet to be realised. The current
study provides astepinthis direction.
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The optically most activeeddies have sizesof theorder of the first Fresnel zone
(= VAL ,where A istheoptical wavelength andLthepath length). Since these small
scale eddies are likely tobe in equilibrium with the local terrain, it might appear that
scintillation techniques allow some relief from the general fetch restrictions on
micrometeorological measurements and thus provide averaging over horizontally
inhomogeneous terrain. Andreas (1989) expresses some optimism in this regard.
However scintillation methods depend on Monin-Obukhov similarity theory to link
measurements in the dissipation or inertial subrange of frequencies totheentire range
of eddy sizes contributing to turbulent transport. Unfortunately larger eddies adjust
only slowly to changing surface conditions and therefore reflect terrain and surface
features well upstream of the measurement position (Panofsky et al., 1982;Hojstrup,
1981). Extending Monin-Obukhov similarity to deal with heterogeneous surfaces
remains anobjective for future research.
To date, scintillometers have mainly used either He-Ne and CO2 lasers (e.g.
Kohsiek, 1985) and/or high intensity incoherent light from infrared-emitting diodes
(e.g. Hill et al., 1992a). Semiconductor laser diodes, as used in this paper, now
provide cheaper and low power coherent scintillation sources, although at shorter
optical pathlengths (L< 200m) (Thiermann, 1992a) because of saturation and power
limitations. The principal aim of this paper is to compare sensible heat and
momentum fluxes estimated from mean windspeed and scintillation measurements
with those obtained directly by eddy covariance. Measurements by eddy covariance
are taken as providing unbiased, best estimates of the fluxes. The theoretical
framework supporting theoptical measurements isdiscussed.
4.2

Theoretical background

4.2.1 Thetemperature structureparameter c\
For optical propagation, the variance of the logarithm of the intensity perturbations
(a/) of aspherical wavefront originating from apoint source (eg., alaser)asseen by
a point receiver is related to the refractive-index structure parameter c\ by the
following relationship:
a] =0.496K7'6L"/6 C > ( / „ / A / S 7 )

(4.1)
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This is valid provided that the integrated amount of scintillation over the optical path
is small ( a] <1.2)to avoid saturation (Ting-i Wang et al., 1978). For agiven optical
wavenumber K=2x/X, the variance depends upon fluctuations in refractive-index
changes described by cl and the inner scale (/„) via the function $(/o/-\ML). The
inner scale marks the transition from the inertial-convective tothe viscous-convective
range and is a measure of the approximate dimensions of the small-scale viscous
motions in which turbulent energy is converted into heat (Tennekes and Lumley
(1972). Hill andClifford (1978)give /„ as:

l.=7.4(^3/eY

(4.2)

where, v is the viscosity of air and s is the rate of turbulent kinetic energy
dissipation. Function 0(/„/-\Ml7j is shown in Figure (4.1). For ease of computation
and 1,,/yfkL, >0.2 ,wedescribe <&^O/^L)
<l(x)= 1.867-3.337x +2.109x2-0.447

bythefollowing polynomial:

x

\

(4.3)

where, x =/„/VAL . At this point, it should be clear that <^,0I^JXL) (and hence / 0 )
is a prerequisite for extracting C2„ from measurements of a2,. We return to the
determination of /„ inlater discussion.
At visible to mid-infrared wavelengths, it is fluctuations in temperature that are
primarily responsible for atmospheric scintillation with humidity fluctuations having
only a minor role. For optical scintillation such as the twinkling of laser beams,
Weseley (1976b) showed that provided temperature and humidity fluctuations are
strongly correlated, thetemperature structure constant CT>Srelated to cl by:
(yP
"2

f

1+

0.03}

(4.4)

The refractive index for air (y ) is 7.9 x 10"7KPa"1 at A = 0.67 um, Tis the average
air temperature (K) andPthe atmospheric pressure (Pa). The last bracketed term isa
correction for the effect of humidity and depends upon the Bowen-ratio (/J). This
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equals the ratio of the sensible (H)to latent heat flux (LE)and serves as an indication
of surface wetness. For well-watered vegetation, the evaporative flux is often given
bythePriestley andTaylor (1972) formula which predicts a/}of around 0.2 (at20C)
and acorrection term inEquation (4.4)of about35%.

0.6

0.8

Figure (4.1). The relationship between the function, <t{(„/-JkLj and the inner scale normalised
by the first Fresnel zone.

Open circles derive from the spectrum for refractive-index

fluctuations of Hill (1978). The continuous line isa 3rdorder fit given inthe text.

As soil water is depleted, latent heat becomes a decreasing component in the
surface budget (seefor exampleFigures2and3ofLagouarde andMcAneney (1992))
and p increases. When )3 equals 0.6 the correction factor is 10%. For a dry surface
Equation (4.4) simplifies to,
C2T = C2n(T2/yp]

(4.5)

In subsequent analyses, we will ignore the Bowen-ratio correction and use Equation
(4.5).
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CT can also be determined directly. Kohsiek, (1982a), for example, used
spatially separated temperature sensors, a procedure which follows directly from the
definition of astructure parameter (Panofsky andDutton 1984). Alternatively CT

can

be obtained from spectral measurements with a single temperature sensor and
invoking Taylor's 'frozen field' hypothesis, a process adopted in the current study.
The one-dimensional spatial spectral density ST(k) of temperature in the inertial
subrange of frequency («)isgiven by:
ST(k) =0.25C2Tk-5/3

(4.6)

where, k =n/U and U is the mean windspeed. We will present data using spectral
densities from a very fine thermocouple for comparison with those derived from
optical measurements of a) andEquations (4.1)to(4.5).
4.2.2 Estimation ofsensibleheatandmomentumfluxes
Equation (4.1) indicates that the measured signal from a low power laser contains
information not only on sensible heat flux but also on mechanical turbulence under
the guise of /„ Hill et al. (1992a), Thiermann and Grassl, (1992a) and Thiermann
(1992b) adopt various elegant optical methods of determining l0. Our approach is
closer tothat ofWesely(1976a) whoinferred the momentumflux from measurements
of mean windspeed and anestimate of surface roughness. Since the sensible heat and
momentum fluxes determine atmospheric stability, which also influences turbulent
transport, an iterative procedure is necessary to untangle Hfrom measurements of a]
andmean windspeed. Thisprocedure isas follows.
Webegin bydefining atemperature scale:
T. =-H/ec„u*

(4.7)

where,p isthedensity of air, Cpistheheat capacity atconstant pressure, and ut isthe
friction velocity. Following Panofsky and Dutton (1984) and Hill et al. (1992a), we
write CT and s in dimensionless forms, which are assumed tobe universal functions
of f (=z/Lm,,> where Lm, istheMonin-Obukhov length):
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Cr/TiZ-2,3 = f^) =4.9(l +7^\J2/3, f so

(4.8)

xze/ul =h%)= (l +0.5^f3J , - 2 < ^ < 0

(4.9)

and
Lm„ =-u3Qc„T/Hgx ,

(4.10)

where von Karman's constant x is taken as 0.4, g is the acceleration due to gravity
and z is the height above ground or the zero plane displacement height for a
vegetative surface. Theempirical functions / ( f ) and h(f ) derivefrom Wyngaard et
al.,(1971) andWyngaard andCote(1971b) respectively.
In order to evaluate / ( f ) and h(g), we first nee.l an estimate for f which in
turn dependsonboth w* andH. Following Hilletal.(V >2a),we define
G(f )= g2K*3z4"C2T/T2e4,3=?2f(?Xh(?)J4a

(4.11)

Although the right-hand-side of Equation (4.11) looks complicated, we find that over
therangeof stabilities - 2<f <0, G(f) canbesimply parameterised asfollows:
G(f) =0.00227-0.5184? .

(4.12)

This relation is shown inFigure(4.2). UsingEquation (4.12),wethen solve Equation
(4.11)explicitly for f :
f = - / . 9 2 9 [ f c V V * c £ / r 2 e 4/3Y0.00227].
The right-hand-side of Equation (4.13) still includes two f dependent terms, CT and
s . Theformer requires an optical measure of a ] aswell asestimates of f and w* in
ordertocalculatethecorrection factor cp(^,/vAL J.
The approach adopted inthis paper is to solve for f iteratively using values of
s estimated from measurements of mean windspeed (U)and an assumed initial value
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(4.13)

for f . For unstable conditions, the vertical profile of mean wind velocity is given by
thefollowing expression:

U =uAln{{z-d)/

z,)-^^)^

(4.14)

where z„ is a measure of the surface roughness, d is the zero plane displacement and
ijjm is the commonly used integrated stability correction for the diabatic wind profile
(Panofsky andDutton, 1984).

Figure (4.2). G(?) as a function of S for £ <0 (open circles). The straight line is described
by Equation (4.12).

For vegetative surfaces z„and d can be taken as simple fractions of the vegetation
height (hc) (d =0.65h, and z„«0.13h c after Stanhill (1969) and Tanner and Pelton
(1960) respectively).
Equation (4.14) allows M* to be determined given a measurement of U and
estimates of z„ and d, together with an initial guess for £". This in turn permits
calculation of s and /„, which allow c\ to be calculated from the measured optical
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signal of a ; • This procedure, which calculates avalue for «*,andhence s and lo, en
route, is repeated until the estimated and calculated values for f converge. In our
experience this convergence occurs rapidly after a maximum of 3to 4 iterations. H
then follows from Equation (4.10).
Lastly we note that calculation of the LE could also be included in the above
iterativeprocessfor little additional effort usingtheenergybudget equation
LE = (Rn-G)-H,
requiring additional measurements of theavailableenergyA (-Rn -G; whereR„ isthe
net radiation and G the soil heat flux). This option was not pursued in the present
study.
4.3

Scintillometer Design

4.3.1 Laserdiode transmitter
A low cost semiconductor laser diode module (Radio Spares:#564-504) was selected
toprovide apoint sourceof coherent radiation. Poweroutput was 1 mW,operating at
0.67 |im wavelength with a collimating lens producing a 0.5 mrad diverged (full
angle) beam with apointing stability of 0.05 mrad. Thebeam ispolarised andhas a6
mm diameter exit aperture. Typical power consumption is 1.5 W. Figure (4.3) shows
ablock diagramrepresentation ofthescintillation transmitter-receiver hardware.
A 100KHz square waveexcited thelaser diodefor ambient light discrimination
at the receiver optics. The process served to increase the signal-to-noise ratio at the
receiver sensor and avoided the need for mechanical choppers and narrow band-pass
filters. To facilitate beam alignment the laser module was fixed to the side of a
theodolite that was itself mounted on a surveyor's tripod. This arrangement allowed
up to a 2 m beam propagation height and three dimensional alignment of the beam
onto the point receiver 100 m away. Because of expansion and contraction of the
tripod due to changes in air temperature, and misalignment of the optical signal that
can result,future experiments willuseaconcrete support.
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Atmospheric Turbulence
Laser Diode Transmitter
Photodiode Receiver

\ l /
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Receiver Electronics

Figure (4.3). Block diagram representation of the scintillometer transmitter and receiver
hardware.

4.3.2 Receiver
Receiver electronics are essentially those described by Ochs and Cartwright (1980)
with some modifications to demodulate and band-pass filter the carrier wave. The
receiver uses ahigh-speed photodiode (BPX 65) with an active surface area of 1 mm2
mounted 3 mm behind a 1mm diameter aperture. The unit is considered a point
receiver as the aperture diameter is roughly an order of magnitude less than the first
Fresnel zone (-s/S7= 8 mm). Coarse alignment is made using the theodolite
telescope to focus onto the receiver aperture. Fine adjustments are performed using
anoscilloscopetoobtain themaximum signalamplitude.
The photodiode is housed in a plastic tube with pre-amplification electronics
and was also mounted on a surveyor's tripod. The photodiode is configured within a
trans-impedance amplifier and produces a voltage output proportional to the
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irradiance on its active area. The signal is band-pass filtered centred on the carrier
frequency and then demodulated to recover the scintillations.

Further signal

conditioning outputs the root-mean-square (variance) value of the logarithm of the
intensityfluctuations inthescintillation bandwidth (0.1-6,000Hz). Conditioning the
signal in this manner has the added benefit that no absolute instrument calibration is
needed andthustherearenoproblems associated withanyelectronic signal drift.
A logarithmic output is then chosen because of the large dynamic range of c\
which typically spans from 10"15 to 10"12m"2/3. The root-mean-square circuit has an
integrating timeconstant of approximately 2secsoastoinclude thefull bandwidth of
scintillations. This time constant alsomeansthat rapid sampling of the analog output
isunnecessary.
4.4

Experimental

4.4.1 Sitedescriptions andweather conditions
Thefirst experiment tookplaceunderheavilyovercast conditions overaflat, exposed
pastoral siteonthePureruaPeninsula, Bayof Islands (lat.35° 16'S;long. 173°55'E)
inNovember 1992. Thepasture had been grazed by sheep 3 - 4 weeks earlier andby
the time of the experiment had an average foliage height around 0.13m. The pasture
composition was variable with predominantly clover and ryegrass species. Heavy
rain several weeks prior to theexperiment ensured that transpiration was unrestricted
by soil water limitations. Windspeeds varied between 3.8 and 6ms"1and thistogether
with the heavy cloud cover ensured that atmospheric stability remained very close to
neutral (f =0). Bowen ratios {fi) averaged around 0.5. Minimum fetch was about 1
km.
The second experiment was carried out in mid-summer (February 1993) on a
large, flat, dissected river terrace above the township of Clyde in Central Otago (lat.
45° 11' S; long. 169°20'E.). This area of the South Island typically experiences very
hot, dry summers andprovided us with an opportunity totest the scintillometer under
conditions of high sensible heat flux. Vegetation consisted of thyme {thymus
vulgaris),an introducedplant, whichhas successfully adapted tothesemi-arid climate
of Central Otago. Under these conditions, the plant grows as a small shrub with
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clumps, 0.3 to 0.4 m in height, interspersed with patches of bare ground and lichen.
Groundcoverwasestimated visually atabout50%.
A wide variety of atmospheric conditions was encountered with day-time air
temperatures on occasions exceeding 30 C and as low as 5 C at other times when
snow fell on surrounding hills. On some days, data had to be rejected when air
temperature changes caused movement in the laser mountings. Windspeed ranged up
to 13m s ' . No substantial rain had fallen for several months and Bowen ratios were
consistently high ( = 7 ) with the surface dry and dusty underfoot. The minimum
streamwise fetch over thyme was of the order 1km. Overall 6 days of data were
obtained with f rangingbetween0and - 1.8.
4.4.2 Instrumentation anddataanalysis
For both experiments anoptical path of 100mwasemployed. The beam was aligned
at heights above ground level of 1.2 and 1.5 m at Purerua and Clyde respectively.
Efforts were made to ensure that the wind blew roughly at right angles to the optical
path so that the eddies causing the scintillation were essentially being averaged over
twodirections.
Near the midway position and at the same height of the optical path, a simple
stayed mast supported eddy covaraince instruments (Figure 4.4) consisting of a 1dimensional sonic anemometer (10 cm path length), a fine thermocouple (13|xm
diameter), and aKrypton hygrometer (all from Campbell Scientific Inc.,Utah,USA).
These provided measurements of the fluctuations in vertical wind velocity,
temperature and water vapour. A 2-dimensional drag anemometer (Green et al.,
1992) gave absolute values for the fluctuating stream-wise and lateral windspeed
components as well as mean windspeed and wind direction. The equipment was
reorientated intothewindfollowing anymajor wind shift.
Sampling frequency for theeddy covariance measurements was 10Hz and data
was processed on-line using a portable datalogger (Campbell Scientific Inc., Utah,
USA) programmed tooutput 30-minute averages of covariances between the different
variables and statistics required for thecalculation of energy budget components,w*,
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and other derived variables. Calculation of u* required a horizontal co-ordinate
rotation.
On a second mast, mean wind speed was measured with a sensitive cup
anemometer (stalling speed 0.2 m s"1). Also measured were net radiation (Q 6.1;
Radiation Energy Balance Systems, Seattle, USA), air temperature (Campbell
Scientific Inc.,type 107probe enclosed within anaturally ventilated radiation shield),
andatmospheric pressure (SenSym,model SCX30AN).

Figure (4.4). Eddy covariance instruments. The drag anemometer is in the background with
the krypton hygrometer positioned below the sonic anemometer-thermometer in order to
minimize wind blockage and to maximize the acceptance angle for wind direction.
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These instruments were sampled each minute and 30-min averages or totals stored in
asecond2IX datalogger.
A third 2IX datalogger with Fast Fourier Transform software (FFT) was
dedicated toobtaining spectral measurements from thefine thermocouple. The 13 nm
diameterjunction has afrequency response exceeding 30Hz (Tanner et al., 1985). A
sequence of 2048 measurements of the fluctuating temperature was made at 20 Hz
and an FFT calculated on-line. This procedure was repeated 13 times for each 30
minuteperiod with theresults stored asarunning average. Bin averaging wasused to
output spectral energy values at 63 frequencies in the range of 0.156 to 9.81 Hz. A
four term Blackman-Harristaperwasappliedtoeach data sequencetoreduce leakage.
Initial tests showed noevidence of aliasing and so nofiltering wasemployed. Asall
equipment was operated from batteries, there was no contamination from mains
frequencies.
4.5

Resultsand Discussion

4.5.1 Cr comparison
Spectral estimates of CT w e r e calculated by first fitting by eye a -5/3 line to inertial
sub-range frequencies on a log-log graph (see Figure 4.5) and then taking spectral
densities from this line usually at k = 1(i.e. when n = U)to simplify Equation (4.6).
We can expect inertial subrange behaviour for frequencies («) greater than 2U/z
(Kaimaletal. 1972;Fairall etal. 1980)andaccordingly data wasdiscarded if U> 8 m
s~' as we could not be confident the inertial sub-range extended far enough back into
the measured range of frequencies. Recall that the nyquist frequency isfixed atn=10
Hzfor a20Hzsamplingrate.
The results of half-hourly c\ comparisons are presented in Figure (4.6). The
lower limit of the optical measurements is set by instrument noise and equates to a
C2T of 0.001 K2 mm.

All of the data (from both sites) presented in Figure (4.6)

exceeds this threshold. The upper limit is set by the onset of saturation, which is
usually taken to occur for a2^l-2

(Ting-i Wang et al. 1978). For A = 0.67 urn

wavelength and a 100mpathlength, this value isapproximately CT = 6K2 m~m.
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Figure (4.5). Atypical half-hourly averaged temperature spectrum (U= 4.7 ms"1). The line has
a-5/3 slope indicative of an inertial subrange.

The plateau, which occurs at values beyond 2 K2 m"2'3 in Figure (4.6), is consistent
with this limit. In practice, and in its current configuration (height and pathlength),
this would result in an upper limit for H of around 500W m"2. This will vary a little
depending onatmospheric stability.
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For values below the onset of saturation, the modest scatter about the 1:1 line shows
noobviousbias andlinearregression analysisyields:
C2Top, =L05( ±0.036) c2Tspea

for the72 data points. This relationship is not statistically different from the 1:1 line
anddemonstrates remarkable good agreement overa4decaderange.
4.5.2 Sensibleheatfluxandfriction velocity
To the authors' knowledge, there have been few detailed comparisons of surface
fluxes derived from scintillation with independent measurements. Thiermann and
Grassl (1992a) and Thiermann (1992b) show encouraging agreement between time
series of sensible heat flux as measured byboth optical and eddy covariance methods
although the range for this comparison is limited (H < 150 W m"2). For M# there
appeared tobe systematic differences of theorder of 30%between these two methods
but again therangewaslimited («*<0.5 ms"1).
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(o) sites. The line represents the 1:1 relationship.
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Hillet al. (1992a)alsopresent dataoverasimilarrangefor Handut, but according to
the authors very little of this data was collected for wind directions within the
acceptance angleforthe3-dimensional sonic anemometer.
Figure (4.7) shows our comparison of sensible heat fluxes as determined from
optical scintillation and windspeed measurements, and those measured directly by
eddycovariance. Regression analysis ofthecombined data (91datapoints)from both
sites, excluding those from Clyde when C2T > 2 K2 mm, resulted in the following
relationship:
H„pl = 1.03{±0.034)HeMy+19.55{±6.888),

r =0.93.

The residual standard deviation is 30 W m"2. The optical method appears to overestimate in the case of the higher-valued data points from Purerua: Thiermann (pers.
comm.) suggests that spatially filtering the laser diode output to obtain a Gaussian
irradiance profile may overcome any bias due to additional fluctuations in intensity
near the perimeter of the beam. Nevertheless, the overall result implies near perfect
average agreement. No correction for the Bowen ratio (Equation 4.3) was applied.
For the Clyde data, this correction is trivial, whereas for Purerua, it would amount to
about 10%.
The comparison presented above was carried out using 30-min estimates of
sensible heat flux. This choice was made to reduce the statistical uncertainty in the
eddy covariance measurements, which are taken as giving unbiased estimates of the
fluxes.

The statistical error in these reference covariance measurements is

proportional to the square root of the ratio of the integral time scale and the duration
of sampling (Wyngaard, 1973). For meteorological conditions typical of our
experimental conditions,Wyngaard suggests asampling uncertainty of around 5% for
30 min samples of sensible heat flux. In the case of optical scintillation, the time
average approaches theensemble average much morerapidly (Wyngaard and Clifford
1978) since it is time scales associated with eddy sizes near VAL that determine the
sampling statistics. These scales arebetween a 100 and a 1000times smaller that the
integral time scalewhich isoftheorderofz/U.
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The comparison between the friction velocities obtained from eddy covariance
(sonic and drag anemometers) and the combination of optical scintillation and mean
windspeed measured with a cup anemometer is shown in Figure (4.8). Regression
analysisgives:
u.„pl=0.98{±0.039)u,

r =0.94.

eddy »

Theoffset wasnon-significant. Underourexperimental conditions,Wyngaard (1973)
suggests a statistical uncertainty in eddy covariance measurements for u* of around
13%. This would explain most of theresidual standard deviation about the regression
line of 0.062 m s"1 - this figure is equivalent to a percentage error of 12% for an
average w* of0.5ms"1.
Errors in U due to say cup overspeeding would result in approximately
proportional errors in w*. Under our conditions this should not exceed 5 % (Coppin
1982). H is also sensitive tosuch errors -a5%overestimate in Uresulting in a2.5%
underestimate inH. Calculations of w* are also sensitive to the choice of z0, and toa
lesserdegree,d.
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u
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. .... ( " i s - ' )
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'

Figure (4.8). Comparison of friction velocities from the scintillometer and eddy covariance
instruments atthe Purerua (•) and Clyde (o) sites. The linerepresents the 1:1 relationship.
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Both of these surface characteristics havebeenparameterised here as simple fractions
of the crop height and for both experimental surfaces, the estimated values agreed
very closely with those calculated independently from Equation (4.14) using eddy
covariance valuesofu*tand Ufrom thedrag anemometer.
In some ways this was a surprising result for the thyme canopy, which had a
significant proportion of bare soil (=50%), and implies it is the height of the major
roughness elements, rather than their spatial distribution, that is the important from a
momentum flux point of view.
4.6

Summary

To date optical methods of measuring surface fluxes have not been widely exploited
in boundary-layer studies although their theoretical foundation is established. The
excellent results obtained in this study for both sensible heat and momentum fluxes
estimated using a combination of optical scintillation and mean windspeed
measurements provide a good test of this theory and suggest that optical scintillation
can be used toprovide routine estimates of these surface fluxes. The requirement for
acupanemometer ishardly less restrictive than theneed for supporting measurements
of air temperature and pressure. Extending the iterative procedure to estimate the
latent heat flux would involve no additional computational cost provided that
measurements of net radiation and soil heat flux were available. Further theoretical
work to extend Monin-Obukhov similarity relations to non-homogeneous situations
would be valuable and enable the path-averaging characteristics of scintillation to be
fully exploited.
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5

Sensibleheat and momentum flux measured with an
optical inner scale meter^

Abstract

Path-averaged measurements of sensible heat (//) and momentum fluxes («*) were made
under unstable conditions (/<!;/< 0.1) above pasture using an inner scale meter (ISM), an
instrument which employs in tandem both a diverging laser beam - point detector
scintillometer and a second instrument using a large-aperture (15 cm) incoherent source
and receiver of the same diameter. By distorting the beam, refractive turbulence along
the optical path creates intensity fluctuations or scintillations at the receiver; eddies with
spatial scales of the order of the beam diameter are most effective at this so that while the
laser responds to the smaller eddies in the flow, the large aperture instrument is sensitive
to inertial subrange turbulence. By combining signals from these two instruments, it is in
principle possible to calculate H and u*explicitly and independent of assumptions about
surface roughness. Pathlengths were 100 m for the laser and 292 m for the large-aperture
instrument. The site was chosen with the expectation of providing a homogeneous test
surface.
Fluxes were first derived from a measurement of mean windspeed and either
scintillometer operating independently, and, in line with previous experience, these
agreed very closely with reference eddy covariance measurements. The worst case was
when winds blew down the propagation path and H derived from the large aperture
differed on average from reference measurements by 11%. We suspect that this
systematic difference was real and that spatial non-uniformities in the surface energy
budget combined with the pathlength differences meant that the two scintillometer beams
experienced slightly different path-averaged refractive turbulence under some wind
directions. Whatever the reason, this discrepancy engendered quite unrealistic ISM
" Green, A.E.,McAneney, K.J. and Lagouarde, J-P.,Ag. &ForestMeteorol, 85, 259-267, 1997
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estimates for «*, which depend very sensitively on the difference in the scintillometer
output voltages. After excluding such data, ISM estimates and direct eddy correlation
measurements of H agreed within 2%, but the error in u* was still unacceptably high
(residual standard deviation = 0.09 m s"'). A sensitivity analysis confirms that the ISM
estimate of H is relatively robust compared with H* and we conclude that while the ISM
does provide an alternative methodology for the measurement of sensible heat, it yields
only acoarseestimate ofthe momentum flux.

5.1

Introduction

Apart from their operational simplicity, the main appeal of scintillation techniques in
boundary-layer physics is their promise of providing spatially-averaged fluxes at
scales of the order of several kilometres. Information at these scales is currently
sought for a variety of hydrological and meteorological applications (Stewart et al.,
1996). Briefly, scintillation methods work bytransmitting abeam of electromagnetic
radiation andmeasuring intensity variations orscintillations inthe received signal and
in this manner provide a direct measure of the strength of refractive turbulence - or
more strictly the structure parameter for refractive-index (Cl) - along the path. At
visible or near-infrared wavelengths, atmospheric scintillation is primarily the result
of fluctuations inairtemperature sothat c\ isclosely linked tothesensibleheat flux.
To date, determination of sensible heat flux (H)and/or friction velocity (w*)by
scintillometry has usually required an ancillary measurement of the average
windspeed (U) and estimates of surface roughness (z„) and the zero plane
displacement (d„); fluxes arethen derived via an iterativeprocedure based on MoninObukhov similarity described by Green et al. (1994) and McAneney et al. (1995).
This approach has worked extremely well above homogeneous surfaces for whichz„
and d„can be prescribed as simple fractions of the crop height but presents some
problems when the optical path traverses surfaces of widely varying surface
characteristics (Lagouarde et al., 1996). De Bruin et al. (1995) also report good
results after combining a scintillometer measure of cl and independent measures or
estimates of u*.
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Another option is to invoke thefree convective limit, conditions under whichH
becomes independent of mechanical turbulence and follows directly from a
scintillation measurement of cl and the mean air temperature (Wyngaard and
Clifford, 1978). This approach should work increasingly well as the height of
measurement increasesbutareoften inappropriatenearthe surface.
Other possibilities for measuring H and u* by scintillation include the
bichromatic technique (Thiermann and Grassl, 1992a) or a commercially available
displaced-beam scintillometer (Thiermann, 1992b). Both methods use visible lasers
and will saturate in the sense that the signal variance will no longer increase linearly
with cl

as

the strength of the refractive turbulence increases above a certain

threshold (Clifford et al., 1974). Inpractice thisfeature limitstheirusetodistancesof
theorderof 100-150mfor near-surface measurements.
In this paper we examine the efficacy of yet another method first suggested by
Hill et al. (1992a)and called theInner Scale Meter (ISM). Inprinciple, this approach
allows both H and u*to be determined explicitly from optical measurements without
the requirement for ancillary measurements or assumptions about the underlying
surface or the atmosphere. The method, as we implement it, employs both a solidstate HeNe laser (0.63 umwavelength) scintillometer and a large-aperture instrument
(0.94\vm wavelength) intandem. TheISMmakes useof thedependence of the signal
variance of the laser upon u*and the fact that the large-aperture is insensitive to this
variable. By combining signal variances from these two instruments both H and u*
can be determined unambiguously; Hill et al. (1992a) report encouraging results for a
minimal data set. Itis the purpose of thispaper totest the ISM over a wider rangeof
field conditions and to discuss its operational merits and limitations. The use of a
laser scintillometer means our configuration is also limited to relatively short
distances.
5.2

Theory

Weconcentrate here only on those details of the instruments important totheir use as
part of the ISM;for fuller details of theirphysical foundation andmodusoperandithe
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reader is referred to Green et al. (1994), McAneney et al. (1995) and the literature
cited therein.
5.2.1 Large-aperture scintillometer (LA)
TheLAprovides adirect measureof structure parameter for refractive turbulence cl•
Forthecaseofequaltransmitting andreceiving apertures,thisquantityisweightedby
a symmetrical bell-shaped curve with a maximum at the centre (Wang et al., 1978;
Lagouarde et al., 1996). After Wang et al. (1978), the relationship between the
variance of the logarithm of the aperture-averaged signal intensity(aL)»C\, aperture
diameter (D),andthepathlength (LIA) between transmitter andreceiver,is:
aL = 0.892CID~7/3LIA

(5.1)

The over-bar indicates a path-averaged value and in what follows, we may omit this
without ambiguity. The general form of Equation (5.1) can be deduced from
geometric optics (Tatarski, 1993)whereD isthe relevant length scale of the turbulent
inhomogeneities mosteffective atcausinglargechangesinintensity atthe receiver.
Atvisibletomid infrared wavelengths,thetemperature structure constant cf is
related to cl by:
Cl= C2T{Tthp)2(l

+0.03fc)2

(5.2)

T is the average absolute air temperature, andp, atmospheric pressure. At the 0.94
|im peak wavelength of theLAS source,therefractivity of air(y )equals7.9 x 10"7 K
Pa"1. The correction for the Bowen-ratio (/? * 0 ) in Equation (5.2) accounts for the
minor influence of humidity fluctuations. Equation (5.2) assumes that temperature
and humidity fluctuations are strongly correlated (Weseley, 1976a) consistent with
Monin-Obukhov similarity (Hill, 1989).
5.2.2 Laser scintillometer
The equivalent relationship to Equation (5.1) for the logarithm of the signal intensity
of a spherical wave propagating through the atmosphere and measured by a point
detector isgiven by (e.gThiermann andGrassl, 1992a):
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2
a la

••0.496C2n (2n/A f L'^ljF)

(5.3)

where F =^JXL la is called the first Fresnel zone and gives the scale of diffractional
spreading; A is the optical wavelength. The function 0{ljF) is an analytical
approximation for the behaviour of the inner scale at small wavenumbers (Hill and
Clifford, 1978b). Atapath length of 100m,Fiscomparable insizetothe inner scale
(/,) and it is these small eddies which are largely responsible for distorting the beam.
Theuse of theterm 'inner scale'todenotethe smallest length scales inturbulent flows
derives from the Russian literature where ithas been commonly employed inplaceof
theKolmogorov microscale:

v=(r>/ef
r} is determined by dimensional analysis from the dissipation rate per unit mass e
(mV3) and kinematic viscosity v ( m V ) (Tennekes and Lumley 1972). Hill and
Clifford (1978) define /, as the spatial scale characterising the transition between
inertial-convective and dissipation ranges of the refractive index spatial power
spectrum andshowthattheratioofthe /,and q tobe7.4 (seeEquation (5.6)).
Equation (5.3) holds provided that the field is weakly scattering; however, for
a ]a>1.2 the signal saturates inthe sensethat a i

no longer increases linearly with cl

(Clifford et al., 1974;Green et al., 1994). It iseasily shown by substitution of typical
values in Equation (5.3),and Equation (5.5),Equation (5.6) andEquation (5.9) which
follow, that when c\ is high, ie. ~ 10"12 m~m, laser scintillometers are limited to
distances not much over 100 m. This range could be improved by using longer
wavelength lasers and operating at a greater height (Kohsiek, 1985); but not
indefinitely - in the limit of l/F approaching zero with increasing L, ct(/,/F)
approaches unity (Hill and Clifford, 1978) and the sensitivity of laser scintillation to
Z„ asrequired for the ISM,vanishes.
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5.2.3 TheInnerScaleMeter(ISM)
Assuming the laser andlarge aperture scintillometers operate atthe samebeam height
(z) and see the same refractive turbulence, then it follows from Equation (5.1) and
Equation (5.3)that
^lilF)=[l.79{Xl2,f6L3[ALT

D-7'\llo2u\

(5.4)

and hence the function <J)(/,/F) (and thus /,,) depends on the ratio of the measured
scintillometer logintensity variancesfor agiven experimental configuration.
Further progress depends on the availability of an accurate model for the high
frequency portion of the temperature spectrum. Hill and Clifford (1978) present a
theoretical model for this spectrum that agrees with experimental measurements and
explore its implications for optical propagation. For ease of computation, we
parameterise theirmodel as follows:
/,=0.30489F- l.O389Flog0{ll/F)

(5.5)

Thisequation issimply anempirical fit for computational convenience andimplies no
theoretical foundation. It is appropriate for // > 0.2F = 1.6 mm, a condition not
violated inthepresent experiment. From//follows therate of dissipation of turbulent
kinetic energy (e )(Hill andClifford 1978):
s =V3(7.4/U)4

(5.6)

The dissipation rate is closely related to M* via Monin-Obukhov similarity (see
below).
Ciu and 1>(li/F)c2nia

are

presented at the receiver outputs as scaled voltages

VLA and V/„ of the form,

and
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^2
10{v>"-'4)=<Z(l,/F)cl
-- nlu

Over ahomogeneous surface, ct =CL»=CL,,from whenceitfollows that
0{l,/F)=lO{v"'-VlA)
The function

Q^-JF)

becombined with clu

(5.7)
is substituted into Equation. (5.5) to solve for ljwhich can now
t0

estimate «,„,, and H„r asexplained below.

Having determined both c\ and e ,theformer from theLA and the latter from
both scintillation instruments, ISM estimates of H„P andM,„p are now calculated
using the procedure outlined by Hill etal. (1992a). Both c\ and E are writtenin
dimensionless form asuniversal functions of f (=zjhmil, where Lmo is the Obukhov
length):
(c\)lAzin/Tl =m=4.9{l +^\)-m

«Ke /ul =h^)=(l

(5.8)

2/3

+ 0.5^\

Y

(5.9)

andthetemperature scaling parameter isdefined by,
T, =-H/eCpu,

(5.10)

where g isthe density ofair, cP the heat capacity atconstant pressure and von
Karman's constant x is taken to be 0.4. Empirical functions / ( f ) and h(g) derive
from Wyngaard etal.(1971).
To solveEquation (5.8) orEquation (5.9)forTt andut respectively, and thus H,
first requires knowing f . Here we follow Green et al. (1994) inlinearising the
equivalent equation from Hill etal.(1992a)for f interms ofknown constants andthe
measured optical variables,
<f=-1.929[{g2x2 / f z 4 / '(c^)„r 2 ^ 4/3)-0.00227\.
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(5.11)

g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m s"2). J,„p and u*„p now follow from
Equation (5.8) and Equation (5.9) andH from Equation (5.10),where the subscripts
refer tovariables determined from theISM.
Lastly weestimatethe latent heat flux (LvEop)as aresidual inthe energy budget
equation:
(5.12)

LVE„P = (R„-G)-H„P

where (R„-G) isthe available energy equal to the difference between the net radiation
receipt by the surface (Rn) and the soil heat flux (G), and Lv is the latent heat of
vaporisation of water. If desired, a value for p can be calculated and used iteratively
tocorrect c\ inEquation (5.2).
5.3

Experimental

5.3.1 SiteDescriptionandWeather Conditions
Fieldmeasurements wereundertaken duringthemonths of February and March, 1995
0

o

overpastureon thePurerua Peninsula, Bayof Islands (lat.35 16'S;long. 173 55'E).
For all wind directions except from the north-west, the minimum fetch was 1km; for
north-westly winds, it was about 200 m beyond which the terrain became gently
sloping. The pasture comprised a clover-ryegrass sward, which was maintained in a
well-watered condition by episodic rainfall events throughout the summer. These
surface conditions werereflected inlow values of /?(=H/LVE) which averaged around
0.6 and crop height (hc)increasing from 6to 12cm asgrassgrew over theduration of
the experiment.
Both the laser scintillometer and the LA propagation paths were aligned in a
NW-SE orientation (Figure 5.1) in order to take maximum advantage of daytime sea
breezes. Daytime air temperatures averaged around 20 C with moderate windspeeds
between 1and 6ms" 1 . Conditions were often cloudy with Rn rarely exceeded 500W
m~2 and |f| mostlylessthan0.1.
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5.3.2 Deployment of instruments
Each scintillometer comprised a transmitter and receiver unit mounted on solid
concrete block plinths set at opposite ends of the optical paths. The scintillometer
beams were offset laterally by 0.5 m at a fixed height of 1.6m above the surface. For
ease of data collection both receiver units were situated side by side on a single
concrete tower at the NW end.

N

1

Scintillometer
Receivers

Prevailing
NEwinds
(seabreeze)

O Met mast

Solid-state laser
scintillometer (100 m)
transmitter

O eddv correlation mast
'(150 m)

Pasture
Large aperture
scintillometer (290 m)
transmitter

Figure(5.1). Schematicdiagramshowingthedeploymentofinstruments

Originally, the pathlengths for each instrument were identical but the laser's
optical path was shortened once the possibility of saturation was recognised. In
retrospect, the same pathlength should have been employed for both scintillometers
and data rejected when the variance of the log intensity of the laser signal, exceeded
the saturation limit (Section 5.2.2). Final pathlengths for the laser scintillometer and
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the LA were 100 and 292 m (Figure 5.1). In view of the sensitivity of both
instruments to this variable (L1,/6 for the laser and L3 for the LA), an infrared
surveying range finder was used to establish the propagation pathlengths to an
accuracyof several centimetres.
Whereas the LA instrument was identical to that described by McAneney et al.
(1995), thelaser scintillometer (Green et al., 1994)had been modified by the use of a
10mWclass nib (Model 29272, ORIELCorp., Stratford, CT.,USA) solid-state laser
with arated 5mWoutputpowerfor thetransmitter. Thebeam is unpolarized, has a1
mrad beam divergence, and emits continuous coherent radiation at 0.6328 nm. The
laser was mounted within a radiation shield of white stainless steel tubing similar to
thatused for theLA.
The laser receiver unit comprised an optical head also mounted within a
radiation shield and connected by shielded cabling to signal conditioning electronics.
The head had been machined from plastic rod, contained a high speed photodiode
(BPX65) and amplifying electronics, and was mounted directly behind a line
interference filter (Model 52730,Oriel Corp.). This filter restricts incoming light toa
10nm spectral band centred at the HeNe peak wavelength. A 1mmcircular aperture
in front of this filter acts as a point receiver for the incoming radiation. Electronic
processing included band-pass filtering and the calculation of the variance of the
logarithm of thesignal intensity fluctuations (Ochsetal. 1990).
5.3.3 Referencefluxinstrumentation andsupporting climatological
measurements
Eddy covariance instruments were mounted asdescribed inprevious publications (eg.
McAneney et al., 1995) on a simple stayed mast off to one side of the midpoint
position of the LA path (Figure 5.1) and at the same height (1.6 m) as the optical
beams. These instruments provided reference measurements for momentum (u*ec),
sensible (Hec) and latent heat (LvEec) fluxes. Instruments were orientated into the
streamwise flow by rotating the mast following any major windshifts. Sensors forTa
(107 thermistor probe: Campbell Scientific Inc., Logan, Utah), Rn (Radiation Energy
Balance Systems, Seattle), windspeed and direction were all measured from a second
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mast nearer the scintillometer receivers. The averaging time for all calculations was
30min.
5.3.4 Datacollection andanalysis
Data were downloaded from portable dataloggers (2IX, Campbell Scientific Inc.,
Logan, Utah) at sunset each day and transferred to acomputer spreadsheet for further
manipulation. This involved first rejecting datafor: (1)periodsof rain; (2)poor angle
of attack for the eddy correlation instruments; (3) when major wind shifts occurred
during the integration period; (4) Rn <0; (5) if energy budget closure for the eddy
covaraince measurements was not achieved within 15%of R„ - G with the soil heat
flux beingassumed tobeafixed proportion (10%)of Rn.
Horizontal coordinate transforms were applied to the wind components prior to
calculating u*ec. Friction velocities and sensible heat fluxes were then calculated for
each scintillometer as well as from the ISM and the results compared with eddy
covaraince fluxes.
5.4

ResultsandDiscussion

5.4.1 LaserandLargeAperture Scintillometers
The two scintillometers were first used independently to calculate sensible and
momentum fluxes withthe samecupanemometer measurements of U, andwithz„ and
d„ estimated from crop height (z„ = 0A3hc and d„ = 0.65 hc). Results for u*from
either scintillometer gave almost identical results and in the interests of brevity we
only display the comparison of u*ia to u*ec (Figure 5.2). Regression analysis indicates
a slope of 1.04 (±0.011) and aresidual standard deviation (RSD) of 0.03 ms"1. Data
for this comparison represents all wind directions including occasions when the wind
blew down the scintillometer path. The corresponding sensible heat comparisons are
presented in Figure (5.3a) and Figure (5.3b) and open circle symbols distinguish
'cross-path' (wind directions in excess of 45° of the optical path) and 'down-path'
conditions (wind direction roughly aligned with the scintillometer paths). In the case
of the LAS,HLA was higher thanHecon average by 8% for cross-path winds, whereas
under down-path conditions, itunderestimated by 11%; RSDs amounted to 27Wm"2
and 11W m"2respectively. Hu,,on the other hand, shows little dependence on wind
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direction and regression lines are not statistically different from the 1-1 relation.
Scatter wasagain reduced for thecaseof down-path winds:RSDof 15vs23Wm"2.

Figure (5.2). Comparison of the friction velocities from the laser scintillometer and the eddy
covariance instruments for all wind directions. The straight line drawn is the 1:1 line.

The agreement between either scintillometer and eddy correlation
measurements is in good accord with previous experience (Green et al., 1994;
McAneney et al., 1995)andperhaps itwould be optimistic toexpect two independent
flux measuring techniques, relying, as they do, on such different physical principles,
to do much better. None the less, the effect of wind direction on the LA is curious,
and at this juncture, not completely understood. Some attention to this issue is
warranted as the apparent differences in refractive turbulence seen by the two
scintillometers create problems for the ISM. We recall first that the windspeed and
roughness characteristics of the surface were common toboth instruments and so that
anydifferences must resultfrom thedifferent estimations of C2n.
Onelineof thought concerns differences in sampling statistics asaconsequence
of the different pathlengths and the different sized eddies influencing the signal
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variances of the two scintillometers. Whereas the laser responds to eddies near the
Fresnel zone (approximately 1 cm), the LA reacts to eddies of size similar to the
aperturediameter (15cm).
250

r

100
150
H (W m2)

200

250

Figure (5.3). Sensible heat comparisons with the eddy covariance measurements for the laser
(5.3a) and the LA (5.3b). Solid and open symbols represent cross-path and down-path wind
data. Lines drawn indicate the 1:1 relations.
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However, thiscontention is not supported bythedata:for cross-path winds the scatter
is similar for both instruments and, for the down-path case, and a lesser number of
independent eddies sampled, Figure (5.3) indicates tighter correlations for either
scintillometers witheddycovariance measurements.
Some other explanation iscalled. Afurther consideration isthat the differences
in H and hence C2nseen by the two scintillometers are real and reflect slight
variations inthe surface energy budget across thefield. Despite thevisual impression
of homogeneity, we can not rule out the possibility that local water and energy
budgets varied spatially as much as 10or 20%between the ends of the LAS path. In
which case the different instruments would have weighted these varying source
contributions inadifferent mannerbecauseoftheirunequal pathlengths.
When the wind blew down the path, the scintillation instruments lose some of
their advantage of path-averaging over point measurements. That is to say that the
shape of the footprints for the scintillometers should approach more closely that of
eddy covariance instruments and we believe that this is the reason for the tighter
correlation for these situations. Calculations usingtheformulations given by Schuepp
etal. (1990) indicate that thepeak sensitivity for theeddy covariance instruments was
about 25 m upwind of the mast and for down-path conditions the tight correlation
observed witheither scintillometer istobeexpected. More work isrequired to clarify
this and, in future experiments, closer attention will be devoted to theperformance of
scintillometers vis-a-viswinddirection relativetotheoptical path.
5.4.2 InnerScaleMeter
Acomparison of u*„p vs.u*ec is given inFigure (5.4). Only cross-path conditions are
shown asoptical friction velocities calculated for down-path winds were often absurd
(u*„p» u*ec) and, as such, discarded. Even so the scatter is much greater than when
either scintillometer was used independently: regression analyses gaveRSD valuesof
0.09 m s'1 for u*„pvs. u*ec whereas the equivalent value using either the laser or the
large aperture scintillometer in conjunction with a cup anemometer was 0.03 ms"'.
Comparison of Figure (5.2) andFigure (5.4) illustratesthispoint veryclearly.
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As indicated above, we believe the likely cause for such poor agreement with
downpath winds isdue tothe systematic differences inthe path-averaged c2„ seen by
each scintillometer. Equation (5.5) and Equation (5.7) show that /.is proportional to
(Via- VIA) and anynoiseorsystematic error inthis valuewillbemanifest aserrorsin
u*op. Even for lateral winds the agreement ispoor, with u*op often inerror by a factor
two. The only other published measurements of a similar nature are those of Hill et
al. (1992)buttheirdatafor u* arelimitedtovery few points.
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Figure (5.4). The ISM friction velocity compared to the eddy covariance measurements, only
cross-path data are shown.

To overcome theproblem wehave selected datafor theHopandHeccomparison
when HLA and Hiadid not differ by more than 10% and under which conditions we
have some confidence that the two scintillometers were affected by the same
refractive turbulence albeit at different parts of the frequency spectrum. This
selection includes some cases when the wind blew along the optical path from the SE
and almost all of the cross-path data. It can be seen that the comparison is at least as
good asthe results obtained for HLAandHia (Figure 5.5). Regression statistics show a
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slope of 1.02 (±0.05) and a RSD of 23 W m"2. Hill et al. (1992a) also found
satisfactory estimatesforHop.
The relative errors obtained for u*and H are consistent with the analysis of
Wyngaard and Clifford (1978) who show that the fractional momentum flux error is
about twice that of the measured structure functions whereas scalar fluxes are much
less sensitive. This is particularly the case under unstable conditions. Applying a
similar analysis for ISMfluxes, itcan be shown that the fractional error in u* is three
times more sensitive than H to absolute errors in the LAS voltage and that this
difference insensitivity increaseswithincreasing instability.
500

200
300
H (W m'2)

Figure (5.5). Sensible heat fluxes from the ISM compared to the eddy covariance instruments
for conditions when HJJ^ andH[aagreed to within 10%. Symbols as inFigure (5.3).

Other errors considered by Wyngaard and Clifford (1978) such as uncertainties
in various constants which appear in the equations and also the stability functions
appear less serious given that these same constants and functions were successfully
employed in the iterative process by which the fluxes were calculated from either
scintillometer when used independently.
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Figure (5.6). Comparison between the latent heat flux as calculated by difference between the
available energy (R„-G) and the cross-wind H , and the directly measured eddy covariance
value.

5.4.3 Latentheat flux
Forcompleteness we show inFigure (5.6) acomparison between LvEec andLvEop, the
latter determined as a residual in the energy budget assuming that Gconstitutes 10%
of Rn. Only crosswind data arepresented. The result is not surprising as it faithfully
reflects the sensible heat comparison of Figure (5.5). Similar results for LVE
determination were obtained from either the LA or laser scintillometer (data not
shown).
5.5

Summary

Good agreement observed between reference eddy covariance sensible heat and
momentum fluxes and those calculated from either scintillometer when employed
independently provided further validation for this method of flux determination.
However the LA measured systematically lower sensible heat fluxes when the wind
blew down the optical path, a fact we believe is due to spatial differences in the
surface energy budget and the different pathlengths employed for the two
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scintillometers. While this did not seriously degrade Hop it translated to a serious
overestimate of u*op from the ISM for which the calculation is very sensitive to small
errors in the difference in output voltages from the two scintillometers. Thus for our
test of the ISM, data had to be discounted for most down-path winds as it invariably
gave ridiculous values for the surface fluxes. Restricted to lateral winds or to
occasions when H from either scintillometer used independently agreed within 10%,
the ISM produced creditable sensible heat measurements with a similar accuracy to
eddy correlation; however, the relative errors in u* were still unacceptably high. We
conclude that while the ISM provides another option for estimating either the path
averaged sensible heat and/or latent heat fluxes, it yields anunsatisfactory measureof
momentum flux.
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6

Useofthescintillometertechniqueoveraricepaddy"
Abstract
Surface measurements of sensible heat flux (//) over rice paddies were made for several
days using a large-aperture scintillometer (LAS) operating at near-infrared wavelengths.
Atthese wavelengths temperature (T)fluctuations normally control refractive fluctuations
and humidity (Q) fluctuations are considered a minor contributor. Under conditions of
low Bowen-ratio, /?encountered over the rice paddies the correlated T-Q fluctuations in
theory will contribute to the refraction-index structure parameter, C2„ • For low values of
P and overcast skies, daytime C2„ fluctuated between 10"16 m'm and 10'' 4 m"M. These
values were smaller on average than observed nocturnal values but greater than the LAS
signal-to-noise figure (10~17 m"2'3rms). Correcting the half-hour data for T-Q fluctuations
did not improve a sensible heat flux comparison between the scintillometer and eddy
covariance instruments over a small dynamic range of data (-100 <H< 100Wm' ).

6.1

Introduction

Throughout the Asian region traditional land usage has involved rice production. In
Japan rice is grown in abundance in both small and larger holdings as an important
local crop. Large volumes of water, avaluable resource inJapan areused togrow the
rice. Knowing the aerial averaged water use of the rice paddies is needed for longterm sustainable agricultural production, as human activities demand more land and
facilities for housing and industrialisation at the expense of food production.
Understanding the energy balance dynamics of the rice paddy at scales close to the
paddy footprint wecan quantify andthen optimisewaterusagethroughout aregion.

Green, A. E and Hayashi, Y.,Japanese J.Agric. Meteorol. 54 (3), 225-234, 1998
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Scintillometers can determine the surface fluxes of sensible heat, latent heat(E)
and momentum at scales equivalent to the paddy sizes. To date, scintillometer
research hasconcentrated onHmeasurements overdriersurfaces. Forinstance Hill et
al. (1992a) collected data over semi-arid desert in Colorado, De Bruin et al. (1995)
measured over a valley of olive trees during the Crete summer and McAneney et al.
(1995) used scintillometry over pasture in the New Zealand late summer. For all of
these situations /?has been greater than 0.5 and nowhere as low as values found over
heavily irrigated vegetation (P<0.2).
This study used aLAS developed byNOAA, Boulder, CO.,(Ochs et al., 1980).
The LAS has an operational advantage over laser scintillometers that it's signal does
not saturate with increased refractive turbulence and it will transmit at least 5km (De
Bruin et al., 1995). It is not our intention to describe in detail the scintillometer
design, as this has been discussed elsewhere (e.g. McAneney et al., 1995). Briefly
though, the LAS transmitted a near-infrared beam across the surface under study.
Atmospheric fluctuations in Tand Qare linked to the surface fluxes H and E. These
fluctuations altered the refractive-index (n) of the atmosphere causing the beam to
scintillate. The amplitude modulation of thebeam wascaused by spatial variations in
these scalar quantities, from which surface fluxes could be inferred. Homogeneity of
the surface and stationarity of the atmosphere are required for the scintillometer
method. The scintillations are caused by small-scale turbulence and the statistics
quantifying these spatial variations are structure parameters. These parameters scale
with height above the surface as dimensionless functions of atmospheric stability
(Monin Obukhov similarity theory, MOST). TheLAS offers the advantages of aerial
path-averaging as opposed to more conventional measurement methods; short
averaging periods (order of minutes) as turbulent information is extracted from the
inertial subrange of eddy sizes; no requirement for absolute calibration as the logintensity fluctuations of the received signal is measured simplicity of operation
(essentially a Newtonian telescope) and a relatively low component cost (< NZ
$2,000).
In recommending the suitability of the scintillometry technique to operation
over well-watered surfaces itmust first betested under avariety of plant development
and atmospheric conditions. Using a theoretical framework we explain the effect of
correlated T-Qfluctuations on C„2. This is a similar explanation to that presented by
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Wesley (1976a). In addition, the semi-empirical methodology for coupling the LAS
measurement tothe surface fluxes is outlined. Theresults of the experiment reported
here focus on the final days prior to rice harvest. The paddies had been drained and
plant growth had slowed. The soil was damp and soft with ft <0.3. The days were
frequently cloudy,hot andhumid with novisible scintillations. Asaresult low values
of cl were experienced which was a test of the LAS to estimate small values of H.
As a benchmark for the LAS performance, 30-minute averaged sensible heat fluxes
were compared made to diurnal measurements taken using the eddy covariance
method.

6.2

Theory

6.2.1 Relatingfluctuations intemperature andhumidity totherefractive index.
Spatial fluctuations in temperature, humidity and pressure about mean values <T>,
<Q>and <P>within the inertial subrange of eddy sizes, cause fractional changes in
therefractive index,
dn

W

AT

dT
+AQ

Y) W

dQ

dP
Ap

( }

V)

The wavelength (A)dependent constants AT, AQ and AP represent the contribution to
3n/(«) from dry air, water vapour and atmospheric pressure respectively. For visible
wavelengths the calculated ratio AT/Ag ~4.6xl0~3 (Hill et al„ 1980). Anomalous
dispersion of n about water vapour resonance is negligible at near-infrared
wavelengths and is not considered in this analysis. In the atmospheric surface layer
fractional changes in pressure, dPJ(p} are generally much less than temperature and
can be ignored. Unless fractional changes in humidity dQ/(Q) are substantially
greater than temperature, dT/(r} (such as over wet surfaces) then fluctuations in
atmospheric nwill depend only ontemperature atthese wavelengths.
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The refractive-index structure parameter, cl isoften used to quantify the mean
spatial variability of dn for separation distances (r) in the inertial subrange defined
by,

cH^y.

(6.2)

Substituting Equation (6.2) into Equation (6.1), assuming <n>=l, ignoring fractional
pressure changes andexpanding thequadraticgives,

c_, _ ATCT
= ,
2

0

ATAQCTQ

AQCQ

- w ~wrw

where, tf =( W )

2

(K2 m"273),

2
w 2
C Q = (dQ/r )

((g m"3)2 m"273) and

Crg=(dTdQ/r^') (K gm"3m"273)are defined as the temperature, humidity andjoint
temperature-humidity structure parameters respectively. Note that CT. Cg.a n d Crg
unlike cl arenot wavelength dependent.
Temperature and humidity are usually strongly positively or negatively
correlated inthe inertial subrange of eddy sizes. Following Kohsiek (1982b),and Hill
et al. (1988),wenow applytherelationship,

CTQ = +J{CTC2Q),

(6.4)

andrearrangeEquation (6.3)thus,

2_

AT CT I -, AT AQCT CQ , AQCQ
2

"'(T)

(T)(Q)

(6 5)

(Qy

-

We separate terms toemphasise the importance of temperature fluctuations on cl at
visible tonear-infrared wavelengths.
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r2=

I±2AQCQ{T)

w
ATCT

ATCT(Q)

UQCQ(T)
[ATCT(Q)

(6.6)
J

Measurement of c\ and CQ provides a solution to cl-

Unfortunately this

approach requires a microwave scintillometer which is sensitive to humidity
fluctuations. Such equipment is sophisticated and expensive. Instead we introduce
the relationship first applied experimentally by Weseley (1976a) and later verified by
Kohsiek (1982b) that,

e c,, Icv

(6.7)

CQ)

LE is the latent heat of vaporisation of water, Cpthe specific heat capacity of air at
constant pressure and p the density of air. Equation (6.6) is now simplified further by
substitution of Equation (6.7),

ci.=

ATCT

1±2AQ(T)QCP

(Ty

AT{Q)LE$

UQ(T)QC^
\AT{Q)LE$

(6.8)

I

This removes the need to measure cl directly. Further we define,

Q--

AQ(T)e c„
AT(Q)LEP

Equation (6.8) now becomes,

C2=

A2rC2r
(T)2

1+2- +

(Q\

(6.9)

As the polarity of the T-Q, inertial subrange correlation coefficient is equivalent to the
sign of p (Weseley et al., 1976a, Friehe et al., 1975 and Kohsiek, 1982b) then,
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cl-

ATCT

V

<r>2l

A2

(6.10)

1+-

Weseley (1976) determined avalue of Q =0.03 for visible wavelengths which can be
calculated by assuming values of; <T>=298 K; arelative humidity of 80%;p = 1.2
kgm-3;Cp =1.01 kJ kg-1 K-l; LE = 2.45 x 103kJ Kg-l; AT = 0.78 x 10'6 (see Hill et
al., 1980). Substitution intoEquation (6.10)gives,

Cl=C\ 0.78x10"

V

W

1+

0.03

(6.11)

Equation (6.11) includes the combined effect of T-Q fluctuations on cl but
represented through the inclusion of p. In thisfashion measurements of CTQa n d CQ
are not required. It is therefore expected Qfluctuations will increase cl if they are
strongly coupled to T fluctuations in the inertial subrange. For example, if /}= 0.1,
then less than 60% of cl would be attributed to Cr» fr°m which Hsc would
ultimately be determined. A compromise in this method is combining a point
measure of /} with apath-averaged cl • For dry surface conditions (p> 0.6) cl only
depends on c\

an<

i Equation (6.11) reduces to a better-known form, rearranged in

terms of cl thus,

CT = Clxl0

(Ty

(6.12)

0.78(P)
V

In practice, cl is obtained directly from the LAS receiver output and the average
values ofP(Nm"2)and T(K)aretakenfrom slow-response sensors.
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6.2.2 Equationsfordetermining surfacefluxes fromstructure parameters
Wyngaard and Clifford (1978) outlined thetheory for linking the surface fluxes tothe
structure parameters. H is indirectly estimated from calculations of Cj using MOST
and a measurement of cl > which is proportional to the log intensity variance of the
received scintillometer signal, a]. This proportionality depends on the scintillometer
aperture diameter D, and the propagation pathlength L (m). From Wang et al. (1978)
wehave,

a2, =0.892clD-?/3L3-

(6.13)

Equation (6.13) requires equal transmitting and receiving apertures.

The

scintillometer is most sensitive to turbulent eddies that are of the same size as D (15
cm). Wang et al. (1978) designed the LAS to avoid the problem of signal saturation
in strong turbulence as experienced by laser scintillometers (Clifford et al., 1974).
Thespatial,low-passfiltering ofeddies smallerthanDremovesthedependence of the
LASdetermined c\ onthemicroscaleof refractive turbulence, a] ismeasured atthe
scintillometer receiver. Ascaledoutput isavailableinunitsof cl (Ochsetal., 1980).
The bell-shaped, spatial weighting function for cl (Wang et al., 1978) has a
maximum at L/2 and tapers to zero at the transmitter and receiver ends of the
propagation path. A value of cl determined from the LAS is used to calculate C\
usingEquations (6.11)or (6.12),depending onsurface wetness.
Having established a value for c\ derivation of the sensible heat flux requires
MOST. If CT is made dimensionless using units of temperature and length (see
Equations (6.15) and (6.16)) it becomes a function of atmospheric stability
(f = z/Lmi, )• Here z is the measurement height above the zero plane displacement
height (d)and Lm, is the Obukhov length scale. Over a moist surface f is given by
(Panofsky andDutton, 1984)as,
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f = _^(7 + 0.07//Q

(614)

uie c„{T)
The constant g is gravitational acceleration (9.81 m s"2), u* is the friction velocity (m
s"') and K = 0.4 is von Karman's constant. From the 1968 Kansas experiments,
Wyngaard (1973),wefit CT withthefunctional form for unstable conditions (f <0),

f(^) =^

=4.9(1+7 ^ .
T*

(6.15)

And,

2/3

f^)

^2

=^-jL =4.9(l +2.4^)2/3),
Ti

(6.16)

for stable conditions {£ >0). Here T«is the temperature scaling parameter defined
by,

Hsc

(6.17)

e cPU'

As CT is linked toHscvia Equation (6.16) and Equation (6.17) any reduction in CT
due to strongly correlated T-Q fluctuations over wet surfaces will reduce the
calculatedHsc. Solving either Equation (6.15) orEquation (6.16) for T* provides one
way of determining Hscfrom Equation (6.17). This process requires knowing f , u*
andmaybe fi.
Acombination of alaser and aLAScan beused tomeasure the turbulent inner
scale (Hill et al., 1992a, Green et al., 1997) from which u* can be deduced. This was
not attempted in this experiment as the technique is path-limited to short distances.
The lack of available spatial measurements of M»is overcome by using a measure of
the average windspeed, V(cup anemometer) and anestimate of the surface roughness
(z„)then applying,
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— ^
In

,

(6-18)

-Ait)

w z» ;
(Panofsky andDutton, 1984). The integrated stability correction for the diabatic wind
profile,

4 f ) =ln^(l +x2)/2)((l +JC)/2) 2 }+2arctan(x)+n/2 ,where x = (l +16^\)M ,

for unstable conditions and A(£)=-5f for stable conditions. A measure of the
vegetation height hv is usually sufficient to estimate z„and d as for homogeneous
canopies, d ~ 0.65 hv and z„~ 0.13 hv (McAneney et al., 1995). This procedure is
complicated for sparse vegetation of varying crop height where it is unsure what hv is
appropriate.
To solve Equation (6.18) for u, a value for f must be known. As f is not
measured then an iterative procedure is used. A value of f is first guessed and
substituted intoEquation (6.18)tocalculate ut. Usingthe value of f and ameasured
CT»T* is calculated from either Equation (6.15) or Equation (6.16). Hsc is then
calculated from Equation (6.17)using u* andT*. Finally, Equation (6.14) calculates a
new value of f , which is substituted into Equation (6.18) and the process reiterated
until convergence. If necessary j3 can also be deduced iteratively. Alternatively, if
net radiation (R„) is measured and a value for soil heat flux (G) assumed, then p
(=H/E) iscalculablebyfirst solvingfor EusingtheEarth'senergybudgetequation,
E= Rn -G-Hsc
Thesuccess of thisapproach depends ontheinitial accuracy ofHsc.
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6.3

Experimental Siteand Conditions

In Japan rice paddies are spread out amongst housing and industrialised areas and it
was difficult to discover a location near to the NIAES (National Institute of AgroEnvironmental Sciences, Tsukuba) having sufficient fetch for the scintillation
experiment. A block of commercially grown rice paddies at Yawara (lat. 140°00'
59"; long. 36°00' 30") 20 minutes by car SW of Tsukuba, was chosen as the best
compromise of a flat site with homogeneity of canopy and a suitable fetch. These
lowland fields were surrounded on their perimeter by the Yawara village and major
roads. The most suitable wind direction was from the South (see Figure 6.1). The
fields sloped gently to the East to assist a gravity feed irrigation system and were
organised as rectangular plots orientated E-W roughly 100-200 m2 in area and
bounded by low concrete walls to retain the irrigation water. A series of three
sequential plots were chosen for the scintillometer optical path which was orientated
E-W overadistance of 320mandaverageheight abovethericecanopy of 1.2 m.
The scintillometer beam crossed over a tar-sealed road and a drainage ditch at
100and 200mrespectively from the scintillometer transmitter. Theeddy covariance
masts were not positioned at the midpoint but installed 100m from the scintillometer
receiver, with the instrumentation orientated South into the dominant wind direction
(which bisected the scintillometer beam). The farmer requested the rice crop was not
disturbed so the eddy covariance instruments had to be extended over the canopy
from the sides of an access causeway. The scintillometer receiver was set up on a
roadside and the transmitter on the bank of an irrigation channel. Propagating the
scintillometer beam across this water channel or having the receiver near to the
constant traffic movement did not present aproblem for the cl measurements as the
path weighting tapers to zero at either end. Fetch was estimated to be at least 800m
overthehomogeneous ricepaddiestothedistant motorway andurban area.
The experiment took place over several weeks in September 1996 prior to the
rice harvest and towards the end of the Japanese summer. The rice had begun to
yellow off and the fields had been drained of irrigation water. Soil conditions were
however still very damp and soft underfoot. The days were frequently overcast,
humid andhot with alightbreeze. Itwasthetyphoon season andtheexperiment was
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postponed if rainy conditions threatened. Thepreferred southerly wind with itswarm
airandfine weather wasevasive,makingdatacollection sporadic.

"%&Wdvm
100m

200m

Figure (6.1). Experimental site for the scintillometer experiment. TheLAS transmitter (TX) on
the side of a drainage ditch propagates its near-infrared beam across 320 m of rice paddy to the
LAS receiver (RX)just off theroadside. The eddy covariance instruments (EC) are mounted on
masts accessed bya narrow causeway.

There were several varieties of rice being grown in this area and fortunately
ours (Kinuhikari species) wasthelatematurity type,an advantage asthefarmers were
beginning preparations for a harvest which would quickly destroy the rice canopy.
The vegetation height, hv = 80 cm and z„ was set at 10.4 cm. The honamieffect is
characteristic of rice paddies on windy days. Turbulent eddies fluctuating at the
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natural resonant frequency of the rice stalks flatten them into a patchwork pattern.
Frequent periods of heavy rain also pushed clumps of rice stalks over. Fortunately
measurements were completed before this weather and plant damage became too
severe.
6.4

Instrumentation anddatacollection

ALAS spatial averaged the sensible heat flux over the 320 m. The transmitting and
receiving units were mounted on metal surveyor tripods set to maximum extension
(Figure 6.2). Vertical and lateral alignment of the units used telescopic sites to
maximise receiver signal strength which was monitored by a portable oscilloscope.
Each unit was covered with athermal blanket to reduce mechanical expansion of the
mountings andavoidscintillometerbeam drift.
Average T (thermistor in heat shield) and V (sensitive cup anemometer) were
measured atthe LAS receiver position. The LAS electronics produced a filtered and
scaled analogue output of cl • The scintillation bandwidth was set at0.03 to400Hz.
The LAS output was sampled every 1 s and averaged for 30 min. using a 2IX
micrologger (CSI Inc., Logan Utah USA). The air temperature and windspeed were
sampled at 60 s intervals and averaged over 30 min. using the same 21X. The cup
anemometer was not positioned over the rice canopy and only served to indicate
windspeedatthereceiverposition.
At the eddy covariance site (see Figure 6.1) instruments were mounted on
several stayed masts and positioned over the rice canopy. A combination of
windspeed and direction were recorded at 1.85 m above the surface using a Gill
micro-vane (Model 1203/12305) and a 3-cup anemometer (Model 12012). Air
temperature measurements were made using a naturally aspirated thermistor in a
radiation shield (VAISALA DTR13) at z = 1.35 m. Solar radiation was measured
using a solarimeter (EKO MS-62) set on a tripod at z = 1.2 m within the rice paddy
perimeter. Dataloggers (Kona System Co., Ltd Japan, model KADEC-US) sampled
these variables at 10minute intervals,which were later averaged over 30minutes. Rn
(EKO MF11) was recorded at a height of 1.7 m, sampled every 60 seconds and
averaged over 30 minutes using a 2IX micrologger that also recorded a 2-D drag
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anemometer (Green et al.), a 1-D sonic anemometer-thermometer (CSI Inc.) and a
Krypton Hygrometer (CSIInc.)at0.1sintervals.

::.

I\

Figure (6.2). Standing beside theLAS instrumentation intherice paddy at Yawara.

From these measurements, calculations of sensible heat flux, latent heat flux and
friction velocity, were made using the eddy covariance technique. Auxiliary eddy
covariance equipment included a 3-D sonic anemometer (Kaijo Corp., model TR90AH) set at 1.4 m over the rice canopy and connected to an analog signal
conditioning unit (Kaijo Corp.) for 10 minute averages of sensible heat and
momentum fluxes (KonaSystemdatalogger).

6.5

Resultsand Discussion

Within the framework of the presented theory we wished tounderstand how the LAS
performance wasaffected byhavingtopath-average small valuesof Hfor wet surface
conditions.
To this end atime series of scintillometer, eddy covariance and meteorological
measurements were made for Julian day, J248 through to the early morning of J249.
The LAS performance was compared for both unstable and stable atmospheric
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conditions. Figure (6.3) presents the eddy covariance fluxes, Hec,and (Eec), friction
velocity {u*)\ ST , T and cl

over

this period. The afternoon of day J248 was

cloudy/overcast with an average windspeed about 3.5 ms"1. The wind blew from the
preferred southerly direction.
In the first instance and as expected for the partitioning of the surface fluxes
over a wet surface, Eec > Hec (0.1 < $ < 0.3) for most of the afternoon of J248
(Figure 6.3a). In the late afternoon of J248 EK and Hec did not cross zero at the
same time. Hec went negative (1630 hrs, J248) long before /?„ went to zero (not
shown, 1800 hrs, J248) and sensible heat was being lost from the air to support the
process of evaporation. About 2200 hrs (J248) both Hec and Eec approached zero
flux.
Daytime air temperatures (Figure 6.3b) reached a maximum of 30 C by 1500
hrs (J248) and decreased to a still relatively high minimum value of 20 C by early
morning (J249). An apparently oscillating friction velocity, u, (Figure 6.3b) reached
amaximum about 1700hrs (J248) andthen steadily decreased tonearzero overnight.
Temperature fluctuations (Figure 6.3c) which are primarily responsible for cl
were greatest during the daytime with peaks andtroughscorrelated tochanges in Hcc
and u,. However values of cl measured over the wet canopy were smaller during
the daytime than the nocturnal values. In explanation we note that Weseley and
Alcaraz (1973) reported that conditions of wet surfaces and overcast skies reduced
daytime cl below night-time cl • Transitions in the magnitude of cl about dusk
(1800hrs,J248) and dawn (0700hrs,J249) werecaused by the atmosphere switching
stability. The transition in cl

at

dusk appeared smoother than at dawn because this

period included the overlapping effect of Hec going zero then negative much earlier
than /?„. Thehumpin cl from 1900-2200 hrs (J248) is caused by the negative Hec
extending past thepoint Rn wentzero.
The observations made of the scintillometer cl and the behaviour of Hec
abovethericepaddy areuseful. Asexpected thescintillometer isunable to determine
the direction of the sensible heat flux.

Without supporting eddy covariance

measurements or equivalent there is no way of knowing the polarity of the sensible
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heat flux. If weassume HK ispositiveuntil Rn goestozerothen our selection of the
appropriateMOSTequations (Equation 6.15 versusEquation 6.16)wouldbe flawed.

2000

0000

0400

Time (hrs)

Figure (6.3). Time series of eddy covariance and the scintillometer data for Julian days J248 to
J249. In Figure (6.3a) the — indicates the E„ plotted with //«. (-). Air temperature (—) is
shown with friction velocity (-) in Figure (6.3b) and Figure (6.3c) has fluctuations in air
temperature (---) measured at the LAS beam height plotted with Cn (-).
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A time series of Hsl versus Hec for the J248 and J249 emphasises this problem
(Figure 6.4). Because Hsc is calculated assuming unstable conditions until ./?„ goes
tozero (1800hrs,J248)then Hsc isoffset from Hec for theperiod 1630-1800hrs.
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Figure (6.4). Time series ofA/„. (-) and//„ (—) over Julian days,J248 toJ249.

From Figure (6.4), there is a trend for Hsv < HK during the daytime hours.
The night-time period has periods when Hsc > Hec. We have no physical evidence
to explain this behaviour. We are however aware that this LAS could record
absorption scintillations at frequencies greater than 0.03 Hz (Nieveen et al., 1998).
This effect is most pronounced during periods when the refractive scintillations
contribute the least to cl • Figure (6.3c) shows C2„ to be smallest about dusk and
dawn and less than the night-time values. It is about these times we expect Hxc. >
Hec but with such low magnitudes of H recorded it is difficult to prove this
unequivocally.
Concerned that the instruments performed properly the LAS was checked after
the experiment. This involved injecting a known signal variance into the receiver
opto-electronics which showed the LAS to be operating correctly. Prior comparison
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of the 2-D drag and 1-D sonic combination to the 3-D sonic anemometer
demonstrated areasonable agreement for sensible heat flux comparison over alimited
range. We were confident the eddy covariance instruments were also operating
correctly.
The same data used in Figure (6.4) is plotted as a 1:1 comparison in Figure
(6.5). Asbefore thereisatrend for Hsc <Hec. Thesensibleheatfluxes aresmall
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Figure (6.5). Comparison of 30 min averages of daytime (•) and night-time (o) values ofHsc
versusHn over Julian days,J248 toJ249.

and if EK is determined from Hx and Equation (6.19) then the result will be greater
on averagethan Eec.

6.6

Summary

Low values of Hec encountered over the rice paddies suggest the atmospheric
scintillations will also be small. This is confirmed by small values of C2„ measured
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for the daytimeconditions (10"15-1014mm). AstheLAS signal-to-noise figure is10"
17

m"273rms (B.Heusinkveld,pers.comms.) the size of the measured signal variance

maybeof someconcern for alowvalueofHsc. For/}<0.3 theproportion of theLAS
signal due to T-Q fluctuations is significant theoretically, which further reduces the
calculated value of CT• However it was not possible to observe this effect
experimentally asthiscomparison ofHsctoHec involved measuring very small fluxes.
Neither was the comparison improved by including the effect of a low /J in
calculations of CT as this further reduced Hsc. It is important that T and Q are well
correlated in the inertial subrange. Confirming measurements were not undertaken at
this spatial scale, rather a correlation coefficient was calculated for the eddy
covarianceHecand Eec. From such data and the observed behaviour of Hecin Figure
(6.3a)there wereperiods during J248 when thiscorrelation wasless than unity and/or
opposite inpolarity.
With the available data collected we have no experimental evidence to explain
why the daytime values ofHscarelessthanHec. As dusk approaches and in the early
morning the atmosphere is in astate of change sotheoutput of theLAS is considered
inaccurate during these times and it is accepted the two methods will not agree. The
measured values of cl

were

small and humidity fluctuations presumably high over

the rice canopy for the daily cycle. Recent measurements made by Nieveen et al.
(1998) suggest the variance associated with absorption fluctuations may become
significant (at frequencies within the scintillometer bandwidth) compared to the
refraction, particularly for low values of c\ • Absorption scintillations would increase
thevalue of cl • Nieveen et al.(1998) suggests increasingthe lowerfrequency cutoff
of the scintillation filter to 0.5 Hz to avoid signal contamination by absorption
fluctuations or operating the infrared source outside absorption wavelengths.
Substantiation requires careful measurements of the spectral energy associated with
the absorption and refractive mechanisms and as such will be incorporated into future
investigation. Certainly more scintillation measurements over rice paddies and
similar canopies will assist in extending this technique and methodology and should
beencouraged.
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7
Path-averaged surface fluxes determined from
infrared and microwave scintillometers^

Abstract

Methods are needed to measure the surface fluxes of sensible (//) and latent heat (E) at
large scales.

A promising method is scintillometry.

Over pasture a near-infrared

scintillometer was most sensitive to temperature fluctuations whilst a microwave
scintillometer was unduly affected by both humidity fluctuations and correlated
temperature-humidity fluctuations.

Slower changes in path-averaged humidity caused

additional signal variance and an overestimation of H and E. Log-amplitude spectra of the
microwave scintillometer signal showed inertial-convective subrange behavior.

In

combination, path-averaged E and Hcould bedetermined over 3km.
Independent corroborative measurements ofH andE were made at thepath midpoint
using the eddy covariance technique. For sensible heat, agreement was within 4% over a
measured range of 0 to 300 W m~, with a residual standard deviation of 45 W m"2. Latent
heat agreed at best to within 12% over the range 0- 450W m"2(residual standard deviation
of 94 W m 2 ) and an offset of 30Wm"2.

7.1

Introduction

Scintillometers can determine path-averaged surface fluxes and have the potential to
bridge the gap between local and regional scales. They path-average over kilometer
distances providing ground-truth datathatcanbeusedtotestglobal climateand regional
hydrology models. Their spatial resolution iscomparable with thepixel sizes of remote
sensing satellite images and catchment scales. This path-averaging ability may be an
advantage over conventional measurement methods, particularly in applications
characterizing fluxes overpatchwork surfaces. Scintillometers present acheaper option

•' Green, A. E., Astill, M. S., McAneney, K.J. and Nieveen, J. P.,submittedAg. &ForestMeteorol.

tothelow-flying aircraft flux-gathering systems. Whileversions ofthe visible and nearinfrared scintillometers are now being commercialized and becoming aresearch tool of
an increasing number of scientists, the microwave scintillometer remains, however,
largely ignored, possibly due to the technical overhead, sophistication, and prohibitive
cost (Hill, 1997). As a microwave scintillometer is primarily sensitive to humidity
fluctuations and can be used to infer evapotranspiration, a close look at its ability to
determine acceptable flux measurements isrequired.
The operation of a scintillometer is straightforward. A scintillometer transmitter
propagates electromagnetic radiation through the turbulent atmosphere to a receiver
sited somedistance away. Thereceiver measuresthelog-intensity variance of thesignal
a] (dimensionless) caused by turbulent-induced fluctuations in the refractive-index of
air. The refractive-index is primarily affected by temperature T (K) and humidity Q(g
m"3) fluctuations which are driven byH (W m"2), E (W m"2) and the wind shear. The
signal variance is proportional to C2 (m2/3) a measure of the strength of the pathaveraged refractive turbulence. C2 isrelated tothe structure parameters of temperature
C2 (K2 nr 2/3 ), humidity C2Q ((gnr 3 ) 2 nr 2/3 ) andthe T-Qstructure parameter CTQ (Kg
m-3nr 2/3 ) by(Hilletal., 1980),
AT AQCTQ

T

TQ

AQCQ

+-zfjrQ2

Overbars indicate temporal averages.

(7.1)

Constants Aj and AQ are functions of

wavelength X (m), T , Q and average pressure P (N m"2), (Hill et al., 1980). C2n
depends on the weightings of C\, C2Q and CTQ. The scintillation determined surface
fluxes Hsc (W m"2) and Esc (W m"2) are calculated from normalized values of the
structure parameters and Monin-Obukhov similarity theory. Unless the atmosphere is
veryunstable thefriction velocity u* (ms"') isalsorequired for suchcalculations.
The first reported attempt to calculate Esc was published by Kohsiek and Herben
(1983). Theyused asinglemicrowave scintillometer (A= 1 cm)over adistance,L =8.2
km and at a height, z = 60 m and compared their results to micrometeorological pointmeasurements scaled up from z = 10m. They concluded that Esc could be calculated
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using a single microwave scintillometer, provided that simplifying assumptions based
on micrometeorological observations were incorporated into the method.

At

approximately the sametime,McMillan et al. (1983) measured c\, CTQ and CQ using
scintillometry and compared them to micrometeorological estimates.
demonstrated good agreement.

They

In their experiment, a large-aperture infrared

scintillometer (A = 0.94 urn) designed by the Wave Propagation Laboratory (NOAA,
Boulder, CO.) and a microwave scintillometer (A= 1.7 mm) were employed over flat
farmland for, L=1.374kmandz=3.7m(Flatville,Dlinois,USA). Asecondpaperwas
published comparing Hsc and Esc with micrometeorological measurements (Hill et al.,
1988) and discussed the deficiencies in this method. Firstly, an eddy covariance value
for u, was used in the calculations. Some progress has since been made to provide a
path-average u* (Hill et al., 1992,Green et al., 1996and Nieveen and Green, 1999) but
these techniques have limitations. Secondly, as CTQ was not measured directly it was
assumed that, CTQ =±-\[cfcl (HilletaL, 1988).
Andreas (1988) performed a sensitivity analysis to select the best A combination
for determining surface fluxes.

A combination of infrared and microwave

scintillometers were found to have the highest sensitivity and capable of approximately
the same accuracy as eddy covariance measurements (± 12%). Scintillometers provide
reliable statistical data after several minutes (Wyngaard andClifford, 1978)and because
they do not require an absolute calibration they may becontinuously operated. There is
an expectation by researchers that scintillometers will determine Hscand Esc over nonhomogeneous terrain. To date this expectation has only been addressed by a simple
experiment; a step-change from maize to fallow, along the scintillometer transect
(Lagouarde et al., 1996). An independent reviewer suggests, operation over nonhomogeneous terrain mayprovetobethegreatest stumblingblock tothefuture progress
of the scintillometer method but it is also the greatest challenge. Similarity theory
empirically linking the structure parameters toH andE was developed over and is valid
for homogeneous terrain. Departures from similarity theory are due to large-scale
atmospheric processes like entrainment. In the absence of a similar theory for nonhomogeneous terrain the approach currently is to experiment with the scintillation
technique over semi-homogeneous terrain.
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In the experiment reported here, and in a fashion similar to Hill et al. (1988) a
microwave and a large-aperture, near-infrared scintillometer (henceforth referred to as
theinfrared scintillometer) areused todetermine path-average valuesofHscandEscover
L = 3.1 km and at z = 10m. The infrared scintillometer deployed a single transmitter
butused dual receivers totest for system noise. Half-hour averaged surface fluxes from
the scintillometers were compared with eddy covariance measurements. Unlike Hill et
al. (1988) the value of u*was estimated using a cup anemometer and a measure of the
average canopy height, hc (m).

Our interest was as follows; to operate both

scintillometers together and ascertain whether they can effectively estimate HscandEsc;
toexplain how thesefluxes arecalculated anddiscuss some assumptions and limitations
of the scintillometer method; to explore the effect that T and Q fluctuations have on
each scintillometer and importantly report on the first experimental test of this
microwave scintillometer.

7.2

Theory

7.2.1 Extracting Cr a n d CQ fromthescintillometer signals
Ageneral solution describingtherelationshipbetween a] and C2n for agiven XandL is
(Lawrence and Strobehn, 1970),
a) =0.5C2nKmL"/6,

lo<F < Ltl.

(7.2)

K- 2njX (m"'),is thepropagation wave-number and F =-sttL (m) is the first Fresnel
size of diffractional spreading. The inner-scale length lo (m) and the outer-scale length
Ln (m)define the upper and lower spatial limits respectively, for the inertial-convective
turbulence described by C\.

Microwave scintillometers satisfy the criterion,

/„ <F < Llt. Scintillometers that operate at visible through to infrared wavelengths
have F ~ li: and will require correction for the effect of /„ and possible signal
saturation (Hill andClifford, 1978).
Wanget al. (1978) designed an infrared scintillometer to be independent of signal
saturation and inner scaleeffects using an aperturediameter D (m)much greater than F.
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Spatial filtering of the smaller turbulent Fresnel sized eddies by the aperture modified
Equation (7.2) to (Wang et al., 1978),
a ) = 0.892C2nD~7/3L3,

(7.3)

lo<F<D<LB.

Equations (7.2) and (7.3) are used to calculate C2 for the microwave or infrared
scintillometers respectively,

a] has a combined wavenumber and path-ordinate

weighting function. The weighting function approximates a bell-shaped curve with a
m a x i m u m contribution to a] at LI2 where Fresnel sized eddies are the most effective at
diffracting the signal. The weighting tapers to zero at either end of the propagation path.
Both scintillometers measured a] directly and provided scaled analog outputs
proportional to C2„ and C2n- • The subscripts

raw

and j r denote the microwave or the

near-infrared scintillometer respectively.

Applying the assumption, CTQ = ±TJCT CQ to Equation (7.1) Hill et al. (1988)
determined CT and r2n from measured cl

and cl .

2
C2Q = ALCl +AirCL +2SAr„,AT,V C L C ^ V ( j n )

C2r

A2Qm, Cl + A2Qir CL +2S A e , A e „yjcLC2nir\/

n= [AT,™ AQ„ - AT,, AqJfFQ

(fin ) 2 .

(7.4)
(7.5)

and S is the sign ( ± ) of the T-Q correlation.

7.2.2 Linking the structure parameters to surface fluxes
Monin-Obukhov similarity theory (MOST) is used to empirically link CT and C2Q to
Hs( and Esc. Wyngaard (1973), fitted the same functional form of atmospheric stability,
f(z/Lm„)

to normalized values of CT

an

d C2Q using data collected during the 1968

Kansas experiment.
For unstable atmospheric conditions (z/Lm„ ^ 0) this function is described by,

( ~ \

[Lm„)

r,2

TZ

\2n

2/3

LQZ

Ql

:

(7.7)
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J
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Similarly for stable conditions (z/Lml, > 0),
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(7.8)

z

=4.9 1+2.4

y

/

Obuhkov length scale. If we include the buoyancy correction for

humidity fluctuations then,
(7.9)
gx 7.(7+0.07/(3)'
g = 9.81 m s"2 and is the gravitational acceleration, K= 0.4 (dimensionless) is von
Karman's constant.

fl=Hsc/Esc

is the path-averaged Bowen-ratio defined by

(Kohsiek, 1982),

'Q CPYCT^
K

Lv

(7.10)

ICQ

The constants p , C p , and Lv are the density of air (kg nr 3 ), the specific heat capacity of
air at constant pressure (J kg"1 K"1), and the latent-heat of vaporization of water (J kg -1 ),
respectively. The surface-layer temperature and humidity scaling parameters, 7"* (K)
and g * (kg m"3) are given as,
and
e Cpw.

G.= -

Esc

(7.11)

Equations (7.7) or (7.8) provide path-averaged values of T*and Q* from scintillometer
determined CT

an

d CQ • These values are combined with a path-averaged u* to

calculate Hsc and Esc using Equation (7.11).
Before extending the scintillometer method over non-homogeneous surfaces we
must first test it over homogeneous terrain where H, E and u*should obey MOST. It is
preferable to use a path-averaged value of u* because this measurement would be
needed for a slightly non-homogeneous surface. In its absence we used instead the
average windspeed, uc (m s'1) obtained from a cup anemometer mounted at z = 10 m.
The motivation was to simplify the supporting instrumentation required for scintillation
measurements despite having an available eddy covariance value for u*. A previous
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scintillation experiment (McAneney et al., 1995) using a single infrared scintillometer
and acupanemometerproduced credibleestimates ofu*.
The diabatic wind profile in the first tens of meters of the surface-layer is
describedby,
f

•u.ln

z-d\

(7.12)

-A

z»

The stability correction expansion A(z/jLmo)f° r unstable and stable atmospheric
conditions canbefound inPanofsky andDutton (1984). Thedisplacement height,d (m)
and the surface roughness, z„ (m) are estimated from hc using d~0.65hc

and

z„~0.13hc (McAneney et al., 1995). When measuring 10m over pasture, then z »
hc, and d may be ignored (De Bruin et al., 1995) to simplify Equation (7.11). There is
the functional dependence of z„on the surface geometry to consider and the authors
acknowledge the above estimations are a rule-of-thumb approach in the absence of
direct measurements (seeGarratt, 1992). Otherpropagationists (Hill et al., 1992andDe
Bruin et al., 1995)have inferred z„using theeddy covariance method and then assumed
ittobeaconstant inEquation (7.12).
Determination of Hsc and Esc follows an iterative procedure (Hill et al., 1992).
The measured parameters include T , Q , C2„mw, C2„ir, K and uc. Equations (7.4), (7.5)
and (7.10)calculate c\ , CT and/? respectively. Afirst guessfor (z//,„,„)isrequired to
solve f(z/Lmil) and then calculate T. and Q, using Equation (7.7) or Equation (7.8).
The same value of (z/Lm„)calculates u,usingEquation (12). (z/Lm„)is now calculated
using Equation (7.9) andthe new values of T„ u,and p. Theprocedure isrepeated until
convergence of (z/Lm,)- In practice as little as four iterations are required after which
Hsc andEKarecalculated usingEquation (7.11).
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7.3

Experimental details

7.3.1 Siteandweather conditions
The experiment took place in the 1996 summer. Measurements began on February the
14th but due to several days of rain and mechanical problems stabilising the
scintillometer towers, the majority of data were collected on the 25th February through
tothe2ndof March, termed Days 56-62. Measurements weremade continuously for a
range of unstable daytime conditions, -1.0 <(z/i m „)< -0.05 and stable nighttime
values, 0<(z/i m „)^ 0.05. Datawasrecorded usingmicro-loggers mounted inweatherproof enclosures at the base of each tower. Weather conditions varied with days of
overcast skies and high winds and days of brilliantly clear blue skies. The wind
direction was notconstant, wind blew across,aswell asupand down,the scintillometer
transect.
The scintillometer transect was established across flat, homogeneous pastoral
country between Kaitaia township andthe small coastal settlement of Ahipara inthe farNorth of New Zealand (Figure 7.1).

A professional surveyor measured the

scintillometer transect at 3.1 km (compass bearing of 320° magnetic). This area is
reclaimed coastal swamp approximately 10km west inland from from the Tasman Sea
with flat relief (verified from topographical maps and an aerial survey).

The

scintillometer beams were therefore considered to be parallel to the surface. The
landscape was bereft of buildings, people, and bisecting roads. It was composed of
paddocks usedprimarily for grazingcattle anddairy cows. None of thesepaddocks was
irrigated during the experiment. Surface cover was mainly Kikuyu grass(Pennisetium
clandestinum Hochst. ex Chiov) broken by occasional clumps of Pennyroyal weeds
{Mentha pulegium L.). At approximately the midpoint of the scintillometer transect a
large,4mwidedrainageditch,theTangongeDrain broke the surface. Smaller drainage
ditches encompassed some paddock perimeters. At this time of year these drains were
dry and there was no free-water evaporation to effect the scintillometer signals. Within
500 m of the transmitter tower grew patches of blackberries (Rubusfruiticosus agg.),
bulrushes (Juncus spL.)and Scotch thistles (Cirsium vulgare (Savi)Ten.).

(OxidationPonds) s-—-}
Transmitter Mast •

IPukepoto

Figure (7.1). Site detail, showing the orientation of the scintillometer transect across the flat
pastoral land close tothe Kaitaiatownship, in thefar-North of New Zealand.

The C2n path-weighting attributes littleinfluence toturbulence ateitherend of the
transect. Consequently the change in surface cover at the transmitter end or the
evaporating water from the sewerage ponds, was considered to have a negligible effect
on c\

or c\ir- The average vegetation height was estimated at, hc ~ 0.15 m. The

scintillometer transmitters were positioned atthe Kaitaia Council oxidation ponds. The
site was chosen for the availability of mains power and the easy access road. The
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receiver tower was installed in a pasture close to the Kaitaia-Ahipara coastal road.
Access tothis end of the scintillometer transect was viafarm livestock-vehicle paths. A
portable, petrol generator supplied mains power. A shed and tent housed the data
acquisition equipment andprovided shelterfrom theweather. Thephotograph ofFigure
(7.2) shows the receiver end of the scintillometer transect with the microwave dish and
the two adjacent infrared scintillometer receiver units mounted on top of a 9 m stayed,
triangular, open-lattice tower. A similar tower was positioned at 1.6 km from the
transmitter tower (longitude 173° 15',latitude 35° 08'). Eddy covariance instruments
were mounted at the top of this tower to calculate Hec,Eec and u,. A sensitive cup
anemometer recorded uc at z = 10 m. A wind-vane (continuous 360° angle), a
combination slow-response T-Qsensor and a net radiometer were also installed at this
height.
7.3.2. Themicrowave scintillometer
The microwave dishes were mounted with their centers at z = 10 m. Mechanical
alignment was possible using a coarse and fine azimuth and elevation adjustments.
Telescopic rifle sights mounted on top of each microwave dish gave coarse visual
alignment. The microwave dishes were panned in the horizontal and vertical planes
until maximum signal strength and carrier frequency lock wereachieved atthe receiver.
The allocated frequency for the microwave transmitter was, / = 27 GHz. The
microwave receiver was an analogpower meterproducing acontinuous signal output in
decibel (dB) scaled to millivolt units. The received microwave signal was low-pass
filtered at / = 10Hzand sampled at / =20Hz.
7.3.3 Theinfrared scintillometer
The transmitting scintillometer was mounted adjacent to the microwave dish with the
center of its infrared beam at z = 10 m. The magnitude of the infrared scintillometer
signal was observed to decrease with increases in path-averaged Q. In the early
morning, heavy dew on the perspex spacers used to support the transmitter source and
receiver opto-electronics reduced the signal strength at the receiver sensors and caused
unequal illumination on the mirror surfaces. Electronic band-pass filtering of the
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received scintillometer signal confined measurable scintillations to afrequency rangeof
0.03 -400Hz.

Figure (7.2). Photograph of the scintillometer tower at the receiver site showing the microwave
dish mounted alongside two infrared scintillometer receivers. Wire stays are used to stabilize the
tower and prevent thescintillometer beams shifting out of alignment.
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Sources of low frequency drift that could affect the signal, such as a varying
power supply, were removed by this filter. The equal diameters (D =0.15 m) of the
scintillometer's transmitter andreceiversensured asymmetrical path-weighting function
about the midpoint of the scintillometer transect.

The two identical infrared

scintillometer receivers were mounted adjacent tothe microwave scintillometer receiver
dish, centered at z = 10 m and separated by a distance of 0.2 m. The use of these
identical receivers allowed a comparison of C2„-and examination of the system noise.
Thesetwosignals wererecorded at, / = 1 Hz.
7.3.4 Eddy covariance instruments
Forthepurpose of surface flux comparisons a9mtower wasstationed at approximately
the midpoint of the scintillometer transect. It was instrumented with a 1-D sonic
anemometer-thermometer, SAT (Model CA27, Campell Scientific Inc., Utah), a 2-D
drag anemometer (Green et al., 1991), and a Krypton hygrometer (Model KH20,
Campell Scientific Inc.,Utah). These instruments weremounted at thez = 10m. Halfhour calculations of Hec,Eec and u* were made using the eddy covariance technique.
The site was chosen because maximum path weighting of C2„mw and c\-„occurred at
LI2. At onequarter orthree quarters thedistance alongL therelative weighting reduces
to approximately 40% of the midpoint value and there was no advantage in placing
multiple towers along ahomogeneous transect for comparison purposes.
The eddy covariance instruments required reorientation for major wind-shifts. If
these instruments had not been corrected for changing wind direction, the acceptanceangle for the sonic and drag anemometers were compromised through flow distortion
caused by the instruments and the tower. The Krypton hygrometer windows were
cleaned daily with distilled water to prevent scaling and accumulation of dust on the
surface. The fine thermocouple (12 urn diameter wires) of the SAT was changed every
otherdayasaprecaution against saltdepositsfrom anyafternoon seabreezes.
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7.4

Results &discussion

7.4.1 Thespectra of C2„mw
Thetemporal, spectral density for the log-amplitude scintillations S(f) (dB2Hz"1),of a
received microwave scintillometer signal is characterized by f~^3 behavior in the
inertial-convective subrangeoffrequencies (OttandThompson, 1978).
Half-hour averaged, temporal spectra were constructed from the microwave
scintillometer signal. Thespectrum of S(f) versus / , from 1230to 1300hours onDay
60 is shown in Figure (7.3) and is similar to spectra obtained for other microwave
scintillometers (e.g.,Hoet al., 1979).

10' F
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Figure (7.3). The temporal, power density spectrum of the log-amplitude fluctuations of the
microwave scintillometer signal, S(f) (dB2 Hz"'). Obtained over a half-hour period, Day 60,
1966, the spectrum displays inertial-convective subrange behaviour for a frequency / ,(Hz) range
extending from 1-10Hz.
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Over this particular half-hour period the sky was clear with uc =4.9 m s_I and
winds blew from the NE. Figure (7.3) displays awell defined -8/3 slope in a frequency
range 1-10 Hz at the high frequency refractive end of the scintillometer spectrum. This
result implies the microwave scintillometer was measuring within the inertialconvective subrangeandcandetermine C2„mw•
It became apparent from additional spectra of S{f) the greater percentage of
refractive energy existed at lowerfrequencies ( / < 0.1Hz) and absorption fluctuations
originating from changes in path-averaged Q about this frequency increased a]. The
microwave scintillometer signal was notfiltered at very low frequencies. Moulsley and
Vilar (1982) suggested a suitable cut-off frequency was, / =0.01 Hz. Instead we
accepted half-hour values of C2„mw when Q changed less than +0.1 g trr3 between
periods.

This filtering procedure albeit somewhat arbitrary, was based on the

observation that these weretheperiods when S(f) lacked significant energy about / =
0.01 Hz. This filtering process reduced themicrowave scintillometer data set. With the
microwave being unable to differentiate between refraction and absorption fluctuations,
interpreting whateffect thishadon a] andultimatelyHsc andEscwascomplicated.
Two small peaks in the spectrum of Figure (7.3) occurred about / = 7 Hz and
corresponded to the resonant frequencies of the supporting towers. This vibration
energy contributed little to a] as it was of arelatively small amplitude compared tothe
energy associated with the spectral peak ( / = 0 . 1 Hz). We believe the vibration
energy was accentuated by the wind blowing on the microwave dishes as S(f) was
observed to increase inmagnitude about / =7Hzwith increased windspeed. Efforts to
stabilize the towers to reduce the vibration did not eliminate the resonant energy.
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7.4.2 Theeffect offluctuatingQ on C2„mw and C2„lr
The atmospheric absorption of microwave signals by water vapor is strong at / = 27
GHz and without filtering the microwave scintillometer will be affected by low
frequency fluctuations in path-averaged Q. Absorption scintillations will combine with
refractive scintillations and increase C2 • The infrared scintillometer emits an
envelope of radiation overlapping the wavelengths of strongly absorbing water vapor
lines (Nieveen et al., 1998).

Day of Year

Figure (7.4). A combined time series of the refractive-index structure parameters for the
microwave and large aperture scintillometers, c\

(m"2'3) and c\. (m"m), the average humidity,

Q (g m"3)and net radiation, Rn (W m"2)for Days 60,61 and 62, 1966.
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Despite band-pass filtering of the infrared scintillometer signal, Nieveen et al. (1998)
observed that absorption fluctuations increased C2niilK for / > 0.03 Hz. The effect
being most noticeable during dusk when refractive scintillations decreased in strength
relative to absorption scintillations. Any unwarranted increase in C2„mw and clir can
lead toanoverestimate ofHscandEscandafailure ofthescintillation method.
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Figure (7.5). A combined time series of the refractive-index structure parameters for the
2/3
microwave and large aperture scintillometers, cC22„ (m~
(m"2/3
) and c2n. (m"2'3),the average humidity,

Q (gm"3)and net radiation, Rn (W m~2)for Day 60, 1966.

Fluctuations in T and Q in the inertial-convective subrange cause the refractive
scintillations.

Low-frequency fluctuations in path-averaged Q in the variance126

containing subrange can cause absorption scintillations. Temporal trends in the
magnitude of Qand net radiation Rn (W m"2) arecorrelated tochanges inthe magnitude
of C2„ and C2„ • Wepresent alltheseparameters inatimeseries (Figure7.4) for Days
oftheyear 60,61and62.
R„ shows Day 60 to becloudy in the early morning particularly about 1100 hours
but clearing in the early afternoon. Day 61 experienced intermittent cloud cover and
Day 62 was overcast and became very bleak with the approach of several days of rain.
Over this periodQ fluctuated about amean value of 11gm"3then steadily increased on
themorning ofDay62withtheapproachof awet front.
The effect of absorption scintillations is identified by the behavior of c\mw and
C2njduring the late afternoon of Day 60 (Figure 7.5). A prominent increase in c\
12

2/3

11

2

mw

2/3

from 10" m~ (1700hours) to 10 m~ (1800hours) coincided with an increasing Q
(11 gm"3to 12 g m"3). After 1830hours Qmaintained a rough plateau until 2000 hrs
but C2„mw decreased as Rn approached zero. In contrast c\ir did not demonstrate any
obvious dependence on Q and remained relatively constant in value about 10~13m"273
between 1600 and 1730 hours before steadily decreasing in magnitude an hour earlier
than cl •
This behavior isexplained bythepercentage of unfiltered absorption scintillations
included with refractive scintillations. Path-averaged fluctuations in Q have a weaker
influence onthe infrared scintillometer signal than dorefractive fluctuations atthis time
of the day (Nieveen et al., 1998) and c\ir generally follows the behavior of Rn. At
microwave wavelengths a continuum of water absorption lines means path-averaged Q
fluctuations can contribute significantly to C2n • Consequently, changes in c\

are

more pronounced than C2„ir (Figure 7.5). As fluctuations in Q decrease then Rn
determinesthebehaviorof cl •
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7.4.3 Thewavelength dependenceof C2„mw and c2„ir
Equation (1) gives the relationship between C2 and the structure parameters
and CQ• The relative contribution each structure parameter makes to c\

C2T,CTQ

and C2nir is

rarely, if ever, tabulated. Table 1 contains a selection of half-hourly averaged values of
Cj ,CT0and CQ weighted bytheconstantsAT, AQ, Q and T and equated to C2„ and
C

•

It isclear from Table 1 that, C2„mw >C\irand thecomponent structure parameters
are weighted differently. We first consider the behavior of the infrared scintillometer.
The term inTable 1 containing CQ does not contribute significantly to C2„ir because Q
fluctuations havelittleeffect on c\-„ at infrared wavelengths. Asexpected the C^term
is the largest as fluctuations in T are generally the most effective at causing refractiveindex fluctuations at infrared wavelengths. Table 1 shows CTQto be a significant
component of C2„anddecreasing inmagnitude with increasing /?. At 1100hours,0 =
0.21 and 31% of c\ir is attributable to CTQ. For the late afternoon (1700 hours) the
surface is drier and fi =0.72, but CTQ is still a significant 9% of c\iT • The use of an
infrared scintillometer over irrigated crops will require a measurement of CTQ to
account for its effect on c\-„• As the surface dries the CTQ component decreases and
the CT component dominates C2njr• Asingleinfrared scintillometer isthen sufficient to
calculateHsc.
Table 1shows the CQ term to bethe largest component of C2„mw and that the CT
term is several magnitudes smaller. Humidity fluctuations dominate refractive-index
fluctuations at microwave wavelengths. The CTQcomponent acts to significantly
decrease c\mw asthecombined T-Qfluctuations increase. This istheopposite behavior
found for c\iT and is caused by the negative polarity of AT at microwave wavelengths.
CTQis an important component of c\

and requires ameasure of both CQ a n d CT to

becalculated.
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Time

Scintillometer
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1300

1400

1500
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±
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r

0

AT AQCTQ

TQ

+

AQCQ

Q2

(m-2/3;1

(m-2/3)

microwave

8.84x10" 13

2.69xl0' 1 5

0.89xl0" 13

+

9.71x10" 13

infrared

2.04x10" 15 =

1.55xl0"

15

+

0.78xl0"

15

+

9.90x10" 17

microwave

7.44x10' 13 =

1.89xl0"14

-

2.30xl0" 13

+

9.59x10" 13

infrared

1.36x10" 14 =

1.21X10"14

+

0.28xl0" 14

+

9.88x10" 17

microwave

9.38x10" 13 =

9.81xl0" 14

. 0.69X10"12

+

1.51x10" 12

infrared

6.89x10" 14 =

6.28xl0-

14

14

+

1.57x10" 16

microwave

8.01x10" 13 =

6.71xl0' 1 4

- 0.50X10"12

+

1.23x10" 12

infrared

4.80x10" 14

14

14

+

1.29x10" 16

microwave

8.29x10' 13 =

8.22xl0" 14

- 0.57xl0" 12

+

1.32x10" 12

infrared

5.85x10" 14 =

5.37xl0" 14

+ 0.54xl0" 14

+

1.38x10" 16

microwave

8.73x10" 13 =

9.75xl0" 14

- 0.65xl0" 12

+

1.42x10" 12

infrared

6.88x10" 14 =

6.34xl0" 14

+ 0.61xl0"

14

+

1.46x10" 16

microwave

8.83x10" 13 =

O.lOxlO-' 2

_ 0.68X10"12

+

1.46x10" 12

infrared

7.52x10" 14 =

14

14

+

1.52x10" 16

(hrs)

1100

c2

=

4.44xl0"

6.93xl0'

(m-2/3)

+ 0.63xl0"

+ 0.47xl0"

+ 0.65xl0"

(m-2/3)

Table (7.1). The relative contributions of the structure parameters to cl at microwave and
infrared wavelengths for selected average half-hour valueson Day60.

There is a trend for the relativecontributionmade by the c\ componenttoincrease
C2„mwwith drier surface conditions(1700 hours). As the relativemagnitudeof theT
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fluctuations become very much greater than the Q fluctuations, the CT component
begins to influence c\mvl• Atmicrowave frequencies at least C2a and CTQ, and at times
CT are required to calculate C2„mw• Calculation of Esc will require a two-wavelength
scintillometer combination.
7.4.4 Comparingthescintillation surfacefluxdensities
7.4.4.1Timeseries
Theeddycovariance instruments providehalf-hour averages ofHecandEec. Thesetypes
of measurements are routinely presented in a time series format. For long-term
monitoring asimilarcapability from scintillometers isneeded.
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Figure (7.6). A time series for Day 60, 1966, of the latent and sensible heat flux calculated from
the combination of microwave and infrared scintillometers, £» (W m"2) and HK (W m"2) with the
eddy covariance method, E„.(W m'2),(o) and //„. (W m"2)(o).
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For acomparison ofHsctoHecandEsctoEec,twotime series for Day 60 (1030 to
2330 hours ) are presented in Figure (7.6). There is reasonable agreement between the
eddy covariance and scintillometer methods until the steady onset of increasing Q at
approximately 1600hours (see Figure 7.5). By reasonable it is meant not more than a
50 W m"2 difference over any half-hour period, which is within the error of ±12%
proposed by Andreas (1988). Following 1600hours both Hscand Esc overestimateHec
and Eec. This behavior follows from the explanation given in Section (7.4.2) for the
observed increase in ct
7.4.4.2Half-hour comparison
Half-hour averaged calculations of Hsc and Esc were compared to eddy covariance
values (Figures 7.7 and7.8). Data wascompared when, 1)closureof the surface energy
budget calculated usingHec andEec plus anassumed value for ground heatflux (- 10%
Rn) came close to unity; 2) the wind direction was within ± 45% of the stream-wise
component of the drag anemometer; 3) fluctuations in Q did not exceed the filtering
criteria established in Section 7.4.1; 4) rain intervals and smoke in the scintillation path
from farm burnoffs did notoccur; 5)thekrypton hygrometer windows were not covered
indew; and6)general maintenance ofequipment wasnot necessary.
Hscand Esc were calculated using Equation (7.11). A regression analysis of the
data gavetherelationship between sensibleheatfluxes as,
r2=0.67

Hsc =0.96{±0.10)HCC.

The offset was non-significant. The residual standard deviation was 45 W m~2. A
similar comparison for latent heat flux gave,
r2 = 0.71

Ex =0.79{±0.09)Eec +51.8(±21.3),

with a residual standard deviation of 94 W m"2. Both comparisons showed a similar
spread of dataandcorrelation coefficients, r2.
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Figure (7.7). Half-hour comparisons ofH (Wm 2 ), and H (W m 2 ), for aselection of daily data.

Comparison of data obtained at different spatial scales can complicate
interpretation. Structure parameters are spatial averages but are presented here as
ensemble averages. The scintillometer method does not consider the effect of local
turbulent intermittency on C2n (Peltier and Wyngaard, 1995) which will produce
differences between point and path-averaged measurements along the 3.1 km. For truly
homogeneous cover we would expect an 'on average' agreement between the
scintillometer and eddy covariance methods. A larger data set obtained by appropriate
filtering of the microwave scintillometer signal wouldproduce more robust statistics for
comparison.
An experiment recently conducted over a vineyard during the summer of 19971998inthe South Islandof NewZealand (Green et al.,2000),indicated that someof the
problems associated with fluctuations in path-averaged Q have been eliminated and
continuous surface flux measurementsarepossible.
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Figure (7.8). Half-hour comparisons of £,,.(W m"2),and Eec (W m"2)for a selection of daily data.

The performance of both types of scintillometer was excellent. There were no
malfunctions at any stage of the experiment. Tower vibration and condensation on the
perspex spacers ofthe infrared scintillometer areproblemseasily remedied.

7.5

Summary

The infrared scintillometer and microwave scintillometer combination successfully
estimated path-averaged values of H andE over pasture. Themicrowave scintillometer
signal requires low-pass filtering to remove absorption scintillations due to changing
path-averaged Q. In such cases both H and E were unrealistically large compared to
eddy covariance measurements. When correlated T-Q fluctuations are insignificant
compared to Tfluctuations at infrared wavelengths then a single infrared scintillometer
can determine H. However calculation of E requires the scintillometer combination as
T-Qfluctuations are shown to be as equally important as Q fluctuations at microwave
wavelengths.
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8
Estimating latent heatfluxfrom a vineyard using
scintillometry^

Abstract

The combination of a near-infrared and a microwave scintillometer were used to
estimate the line-averaged, latent heat flux (XE,) from a well-irrigated, vineyard valley
during summer. The 2 km scintillometer beam passed over the valley floor at a height,
z = 30 m. Eddy covariance towers instrumented at 3 m above the valley surface
provided an independent check of vineyard evaporation. A formula for free convective
XE, compared favourably to the eddy covariance values, XEe at low wind speeds and
under clear skies. As the convective boundary layer (CBL) developed and passed
through the scintillometer beam it caused additional scintillations, in which case XE, »
XEe. During unstable conditions the comparisons were in close agreement. However
XE,tended to overestimate XE,asthe wind speed increased. For near-neutral conditions
the scintillometer gave unrealistically large values of XE,. The additional scintillations
originated from the strong entrainment of advected dry and warm air into the newly
formed surface boundary layer. During calm overcast days, cold days and during the
early morning periods when the surface fluxes were small, the signal strength of the
infrared scintillometer approached the system noise.

8.1

Introduction

Over the last ten years several experiments have used a combination of a microwave
and near-infrared scintillometer to determine the line-averaged fluxes of the sensible
heat H, (W m"2) and the latent heat XE,(W m"2), directly above the Earth's surface.
Notable is the experiment of Hill et al. (1988) who used scintillometers operating at
" Green A.E„ Green, S.R., Astill,M. S. and Caspari, H.W.,J. Terres., Atmos. & Ocean. Sci., 11, 525-542
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millimeter and micrometer wavelengths.

They were the first to outline the

methodology for determining H, and A2J, and produce what Hill described as 'a
reasonable agreement with those values from micrometeorological measurements'.
The next recorded experiment using multiple scintillometers was Green et al. (2000)
who found H, and XES compared favourably to eddy covariance measurements made
at the midpoint of the scintillometer transect. This latter experiment confirmed that
the recently designed microwave scintillometer was operational and sensitive to
inertial sized eddies of heat and water vapour. This research also highlighted the
effect of line-averaged, low frequency humidity fluctuations and their detrimental
effect on the scintillometer signals. In both these experiments the surface was flat,
expansive and homogeneous insurface coverage withthe scintillometer beam close to
thecanopy (z< 10m).
There are provisos for the scintillometer method because it is indirect in its
approach, relying upon similarity theory to scale the temperature structure parameter,
CT (K2 m'2/3) and the humidity structure parameter, CQ ([g rn"3]2 m-2/3) as functions
of atmospheric stability. In practice, these parameters are first calculated from the
scintillometer signals then incorporated into similarity functions to determine H,and
XE,. To satisfy the prerequisites of similarity theory, scintillometer experiments
should be conducted over a flat and homogeneous landscape under a relatively
stationary atmosphere. This satisfies theempirical linking (albeit attimes tenuous)of
the scintillometer beam-intensity perturbations with the surface generated eddies of
heat andmoisture.
If there is to be an acceptance of the scintillometer method, comprehensive
experimental verification and testing over a variety of terrain and atmospheric
conditions is mandatory. It is our intent in this paper to contribute an improved
understanding of the scintillometer method from initial experience gained with this
scintillometer combination (Green et al., 1999). We present here results using a
microwave and near-infrared scintillometer propagating across avineyard valley. Our
approach is somewhat different than other close to the canopy scintillometer
experiments.

A vineyard has been studied previously using an near-infrared

scintillometer (DeBruin et al., 1995)however the scintillometer beam was very close
to the canopy (z = 3.3 m) and the soil-plant conditions were dry. Here we examine
the scintillometer capability to measure the surface evaporation across an irrigated
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valley and at a beam height much greater than previously attempted for this twoscintillometer combination. Operating at height is necessary to cover the large
distances (up to 10 km). The surrounding farmland was drought stricken. We
suspected the contrast in soil-water conditions would cause additional scintillations if
dry air advected into the valley. The scintillometers were installed at z = 30m above
the valley floor by placing them on opposing and exposed ridges (see Figure 7.1).
Within the vineyard at two locations eddy covariance instruments monitored Heand
XEt. These measurements provided a measure of the vineyard energy balance and a
benchmark for the scintillometer determined fluxes. The valley floor had no
significant undulations and the canopy was of aconsistent roughness about the center
of the scintillometer beam (maximum scintillometer weighting). Based on past
experience (Green et al., 2000) it was believed possible to estimate half hourlyXE,.
The preferred wind direction was from the NW,because this was the wind that blew
up the valley and across substantial grape planting before intersecting the
scintillometer beam. Ifthewindblew intothevalleyfrom acrossthesurroundinghillsides this could adversely effect the scintillometer performance and XES was treated
with scepticism.
8.2

Theory

Scintillometers provide a wavelength-dependent, line-averaged measurement of the
refractive-index structure parameter, cl (m_2/3). Embedded within each value of cl
reside the weighted spatial effects of temperature and humidity fluctuations that have
affected the scintillometer beamalongitsentirety. Eachreceived scintillometer signal
is time integrated within a bandwidth that encompasses the inertial subrange of
turbulent eddies. These conditioned scintillometer signals provide the first step in
determining H,and XES.

8.2.1 Structureparameters c\ and CQ

Through assuming these structure parameters obey Monin-Obukhov Similarity
Theory (MOST) Hill et al. (1988), provide the values of CT and c\ obtained for a
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dual scintillometer operating at microwave and near-infrared wavelengths (denoted by
subscripts m and, respectively) as,

2
2
C2a = AT,m Cl +Ah Cl,m+2S AT,m AT.,•JcimC n,^/(TD)

(8.1)

2
2
2
2
2
C2r = A Q,mCl, +A a, Cl,m+2S AQ,m AQJ •Jc n.mC ri]/(QD)

(8.2)

AT and AQ are parameters (Hill et al., 1980) that are influenced by the operating
wavelength of the scintillometer, absolute temperature T (K), pressure P (N m" ) and
humidity Q (g m"').

The factor D expands to,

D =[AT,mAQ,-AT„AQ,mYrQ

(8.3)

One significant consequence of MOST is that S, the T-Q correlation coefficient
takes a value of +1 for unstable conditions (Hill, 1989). Such a correlation has not
always been observed in scintillation experiments. For instance Kohsiek (1982b)
found an average S of 0.75 while Hill et al. (1988) found 5 to be much closer to unity
(S =0.99).

8.2.2 Sensible and latent heat fluxes

Our primary interest in scintillometers is determining line-averaged values of Hs and
XES at kilometre scales.

To infer these fluxes across large areas scintillation

measurements must be made over long horizontal paths. In this experiment the
scintillometer averages over a horizontal distance of 2 km. XE, is our main surface
flux of interest because of its potential for irrigation scheduling. Operating over such
distances or greater is acceptable provided the scintillometer pathlength is a small
fraction of the boundary layer height. For instance Kohsiek (1985) operated a CO2
laser scintillometer over 5.9 km and z = 40 m. At such heights slight non-uniformity
in the surface maybe from ditches or roads, cloud cover or canopy cover are blended
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with the surrounding surfaces if there is some mechanical mixing of the boundary
layer. Because this scintillometer process is one of line-averaging, a single spatial
anomaly at the surface would need to cause a very significant difference in surface
flux to produce a measurable signal change at the scintillometer receiver. In such
cases itwouldbeunwisetoselect anexperimental sitethatwasn'tfairly uniform. The
scintillation method can be considered a form of low-pass filtering whereby small
spatial and temporal changes are smoothed by the average signal. Further, as the
weighting function of the scintillometer method is symmetrically bell shaped, the
scintillometer can be positioned to minimize the effect of any significant change in
surface conditionsfrom thenormalcoverunderlyingthebeam.
Currently MOST provides the only framework for indirectly predicting H, and
XE„ from QT ar>d CQ• As has been previously discussed the ideal situation for such
experiments isaflat and homogeneous sitehavingastationary atmosphere. Such was
the case in the Kansas Plain Experiment from where the original MOST algorithms
were derived (Wyngaard, 1973). In this experiment we assumed MOST was
applicable in the vineyard and CQ and CT would scale to the scintillometer beam
height asfunctions of atmospheric stability(z/L„).
We use the empirical scaling relationship of Hill et al. (1988) for unstable
conditions,

«.£) (-f)
=4.9

igz

_CTZ

, z/L„ <0

2

(8.4)

Q . ~ Ti

L„ (m) is the buoyancy length scale, which includes a correction for humidity
fluctuations and isdefined by,

,

U
=

"

'

T

(85-v

*xr.(/ +o.o?'//?)

K= 0.4 is von Karman's constant, T* (K) is the temperature scaling parameter, g =
9.81 m s"2 is gravitational acceleration and [}= H/XES we have called the lineaveraged Bowen-ratio. Kohsiek (1982b) notesthat /5isproportional totheratio CJ/CQ
which are two of the structure parameters derived from this experimental
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scintillometer. Thehumidity scalingparameter Q* (gm"3)andthevelocity scaleu* (m
s"1)combine togive avaluefor XES as,

\E, = -L,u.Q.

(8.6)

Thelatentheat of vaporisation ofwater Lv istaken here as2.45 x 103kJkg"1.
Obtaining a reliable line-averaged u* for inclusion in Equation (7.6) is difficult
to achieve and other options are favoured. Over a homogeneous surface a lineaveraged u* ispreferred tothat obtained from either aneddy covariance measurement
or that estimated from the windspeed profile and a surface roughness measurement.
Neither of the latter approaches will spatial average u*at the length scale of the
scintillometer transect. It is impractical to measure u*at the scintillometer beam
heightof 30mandposition of maximum signal weighting (themidpoint of thebeam).
Instead, conventional meteorological instruments placed at z = 3mestimate u* which
isthen taken asbeingequivalent atz=30mbecauseaconstantflux layerisassumed.
For near-neutral conditions, typically characterized by overcast skies, strong
surface winds and low values for surface fluxes, (z/L„) approaches zero as
mechanical turbulence dominates. The wind profile is logarithmic with z and u* can
be determined from an average windspeed uc (m s"1) at z = 3 m, the canopy
displacement heightd(m)andsurface roughnessz„ (m)using,

K Uc

(8.7)

ln(z-d/z„)

An empirical calculation of z„is made assuming z,/hc = 0.13 and d/hc = 0.7
(Sene, 1994). This requires an estimate of the average canopy height, hc (m).
Deviation from the log-law increases for unstable conditions requiring a modification
ofEquation (8.7)tobecome,

* Uc
ln(z-d/Zl,)-V(z/L„)

(8.8)
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The full expression for the function ^(z/L,,) can be found in Panofsky and
Dutton (1984). An iterative solution to Equation (8.8) is obtained by first assuming
an initial value for (z/L„) then calculating u*. From Equation (8.5) a new (z/L„) is
determined and substituted into Equation (8.8), the process repeating until
convergence. In the author's experience this procedure is fairly robust, requiring on
average,just threetofour iterationstocomplete.
For a very unstable atmosphere, the free convective situation, when (z/L„) < -1,
mechanical mixing is not significant permitting a simplification of Equation (8.4)
usingthepriortheexpressions forL„ andAE,. Thisrearrangement expresses CQ as,

CTQ*^

C2Q = 2.5

(8.9)

gT*

Lv

From Equation (8.9) there is a decrease of CQ with height. In reality this is
observed as a rapidly diminishing scintillometer signal. Scintillometers are placed at
greater heights to reduce the risk of signal saturation and to obtain greater scales of
spatial integration.

In so doing the resolution of the scintillometer may be

compromised.
Continuing with our derivation of AE, under free convection, from Equation
(8.4),

Q1=cR
T.

(8.10)

CT

Bythesubstitution ofEquation (8.10)intoEquation (8.9),
K3/4 ,

,

AEs =Lvz

y

(a_\ (gcr
\

(8.11)

25

- J { TCQ J

Z D

This is a similar result to the free convective form given by Hill et al. (1988).
Note that both CTand CQare needed to estimate AE,and so the technique requires at
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least two different wavelength scintillometers. In contrast the free convective,
sensible heatflux onlyrequires avaluefor CTwhich can beprovided by asingle nearinfrared scintillometer (Panofsky andDutton, 1984).
8.3

Experimental

8.3.1 Sitedescriptionand instrumentation
The Brancott Estate situated in the fluvial Fairhall Valley at the foothills of the
Southern Ranges is found on the outskirts of Blenheim (Marlborough region, South
Island of New Zealand). TheEstatewaschosen astheexperimental site,being oneof
the largest vineyards in this country encompassing some 240 ha of vines stretching
across the valley floor and bounded by low hills (schematic Figure 8.1). These
hillsides provided a convenient solution to mounting the scintillometers sufficiently
high sothebeamscouldseethe valley-floor and line-average thevineyard XE,. Using
a laser theodolite the scintillometer transect was established as 1,969 m at an average
height of 30.3 m above the valley floor. The grade was 1:248 from the transmitter
end on the hillside above the dry Fairhall riverbed to the receiver end, 'Rob's Knob'.
For the purposes of this experiment the scintillometer beam was treated as parallel to
the ground surface. The scintillometer beam crossed the central portion of the
vineyard in an EW direction from transmitter to receiver. The preferred wind
direction was from the NW because it was from this direction that the wind blew up
the valley and across the irrigated grapes (a fetch of more than one kilometre) before
intersecting the scintillometer beam. Downwind of the vineyard were further grape
plantings (Fairhall Estate) but to the NE was the beginning of a dry scrub-land
interspersed with barren land (local civilian and military airport) and some scattered
olive plantings.

This surrounding drier farming terrain then extended many

kilometres to the base of the Nelson foothills (Richmond Range) having more
vineyards on either side of the distantWairau River. Because of aprolonged drought
the irrigated BrancottEstatewasfor allpractical purposes anoasis.
The scintillometers were the same microwave (1.1 cm wavelength) and nearinfrared (0.94 |im wavelength) types as described by Green et al. (1999) and were
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mounted on short 1m towers, themselves cemented into concrete bases at either end
of thescintillometer transect.

Figure (8.1). Asimplified schematic of the Brancott Valley showing the positions of the
scintillometer and eddy covariance instruments.

A plywood cover was built around each scintillometer to protect against wind
vibration and the weather. At a later date, clear acrylic covers were added across the
front openings as it was suspected the wind shear on the microwave dishes could
cause unwanted mechanicalscintillations. Acrylic is transparent at the scintillometer
wavelengths. Following this experiment the scintillometers are now permanently
housed in 1 m\ aluminium cubes with portable power systems and telemetry
capability. This new construction greatly simplifies installation and is ideal for
transportation and weatherproofing.
The Brancott Road running NS separated the Estate into eastern and western
sections characterized bythe grape-rows orientated NSontheeastern side andEWon
thewestern side. Inmost casesthevines wereplanted 1.8 mapart inrows spaced at3
mbut planting age varied from 1 through to 25 years. The vines were trellised andhc
was estimated as 1.5m, though some vines at the centre of the scintillometer beam
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were 2 m in height. The eastern side was planted in predominantly the Sauvignon
Blanc variety with the canopy touching the ground. In comparison the vines on the
western side were sparser and were pruned below 1 m. The vineyard relied on
irrigation to meet the water requirements with all vines receiving water via drip
emitters. In contrast the inter-rows were dry and devoid of plant cover due to the
enduring drought.
Two, 3 meter high, open-lattice towers were instrumented with rapid response
1-D sonicanemometer-thermometers andkrypton hygrometers. Half-hourly valuesof
hEe and He were calculated using the eddy covariance technique. Other slower
sensors included sensitive cup anemometers, a net radiometer Rn (W m"2) and a
combination temperature-relative humidity sensor. One tower was placed in the
mature canopy on the eastern side almost directly under the centre of the
scintillometer beams (designated the road site) andtheothertower neartothe Fairhall
river and the much younger vines (the river site). Wind speed, temperature and the
relative humidity were recorded bydata-loggers onRob's Knob.

8.3.2 Weatherconditions anddatacollection
The experiment started in late summer, February 1998, during an extreme drought.
There had been no significant rainfall in the Marlborough region during the previous
winter-spring period. The surrounding hillsides and pastures were brown and dry
with little if any growth. In contrast, the canopy of the vineyard was green and lush.
Data collection first began on the afternoon of the 21st February (day of the year,
D51) and was continuous for the next three days until the monthly average rainfall (~
35mm)wasexperienced overtheintervening days,D54andD55. Asthe groundwas
baked hard very little of the rain penetrated the surface soil and most disappeared as
runoff. Throughout days D51,D52 and D53 strong winds, mainly N-NW drove up
the valley and through the scintillometer beam. Days D52 and D53 were overcast.
These days had relatively lowHrand XEe. By day D56 the rain had stopped and the
sky was clear and the early morning winds were a cold SW blowing across the
surrounding hills and through the scintillometer beam. In the afternoon the wind
direction shifted around to the NE and was accompanied by intermittent cloud cover
and an increasing air temperature. Day D57 had a clear sky with low windspeeds in
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the morning. By the early afternoon of D57 the windspeed had increased from a
northerly direction. D58 started with a brilliantly clear morning, which quickly
degenerated into overcast conditions with SWwind. Thefinal day of the experiment,
D59, began the morning with strong SW windsand overcast skies followed by rain in
the late afternoon.
Data from the eddy covariance and the scintillometer instruments was recorded
using Campbell Scientific Inc. 21x micro-loggers programmed for 10 minute and
half-hour averages. The data was retrieved daily by portable computer and analysed
using a software spreadsheet. Supporting micrometeorological data were recorded
usingastandard metstation located besidetheeddy covariance instruments.
8.4

Results and discussion

8.4.1 Near-neutral andadvective conditions
Day D51 had a clear sky with strong N-NW winds. In contrast days D52 and D53
were characterized by overcast skies but still with strong N-NW winds (see Figure
8.2) that blew up the valley almost perpendicular to the scintillometer beam. For
instance at 1200 hrs the windspeed at 30mwasestimated to be uc30m ~24 ms" . The
calculation of uc30m assumed a logarithmic wind profile under near-neutral conditions.
Subsequent calculations of u* atz= 3mweretaken asthesamevalue atz= 30m.
Over the days D51, D52 and D53 and during daytime periods of high
windspeed (uc3m > 8ms"1)both themicrowave and near-infrared scintillometer signals
had very large signal variances. Values of XES were at least an order of magnitude
greater than A,Ee. Theeddy covariance values ofHeand XEe arecredible (Figure 8.2).
Figure (8.3) compares the two methods for half-hour averages of A.E selected over
these three days. The 20:1 lineoffers acoarse indication of the disparity between the
twomethods.
The fluctuations measured by the scintillometer can not be due to the surface
fluxes alone. Theorigin ofthese additional perturbations must lieelsewhere and were
somehow related tothehigh wind-speeds atthe scintillometer beam height (uc>20m
s"1). There is the effect of the terrain toconsider, as several kilometres upwind of the
well-irrigated vineyard valley the landscape is mainly dry pasture and scrub. This
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situation describes a transition from dry to wet surfaces effectively the strong
advection of dry air into the well-irrigated valley. De Bruin et al. (1991) and De
Bruin et al. (1993) made a study of surface fluxes over non-uniform terrain under
advective conditions, using both the variance and eddy covariance techniques and
found Htobe significantly overestimated usingtheformer method.
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Figure (8.2). Time series of eddy covariance determined fluxes He( • ) and XEr(o) along with
net radiation, R„ and theaverage windspeed atz= 3m, uc3mfor near neutral days D51, D52 and
D53.

These extra temperature fluctuations were attributed to the entrainment of the
upwind dry and warm air into the newly formed internal moist boundary layer (De
Bruin, pers comms.) This is a plausible explanation for the observed increased
variance in the scintillometer signals. However, because the scintillometer can not
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differentiate or separate thesourceof this increased scintillation the derivation of CT
and CQ isinvalid andthe scintillation method is flawed.
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Figure (8.3). Acomparison of half hour averages of \ES and XErobtained under near-neutral
and strongly advective conditions.

Also contributing to the additional signal variance may be wind turbulence
generated by the valley slopes andtheridges where the scintillometers are positioned.
Although the scintillometer path weighting is minimal atthetransect extremes (Wang
et al., 1978), additional mixing of the atmosphere by these physical barriers could
have created unwanted fluctuations in Tand Qwithin the valley. It is expected this
effect would be particularly evident at the ridge height rather than near the valley
floor as the wind accelerates upwards towards the crest of the hillsides (Kaimal and
Finnigan, 1994). For the N-NW wind direction this meant the wind would strike the
eastern ridge at an angle of approximately 45 degrees. The scintillometer data
collected at height and under the combination of very strong advective N-NW winds
takingplace within thisvalley, remains unusable initspresent form.
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8.4.2 Unstable conditions

Constant heavy rain over days D54 and D55 meant all instrumentation had been
turned off during this period toprotect against failure. The experiment was restarted
at 0900 hrs on day D56. As Figure (8.4) shows, the morning of day D56 was
characterised by aclear sky and air temperature around 12C. Rn steadily increased to
a 700 W m"2 maximum at 1230 hrs followed by intermittent cloud cover over the
afternoon.
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Figure (8.4). Average wind-speed at z= 3m, «,,,„, Temperature (T) and net radiation R„ during
the unstable conditions of day, D56.
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Light SW winds (uc3m~ 4 m s") passed through the scintillometer beam but after
midday the wind began to shift direction rotating 180degrees towards the NE. Over
the next 3hours asthe wind increased in speed to (uc3m ~7.5 ms"1, 1500hrs) it blew
first EW down the scintillometer beam before finally settling into a NE direction (~
1500hrs).
Atime trace of daily half hourly averaged values of XES and XEe is presented in
Figure(8.5). Thetransition inwinddirection duringthisperiodhasbeen indicatedon
Figure (8.5) using the notation, SW, EW and NE. Until 1200 hrs (SW wind) the
comparison between XESand XEewas reasonable. In the afternoon when the wind
shifted direction to the EW to blow over the east-ridge and down the scintillometer
beam there was a marked underestimation by XES. On several occasions during the
early afternoon transition in wind shift the structure parameter CT was observed to
vary by more than an order of magnitude over 10minute periods. Following Hill et
al. (1992a) we have classified these periods as non-stationary. The atmospheric
conditions prevented the application of MOST. By mid afternoon (~ 1500 hrs)
agreement between XES and XEe had improved.
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Drier winds that blew from the NE apparently advected sufficient dry air into
the valley so there was a trend for XES >XEe. The D56 behaviour of XESC can be
demarcated roughly into three temporal transitions caused by a 180-degree change in
wind direction. The results suggest the successful comparison of the scintillometer
and eddy covariance methods is dependent on the strength and the direction of the
wind, the surrounding topography and their relation to the scintillometer beam
orientation.
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During the morning of day D57 the atmosphere tended towards highly unstable
conditions to provide a data set with which to test the effectiveness of Equation
(8.11). Average wind-speed was low during thefirst part of the day (uc3m < 1.5 ms"1)
and the skywasclearthroughout theprevious night andextended overthemorningof
D57 (Figure 8.6). By noon the air temperature had climbed to 19 C from an early
morning low of 10C (0800 hrs). From noon the wind-speed increased from uc3m ~2
m s" to uc3m~ 1 m s"1 by 1600 hrs and from a northerly direction. As significant
mechanical mixing was now occurring in the boundary layer Equation (8.11) was no
longer valid.
Figure (8.7) is a time series comparison between XES and XEefor D57. In the
period between 0800 and 1330 hrs XEShas been calculated using Equation (8.11)
assuming very unstable conditions. From 1400 hrs onwards and with the increasing
wind-speed, XESis determined using the iterative method as described for unstable
conditions. In the first instance and in contrast to XEe, the values of XES lying
between 0800 and 1030hrsarelargerthanbelievable asRn <450Wm"2.
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During this period the values of c\ and c2Q (Figure 8.8) experienced an
increase in magnitude peaking at 0900 hrs. Calculated XESwas then very much
greater than expected from a surface latent heat flux. Both the microwave and large
aperture infrared scintillometer signals independently showed additional signal
variance. In explanation it is proposed these peaks are indicative of the evolution of
theCBL(as indicated onFigure 8.7) growing inheight inresponse to surface heating.
Stull (1988) describes the depth of the CBL increasing slowly, under calm situations,
from several tensof metres controlled by thestrong nocturnal stable layercapping the
CBL. We believe that as the air temperature rose in the mid-morning, the top of the
CBLmovedupward andpassed through the scintillometer beam. Thetransition in air
density as the warmer air moved through the beam caused additional fluctuations to
be recorded by the scintillometer, but these went unseen by the eddy covariance
instruments. Kohsiek and Herben (1983) infer this behaviour in their paper when
describing evaporation madebymeasurements ofradiowave scintillation.
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Figure (8.8). The behaviour of the structure parameters c f (o) and c2Q (•) for day, D57.
Each of the spikes in the time traces are periods when reliable data is unavailable. This is due
either to obstruction of the beam or the behaviour of the atmosphere as it undergoes various
transitions.
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Additionally, Wyngaard and LeMone (1980) discuss the behaviour of CT and CQ in
the CBL and observed that these values can be several orders of magnitude greater
near the inversion height than expected through that generated by surface fluxes.
By late morning (1100 hrs) the height of the CBL had grown beyond both the
scintillometer and eddy covariance instruments and the fluxes recorded by both
instruments was contained within the convective surface layer.

Application of

Equation (8.11) for free convective conditions was valid and demonstrated extremely
pleasing agreement between AESand \Ee from 1100to 1330 hrs (Figure 8.7). At 1130
hrs an acrylic screen was placed over the scintillometer transmitter. A similar screen
was erected at the scintillometer receiver about 1730 hrs. The screens were designed
to prevent mechanical oscillations by heavy winds moving the scintillometers. This
modification to the enclosures caused peaks in CT and CQ about 1130 and 1730 hrs
(Figure 8.8) as the scintillometer beam was broken. There is no evidence there was an
improvement in the scintillometers performance by the placement of these screens.
From 1400 hrs onwards the free convective formula was discarded in favour of the
unstable approach. Calculations of AE, constantly overestimate XEe in a manner
similar to the results of day, D56. The sudden jump in magnitude of both CT and CQ
around 1430 hrs (Figure 8. 8) from one plateau to another occurs with increased windspeed (see uc3m,Figure 8.6).
During the very unstable conditions the signal from the near-infrared
scintillometer was very close to the instrument noise. Some discussion on this
problem is warranted because the scintillation method relies on accurate
measurements of clj • During very unstable conditions simple theory states that both
CT and CQ are proportional to z'4/3 within the surface boundary layer. In practical
terms this means the magnitude of CT o r CQ measured by a scintillometer placed at a
height of z =30 m will be only 5 % of that measured by the same instrument placed at
z =3 m above the valley floor. This reduction in signal strength becomes problematic
for low values of evaporation as the scintillometers must be capable of a suitable
signal resolution without approaching their own noise limit. During the convective
conditions, CT

wa

s three orders of magnitude less than the values measured over the

unstable mid-afternoon situation (Figure 8.8). The other two peaks in CT
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an

<i CQ

occurring in the early morning and the early evening (0700 - 0800 hrs and 2000 2100 hrs) represent the transition between the unstable and stable atmospheric states.
Duringtheseperiods CT and CQ areindeterminable aswill be AES.
Thefinal days of theexperiment, D58and D59,arenot discussed in detail here
as both were overcast, cold and with strong winds blowing NW down the
scintillometer transect making data interpretation difficult. During this period the
signal output from the infrared scintillometer was observed to approach its own noise
limit (C2„ < 10"17 m" 3). However the clear early morning of day, D58, provided
several half-hour data points which although not presented had XES and XEein close
agreement.
The issue of improving the signal strength of the near-infrared scintillometer is
currently being addressed through the use of a more powerful radiation source. It is
notedthemicrowave scintillometer signal strength was always adequate.
8.5

Conclusion

The purpose of this research was to identify whether the scintillometer method could
be used to estimate evaporation from a vineyard valley and be capable of providing
figures for daily irrigation scheduling and the management of water resources. The
scintillometer was placed on opposing valley ridges topropagate its beam across and
well above the valley floor. In calculating XES it was assumed that similarity theory
was 'workable' for the valley situation and the scintillations were caused by the
surface fluxes of heat andmoisture.
The results demonstrate the success of these A£s measurements when compared
with eddy covariance data depend on the prevailing atmospheric conditions and
surrounding terrain. Operating scintillometers atz= 30mcreates additional problems
not encountered when the beam is closer to the canopy. These problems are
extraordinary scintillations and much weaker signals whose symptoms are an
excessive intensity variance and reduced signal-to-noise ratio. Thecases identified to
date include the entrainment of warm dry air under advective conditions and the
development of the CBL as it passes through the scintillometer beam. Confirmation
of thesephenomena is anext experimental step. Excessive wind-speed contributed to
the overestimation of A£v relative to hEe during unstable conditions. The difference
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became extreme for near-neutral conditions with a dry-to-wet transition downwind.
There is no evidence to suggest the scintillometer combination will not perform well
when operated at this height and under near-neutral conditions over uniform terrain.
Thefree convection formula gavegoodresultsfor thesmall data set collected.
In summary the results presented indicate the scintillation method can produce
credible estimations of XES from an irrigated valley. The scintillometer performed
best under unstable to very unstable atmospheric conditions. The reasonable
comparison between the scintillometer and eddy covariance time series suggests the
application of similarity theory was appropriate. Scintillometers need to be mounted
at greater heights than conventional instruments in order to obtain an unobstructed
propagation oftheirbeams acrosskilometer distances andtocompensatefor curvature
of theEarth. Asaresulttheymayencounter someoftheunwanted effects reported in
this experiment.
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*

Summary
This thesis has collated one review chapter and five experiments concerned with
addressing the question, 'howsuccessfulis the scintillometermethod in determining
the surfacefluxes of heat, moisture and momentumand under whatcircumstances
does it appear to fail?'

Answering this question is important as a workable

scintillation method provides the meteorologist with spatial integrated measurements
of the surface fluxes at kilometre scales. With such atool,ground-truth validation of
remote sensing systems is possible, water balance studies can be conducted at
catchment scales and energy balance experiments extended over slightly nonhomogeneous terrain.

Using electromagnetic scintillation to infer turbulence

quantities is afairly recent development. Although our interest lies in estimating the
surface fluxes Chapter 3 makes it very clear that the foundation of the scintillation
method is deeply rooted in attimes questionable combination of turbulence and wave
propagation theory. The novice must appreciate the important steps and assumptions
inthe scintillation method. Purchasing ascintillometer off-the-shelfisnoguaranteeof
reliablemeasurements.
How well this thesis has answered the treatise depends to an extent on the
relativeperformance ofthescintillometer methodagainst somebenchmark. Forthese
scintillation experiments this benchmark was the eddy covariance method, selected
for convenience and familiarity. In many ways this selection is a compromise as
different temporal and spatial band-widths are used by each method. Scintillation
measures theensemble averageofspatialfluctuations intherefractive-index along the
propagation path. The eddy covariance technique makes measurements at one point
in space as a function of time. The time average of the eddy covariance method is
considered to be an ensemble average. Depending on atmospheric stability the eddy
covariance method may require several tens of minutes to integrate the energy from
all eddy scales contributing to the surface fluxes. In comparison, the scintillometer
can provide statistically stable data within minutes because it only measures in the
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inertial-convective subrange of frequencies.

In light of such differences any

comparison between methods should be made with a tongue-in-cheekapproach with
thestateof the atmosphere and surface conditions carefully scrutinised toexplain any
discrepancies. The strength of using the eddy covariance technique as a comparison
is because it identifies any marked deviations from the norm experienced by the
scintillation method. Success is in comprehending what caused these deviations not
through obtaining the perfect half-hour correlation between methods. The five
experiments in this thesis table such deviations and propose explanations for their
particular scintillometer type and application. What follows, are the salient facts
gleamed from this research.
The experiments using the inner scale meter and the semiconductor laser diode
highlighted the pluses and minuses of la dependence for laser scintillometers. This
dependence required acorrection to themeasured signal variance using the spectraof
Hill (1978), but it also provided information on the magnitude of la and ultimately a
measure of u,. In the case of the semiconductor laser diode scintillometer, lo was
indirectly determined using a measurement of average windspeed and crop height.
This approach proved successful inthecalculation of Hsc. Incontrast, the inner scale
meter measured ltt using the difference in received signal variances between a gas
laser and a large aperture scintillometer having little /„ dependence. This latter
approach was particularly sensitive to small signal differences and caused
considerable scatter in the u, comparisons. Despite a coarse result for u,, Hsc still
compared favourably to Hec.

In addition to the lo dependence the laser

scintillometers suffered from signal saturation in the presence of strong turbulence.
This path limited the laser scintillometers and consequently the inner scale meter to
operation over short distances (L < 100 m). This limitation was less than attractive
for thepurposes ofpath averagingfluxes atcatchment scale.
The near-infrared large aperture scintillometer was designed to overcome the
shortcomings of the laser scintillometers. It is most suited tocalculations of HK and
it successfully did so as a component of the inner scale meter. This scintillometer
however performed poorly for the rice paddy experiment. Here Hsc < Esc and at
times up to 40% of the received signal variance could be attributed to correlated T-Q
fluctuations.

The rice paddy experiment highlighted the effect of absorption
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scintillations on the large aperture signal variance. This effect was also apparent in
the test of the two-wavelength scintillometer at Ahipara (Chapter 7). Subsequent
modification to the scintillometer's electronic filtering alleviated this problem. If
large aperture near-infrared scintillometers are still being built based on the original
design of Ochs and Cartwright (1980) then the C2 output signal may contain the
effect of absorption fluctuations inaddition torefractive fluctuations.
The optical wavelength scintillometers, whether they are the laser or the large
aperture types, struggled to provide a measurement of Esc because they are less
sensitive to humidity fluctuations than temperature fluctuations. This was confirmed
by observations of the relative contributions made by C\, CTg, and C2Q to C2 at
visible to near-infrared wavelengths. The opposite was shown to be true at
microwave wavelengths and so measuring EK requires a microwave scintillometer.
The two-wavelength combination of microwave and large aperture scintillometers
proved successful in calculating both Esc and HK, provided the effect of low
frequency path-averaged humidity fluctuations was filtered from the scintillometer
signals. The microwave scintillometer was shown to be sensitive to inertialconvective fluctuations andcapableof calculating C2.
When mechanical turbulence is minimal and one is interested in unstable
atmospheric conditions then the free convection formula developed for the twowavelength scintillometer provided a reasonable estimate of Esc.

However

measuring at height and under very unstable conditions means the scintillometer
signal variance can be corrupted by the passage of the growing CBL. Because
C2n °cz""3, the scintillometer signal variance can become very small and possibly
undetectable from signal noise. Unpublished data from the Ahipara experiment
showed the large aperture scintillometer operated at 10 m and can provide reliable
estimates of Hx by also using a free convective scaling formula (De Bruin et al.,
1995). This result is in-line with the observations of De Bruin et al. (1995) who also
showed coarse measurements of u, were sufficient to ensure reasonable calculations
of HK and Esc.
Until microwave scintillometers were used in these experiments measurements
were confined close to the ground. Microwave technology required installing the
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scintillometer at some minimum height to avoid surface reflection of the propagated
signal. With increased height and distance so grew the requirements to preserve
MOST. The valley experiment at Brancott was the first time the effect of advection
was observed on the scintillation measurements. The scintillometer footprint was
sensitive to the effects of the dry-to-wet transition and the entrainment of thedry and
warm air into the newly formed surface boundary layer. Under these conditions the
scintillometers could not distinguish the source of the additional signal variance and
the scintillometer method failed.

It was also highly unlikely under these

circumstances the T-Qcorrelation held atthescintillometer beam height.

Inlightof thesesummarised resultswepresent here some recommendations.

• Laser scintillometers or scintillometers which incorporate lasers such as the
inner scale meter are only useful over short distances as they are limited by
signal saturation and a dependence on /„.

Theoretical advances in

describing the scintillometer signal variance in strong turbulence will still
require a powerful and stable laser scintillometer to implement such
advances ifoperation overkilometre distancesis required.
• The near-infrared large aperture scintillometer is simple and inexpensive to
construct. It has minimal dependence on ln and it can operate over
kilometre distances without signal saturation. It probably is not suited to
measurements over well-irrigated surfaces because it is most sensitive to
temperature fluctuations. This scintillometer performs well in unstable
conditions usingfree convective scaling.
• Themicrowavescintillometer andlargeaperturenear-infrared scintillometer
combination can providereliableestimates of Hsc and EK. They should be
used overreasonable homogeneous terrain with sufficient fetch to guarantee
reliablemeasurements. Thistwo-wavelength combination canestimateboth
HK and Esc underunstable conditionsusingfree convective scaling.
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•
Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift geeft een theoretisch overzicht en het resultaat van vijf
veldexperimenten met betrekking tot de vragen: 'hoe succesvol is de
scintillatiemethode in het bepalenvande oppervlaktefluxen van warmte, waterdamp
en impuls en onder welke omstandigheden is de methode niet toereikend''. Het
antwoord opdeze vragen isbelangrijk omdat de methode meteorologen kan voorzien
van ruimtelijk gei'ntegreerde metingen van de oppervlaktefluxen op een schaal van
kilometers. Met dit hulpmiddel is validatie van satellietwaarnemingen mogelijk,
kunnen waterbalansstudies uitgevoerd worden op de schaal van een stroomgebied of
energiebalansexperimenten worden uitgevoerd boven lichtelijk niet-homogeen terrein.
Hetgebruik vanelektromagnetische scintillatie omturbulente kwantiteiten af teleiden
is een tamelijk nieuwe ontwikkeling. Hoewel onze interesse ligt bij het schatten van
de oppervlaktefluxen, maakt Hoofdstuk 3 duidelijk dat de fundering van
scintillatiemethode diep geworteld is in de bij tijden twijfelachtige golftheorie. Een
beginner moet deze belangrijke stappen en aannamen in de scintillatiemethode
waarderen en begrijpen, want de aanschaf van een kant-en-klare scintillometer is
geen garantie voorbetrouwbare metingen.
Hoe goed ditproefschrift antwoord geeft opdebovengestelde vragen is in hoge
mate afhankelijk van derelatieveprestatie vandescintillatiemethode ten opzichte van
een standaardmethode. Uit gemak en ervaring is de eddy-covariantietechniek als
standaard voor de scintillatiemethode gekozen. In vele opzichten is deze keuze een
compromis,omdatdemethoden gebruik makenvanverschillende tijds-en ruimtelijke
schalen. De scintillatiemethode meet een ensemble gemiddelde van de ruimtelijke
fluctuaties in de atmosferische brekingsindex langs het optische pad. De eddycovariantiemethode daarentegen, is een puntmeting in de ruimte als functie van de
tijd. De tijdsgemiddelde eddy-covariantiemeting wordt hierbij beschouwd als
ensemble gemiddelde. Afhankelijk van de atmosferische stabiliteit zijn er veelal
tientallen minuten nodig om alle energie van de eddy-schalen die bijdragen aan de
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oppervlaktefluxen teintegreren.Descintillatiemethode biedtechter naenkeleminuten
al statistisch betrouwbare data omdat de methode slechts meet in de inertieleconvectieve frequentiegebied.
Met deze verschillen in ons achterhoofd moet een vergelijking van deze
methoden met enig voorbehoud benaderd worden, waarbij de toestand van de
atmosfeer en het oppervlak nauwlettend moeten worden bestudeerd om bepaalde
discrepanties te kunnen verklaren. De kracht van de vergelijking met eddycovariantietechniek wordt bepaald doorde identificatie van markante afwijkingen van
de 'normaar bij gebruik van de scintillatiemethode. Succes is, het begrijpen van de
oorzaken van deze afwijkingen en niet het bereiken van de perfecte correlatie tussen
de twee methoden. De vijf experimenten beschreven in dit proefschrift belichten
dergelijke anomalieen en stellen verklaringen voor, afhankelijk van het type
scintillometer en toepassingsgebied. Wat volgt zijn opvallende feiten die voortvloeien
uitdit onderzoek.
De experimenten waarin de 'inner scale' meter en de semi-conductor
laserscintillometer gebruikt werden accentueerden depositieve en negatieve kant van
de /„afhankelijkheid van laserscintillometers. Deze afhankelijkheid maakte een
correctie met behulp van de spectra van Hill (1978) op de gemeten signaalvariantie
noodzakelijk, maar gaven tegelijkertijd ook informatie over de grootte van /„en
uiteindelijk van u,. In het geval van de semi-conductor laserscintillometer, werd
/„bepaald met behulp van een indirecte meting van de gemiddelde windsnelheid en
de gewashoogte. Deze benadering is succesvol gebleken bij de berekening van Hsc.
In tegenstelling tot het voorgaande, bepaalde de 'inner scale' meter louit verschil in
de ontvangen signaalvarianties van een laserscintillometer en een scintillometer met
grote openingshoek die weinig afhankelijk is van l0.Deze laatste methode was
bijzonder gevoelig voor kleine signaalverschillen en veroorzaakte daardoor
aanzienlijke spreiding bij de vergelijking van u,. Ondanks dit resultaat voor u,,
kwamen Hscen Hectoch goed overeen. Naast de afhankelijkheid van /„ van de laser
scintillometers trad er bovendien verzadiging op van het signaal onder sterk
turbulente omstandigheden. Dit beperkte het gebruik van de laserscintillometer en
daarmee de 'inner scale' metertotkortepadlengten (L< 100 m).
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De nabij infrarode scintillometer met grote openingshoek werd ontworpen om
de tekortkomingen van de laserscintillometer te overwinnen. Deze scintillometer is
zeer geschikt om H,cte bereken werd hiervoor ook succesvol ingezet als onderdeel
van de 'inner scale' meter. Deze scintillometer presteerde echter slecht tijdens het
rijstveldexperiment. In dit geval was Hsc < Esc en somskon 40% van het ontvangen
signaalvariantie worden toegeschreven aan de gecorreleerde T-Q fluctuaties. Dit
rijsveldexperiment heeft wederom het effect van absorptiefluctuaties op de variantie
van het signaal van deze scintillometer laten zien. Dit was ook duidelijk aanwezig
tijdens het experiment met de twee golflengten scintillometers in Ahipara, Nieuw
Zeeland (Hoofdstuk 7). Door het aanpassen van de elektronische filtering van de
scintillometer werd dit probleem verholpen. Als er echter scintillometers gebouwd
worden volgens het ontwerp van Ochs en Cartwright (1980) dan zou het output
signaal, C2n,beinvloed kunnen worden door het effect van absorptiefluctuaties
bovenopdefluctuaties ten gevolgevan refractie.
De optische scintillometers, lasers of met grote openingshoek, waren niet in
staat Eu. te bepalen, omdat deze typen gevoeliger zijn voor temperatuur- dan voor
vochtfluctuaties. Dit werd bevestigd door waarnemingen van de relatieve bijdragen
van Cj , CTQen C2Q aan C„2voor zichtbare- en nabij infrarode golflengten. Het
tegenovergestelde werd echter aangetoond bij het gebruik van microgolfen. Voor het
bepalen van Esc is dus een microgolfscintillometer nodig. Een combinatie van een
microgolfscintillometer en een scintillometer met grote openingshoek bleek succesvol
te zijn bij het bepalen van zowel E„.als Hsc, aangenomen dat het effect van
padgemiddelde, laagfrequente vochtfluctuaties uit het scintillometersignaal gefilterd
werd. De microgolfscintillometer toonde aan gevoelig te zijn voor inertiele
convectieve fluctuaties en in staattezijn om C2n tebepalen.
Onder onstabiel omstandigheden met minimale mechanische turbulentie
voldeed de vrije convectie formule ontwikkeld voor de twee golflengten
scintillometer en gaf daardoor een redelijke schatting van Esc. Echter metingen op
grotere hoogte onder zeer onstabiele omstandigheden betekenden dat de variantie van
het signaal van de scintillometers verstoord werd door de passage van een groeiende
grenslaag. Omdat C„2<* z~*? kon het variantiesignaal zo klein worden dat deze
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mogelijk niet te onderscheiden was van de signaalruis. Ongepubliseerde data van het
Ahipara experiment lieten zien dat voor een scintillometer met grote opening,
geplaatst op 10 m hoogte, de vrije convectie formule (De Bruin et al., 1995)
betrouwbare waarden voor Hscopleverde. Dit resultaat correspondent met
waarnemingen van DeBruin et al. (1995),die ook lieten zien dat grove metingen van
u, voldoende waren omeen redelijke berekeningtemakenvan Hx en Esc.
Tot het moment dat microgolfscintillometers hun intrede deden, werden
experimenten vlak boven de grond gedaan. Microgolventechnologie vereiste een
minimale afstand van het oppervlak om reflecties van het golfsignaal te voorkomen.
Met degroter wordende hoogteen afstand groeideook hetbelang van het behoud van
MOST. Het Brancott vallei experiment liet voor het eerst het effect van advectie zien
opmetingen meteen scintillometer. Devoetafdruk vande scintillometer was gevoelig
voor droog naar nat overgangen en voor menging van droge en warme lucht in de
nieuw gevormde oppervlaktegrenslaag. Onder deze omstandigheden was de
scintillometer niet in staat de bron van de toegevoegde signaalvariantie te
onderscheiden, waardoor de scintillometermethode faalde. Het was bovendien hoogst
onwaarschijnlijk dat onder deze omstandigheden de T-Qcorrelatie in takt bleef op de
hoogtevande stralingsbundel.
In het licht van de samengevatte resultaten volgen hier enkele voorzichtige
aanbevelingen:
• Laserscintillomers of gecombineerde scintillometers die lasers gebruiken,
zoals de 'inner scale' meter zijn alleen bruikbaar over relatief korte
afstanden, omdat deze beperkt zijn door signaalverzadiging en de
afhankelijkheid van /„. Omdetheoretische vooruitgang bij het beschrijven
van de signaalvariantie van de scintillometer onder sterk turbulente
omstandigheden te implementeren vereist, indien er op kilometer schaal
gewerktmoetworden,eenkrachtigeen stabielelaserscintillometer vereist.
• De nabij infrarode scintillometer meteen groteopeningshoek vereist relatief
simpel en goedkoop te construeren. De afhankelijkheid van ltiis minimaal
en kan zonder verzadiging overenkele kilometers meten. Het instrument is
waarschijnlijk niet geschikt om betrouwbare metingen te verrichten boven
goed gei'rrigeerde oppervlakten omdat op deze golflengte refractie vooral
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veroorzaakt wordt door temperatuurfluctuaties. Deze scintillometer geeft
goede resultaten met vrije convectie schaling onder zeer onstabiele
omstandigheden.
Een combinatie van een microgolfscintillometer en een nabij infrarode
scintillometer met een grote openingshoek geeft betrouwbare schattingen
van zowel Hscals EK.

De combinatie moet worden ingezet boven

homogeen terrein met voldoende ongestoorde aanstroming om betrouwbare
metingen te garanderen. Vrije convectie schaling geeft ook hier een goede
schatting van Hsc en Esc.
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